
This action is to adopt the Final Mitigated Negative Declaration for the County of Los Angeles 
Weather Modification Project and to award a service contract for As-Needed Weather Modification 
(Cloud Seeding) Services to augment the amount of rainfall within select watersheds of the                
San Gabriel Mountains.

SUBJECT

October 20, 2015

The Honorable Board of Supervisors
County of Los Angeles
383 Kenneth Hahn Hall of Administration
500 West Temple Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012
 
Dear Supervisors:

ADOPT THE FINAL MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION FOR 
COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES WEATHER MODIFICATION PROJECT

AND AWARD A SERVICE CONTRACT FOR
AS-NEEDED WEATHER MODIFICATION (CLOUD SEEDING) SERVICES

(SUPERVISORIAL DISTRICTS 1 AND 5)
(3 VOTES)

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT THE BOARD:

1. Consider the Final Mitigated Negative Declaration to augment the amount of rainfall within select 
watersheds of the San Gabriel Mountains; find that the Final Mitigated Negative Declaration reflects 
the independent judgment and analysis of the Board; adopt the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting 
Program; find that the Mitigation Monitoring Reporting Program is adequately designed to ensure 
compliance with the mitigation measures during project implementation; find on the basis of the 
whole record before the Board that there is no substantial evidence that the project will have a 
significant effect on the environment; and adopt the Final Mitigated Negative Declaration.

2. Approve the County of Los Angeles Weather Modification Project and award a service contract for 
As-Needed Weather Modification (Cloud Seeding) Services to North American Weather Consultants, 
Inc.  This contract will be for a term of 1 year commencing upon execution of the Contract by both 
parties in an annual amount not to exceed $550,000 with four 1-year renewal options and a           
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month-to-month extension up to 6 months for a maximum potential contract term of 66 months and a 
potential maximum contract sum of $3,025,000.

3. Authorize the Director of Public Works or her designee to annually increase the contract amount 
up to an additional 10 percent of the annual contract sum for unforeseen, additional work within the 
scope of the contract, if required, and to adjust the annual contract sum for each option year over the 
term of the contract to allow for an annual cost-of-living adjustment in accordance with County policy 
and the terms of the contract.

4. Authorize the Director of Public Works or her designee to execute the contract; to renew the 
contract for each additional renewal option and extension period if in the opinion of the Director of 
Public Works or her designee, North American Weather Consultants, Inc., has successfully 
performed during the previous contract period and the services are still required; to approve and 
execute amendments to incorporate necessary changes within the scope of work; and to suspend 
work if, in the opinion of the Director of Public Works or her designee, it is in the best interest of the 
County to do so.

PURPOSE/JUSTIFICATION OF RECOMMENDED ACTION

California is currently in its fourth consecutive year of drought and is experiencing serious shortfalls 
in available water resources.  Weather modification programs have been historically implemented in 
Los Angeles County and many other areas to successfully increase the amount of rainfall over 
targeted areas.  The program proposes to increase rain fall in Los Angeles County by seeding clouds 
with a condensation agent from land based generators.  Additional rain fall will be captured in dams 
and spreading grounds throughout the Pacoima, Big Tujunga, and San Gabriel watersheds.  A Board 
Motion on January 7, 2014, directed Public Works to report back on enhancing local water supplies, 
including cloud seeding.  The proposed reactivation of the cloud seeding program is a result of that 
report.

The purpose of the recommended action is to adopt the Final Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND), 
(Enclosure A), and Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP), (Enclosure D), for the 
County of Los Angeles Weather Modification Project, and to award a service contract for As-Needed 
Weather Modification (Cloud Seeding) Services to augment the amount of rainfall within select 
watersheds of the San Gabriel Mountains.  Public Works has intermittently contracted this service 
since 1962.

Implementation of Strategic Plan Goals
The Countywide Strategic Plan directs the provisions of Operational Effectiveness/Fiscal 
Sustainability (Goal 1), Community Support and Responsiveness (Goal 2), and Integrated Services 
Delivery (Goal 3).  The contractor has the specialized expertise to provide this service accurately, 
efficiently, timely, and in a responsive manner to support Public Works in meeting these goals.

FISCAL IMPACT/FINANCING

There will be no impact to the County General Fund.  

The annual contract amount is $550,000 plus 10 percent for additional work within the scope of the 
contract and cost-of-living adjustments in accordance with this contract with a maximum potential 
contract sum of $3,025,000.  This amount is based on the annual price quoted by the contractor and 
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Public Works estimated annual utilization of the contractor's services.

Funding for this service is included in the Internal Service Fund Fiscal Year 2015-16 Budget, which 
will be reimbursed by the Flood Control District Fund.  Funds to finance the contract's optional years 
and 10 percent additional funding for contingencies will be requested through the annual budget 
process.

FACTS AND PROVISIONS/LEGAL REQUIREMENTS

The recommended contractor is North American Weather Consultants, Inc., located in Sandy, Utah.  
This contract will commence upon the Board's approval or execution by both parties, whichever 
occurs last, for a period of 1 year.  With the Board's delegated authority, the Director of Public Works 
or her designee may renew the contract for four 1-year renewal options and a month-to-month 
extension up to 6 months for a maximum potential total contract term of 66 months.

The contract will be in the form substantially similar to the form previously reviewed and approved by 
County Counsel (Enclosure B).  Prior to the Director or her designee executing this contract, the 
contractor will sign and County Counsel will review it as to form.  The recommended contract with 
North American Weather Consultants, Inc., was solicited on an open-competitive basis and is in 
accordance with applicable Federal, State, and County requirements.  The contractor is in 
compliance with the requirements of the Interim Chief Executive Officer and the Board.

The award of the contract will not result in unauthorized disclosure of confidential information and will 
be in full compliance with Federal, State, and County regulations.  The contract contains terms and 
conditions supporting the Board's ordinances, policies, and programs including, but not limited to:  
the County's Greater Avenues for Independence and General Relief Opportunities for Work 
Programs (GAIN and GROW), Board Policy No. 5.050; Contract Language to Assist in Placement of 
Displaced County Workers, Board Policy No. 5.110; Reporting of Improper Solicitations,                  
Board Policy No. 5.060; Notice to Contract Employees of Newborn Abandonment Law (Safely 
Surrendered Baby Law), Board Policy No. 5.135; Contractor Employee Jury Service Program,        
Los Angeles County Code, Chapter 2.203; Notice to Employees Regarding the Federal Earned 
Income Credit (Federal Income Tax Law, Internal Revenue Service Notice 1015); Contractor 
Responsibility and Debarment, Los Angeles County Code, Chapter 2.202; the Los Angeles County's 
Child Support Compliance Program, Los Angeles County Code, Chapter 2.200; Defaulted Property 
Tax Reduction Program Ordinance, Los Angeles County Code, Chapter 2.206; and the standard 
Board-directed clauses that provide for contract termination or renegotiation.

Data regarding the proposers' minority participation is on file with Public Works.  The contractor was 
selected upon final analysis and consideration without regard to race, creed, gender, or color.

Proof of the required Comprehensive General and Automobile Liability insurance policies, naming 
the County as additional insured, and evidence of Workers' Compensation insurance will be obtained 
from the contractor before any work is assigned.

The Request for Proposals (RFP) for this contracted service was not submitted to any union for 
review since no classifications were impacted.

Public Works has evaluated and determined that the Living Wage Program (Los Angeles County 
Code, Chapter 2.201) does not apply to this recommended contract, which is for services required 
on an as-needed and intermittent basis; hence, this contract is not a Proposition A contract           
(Los Angeles County Code, Chapter 2.121).
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The contract includes a cost-of-living adjustment provision, which is in accordance with the Board's 
policy approved January 29, 2002.

ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTATION

An initial study was prepared for the County of Los Angeles Weather Modification Project to augment 
the amount of rainfall within select watersheds of the San Gabriel Mountains, in compliance with the 
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).  The initial study identified potentially significant effects 
of the project, but prior to the release of the proposed MND and initial study for public review, 
revisions to the project were made or agreed to which would avoid the significant effects or mitigate 
the effects to a point where clearly no significant effects would occur, as described below:

Biological Resources, Geology and Soils, Hydrology and Water Quality, and Mandatory Findings of 
Significance will all be mitigated through a set of project suspension criteria that will halt all cloud 
seeding operations within the targeted watersheds when precipitation rates, dam capacity, rainfall 
forecast, burn area, and/or earthquake thresholds are met. 

The initial study and project revisions showed that there is no substantial evidence, in light of the 
whole record before the County, that the project may have a significant effect on the environment.  
Based on the Initial Study and project revisions, an MND was prepared for the proposed Project 
(Enclosure A). 

Public notice was published in the Los Angeles Daily News, Los Angeles Times, Pasadena Star 
News, and San Gabriel Valley Tribune newspapers on July 24, 2009, pursuant to Public Resources 
Code, Section 21092, and posted pursuant to Section 21092.3.  Copies of the MND were also sent 
to 8 cities and 11 local libraries, the United States Forest Service, Army Corps of Engineers, United 
States Fish and Wildlife Service, California Department of Fish and Game, and the State 
Clearinghouse for public review.  The public review period for the MND ended on August 24, 2009. 
Comments were received from the United States Department of Agriculture Forest Service and the 
California State Department of Fish and Game after the close of the public review period.  The 
comments and Public Works' responses are incorporated into the MND.  No other comments were 
received.  Responses to the comments received were sent to each respective public agency 
pursuant to Section 21092.5, and are included in Appendix D of the MND.

A review of the MND was conducted in April 2015.  Public Works concluded that none of the 
conditions set forth in Section 15162 of the State CEQA Guidelines, which would require further 
circulation of a subsequent environmental document have occurred.  Written results of the review are 
included in the MND, Appendix F.

The MND reflects that all identified significant environmental effects of the project can be avoided or 
reduced to a level of insignificance through the implementation of the MND mitigation measures.  An 
MMRP narrative consistent with the conclusions and recommendations of the MND has been 
included within the MND and an MMRP grid was prepared and is attached as Enclosure D.  The 
MMRP has been incorporated into this project.  

The location of the documents and other materials constituting the record of the proceedings upon 
which your Board's decision is based are located at the County of Los Angeles Department of           
Public Works, Water Resources Division, 900 South Fremont Avenue, 2nd Floor, Alhambra, 
California 91803.  The custodian of such documents and materials is Keith Hala, County of           
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Los Angeles Department of Public Works, Water Resources Division.

The project is not exempt from payment of a fee to the California Department of Fish and Wildlife 
pursuant to Section 711.4 of the Fish and Game Code to defray the costs of fish and wildlife 
protection and management incurred by the California Department of Fish and Wildlife.  Upon the 
Board's adoption of the MND, Public Works will file a Notice of Determination in accordance with 
Section 21152(a) of the California Public Resources Code and pay the required filing and processing 
fees with the County Clerk in the amount of $2,210 plus the $75 county posting fee.

CONTRACTING PROCESS

On May 19, 2015, a notice of the RFP was placed on the County's "Doing Business With Us" website 
(Enclosure C).  Also, Public Works informed 1319 entities consisting of local small business 
enterprises, independent contractors, and community business enterprises about this business 
opportunity. 

On June 17, 2015, two proposals were received.  The proposals were first reviewed to ensure they 
met the minimum requirements in the RFP.  All proposals having met these requirements were then 
evaluated by a committee consisting of Public Works staff.  The evaluation was based on criteria 
described in the RFP, which included the price, experience, work plan, and references, utilizing the 
informed averaging methodology for applicable criteria.  Based on this evaluation, it is recommended 
that this contract be awarded to the highest-rated, apparent responsive, responsible, and lowest-cost 
proposer, North American Weather Consultants, Inc.

IMPACT ON CURRENT SERVICES (OR PROJECTS)

The award of this contract will not result in the displacement of any County employees as this service 
has been intermittently contracted with the private sector.

CONCLUSION

Please return one adopted copy of this letter to the Department of Public Works, Architectural 
Engineering Division.
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GAIL FARBER

Director

Enclosures

c: Chief Executive Office (Rochelle Goff)
County Counsel
Executive Office

Respectfully submitted,

GF:JQ:so
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COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

WEATHER MODIFICATION PROJECT

FINAL MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION

Originally Prepared by TRC for

The County of Los Angeles Department of Public Works

October 6, 2009

Errata Added to document by

The County of Los Angeles Department of Public Works

June 1, 2015
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.,Environmental Checklist Form

Prepared Pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)

1.0 PROJECT OVERVIEW

1.1 PROJECT TITLE/FILE NO.
County of Los Angeles Weather Modification Project

1.2 LEAD AGENCY

County of Los Angeles Department of Public Works

1.3 CONTACT PERSON

William Saunders

1.4 PROJECT SPONSOR

County of Los Angeles Department of Public Works

1.5 PROJECT LOCATION

The Weather Modification Project is located in Los Angeles County, California. A total of 15
seeding sites are included within the Project Description (see Section 1.8 below). As indicated
in Table 1, 10 sites will be used during the initial phase of the project and five additional sites
may be used during future expansion of the program. All sites are located on property owned
by Los Angeles County Flood Control District (LACFCD) along the southern slope of the San
Gabriel Mountains as shown in Figures 1 and 2. Table 1 lists the 15 site names and numbers
included within the Project Description. The table indicates the 10 initial sites that will be
utilized and the type of equipment to be installed. Table 1 also indicates whether the location
has been used for past cloud seeding projects or is a new site near a previously used location.

Table 1. Project Sites
1 Manual, Remote, or New or Prior

Site Number Site Name 
Future Installation Location

1 Pacoima Dam Future New
2 Lo ez Can on Channel DRI Future New
3 Cassava Debris Basin Future New
4 Zachau SPS near Debris Basin Initial -Manual New
5 Dunsmuir Debris Basin Initial -Remote Past
6 Wine Can on Debris Basin Initial -Manual Past
7 Lincoln Debris Basin Initial -Manual New
8 Kinneloa West Debris Basin Initial -Remote Past
9 Santa Anita Debris Basin Future Past
10 Saw it Debris Basin Initial -Remote Past
11 Sinks Debris Basin Initial -Manual New
12 Morris Dam Initial -Remote Past
13 Hook West Debris Basin Initial -Manual New
14 Bi Dalton Debris Basin Future New
15 Bi Dalton Dam Initial -Manual Past

Site numbers correspond to Figures 1 and 2.
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1.6 GENERAL PLAN DESIGNATION

The cloud nuclei generators (CNGs) will be located within various cities and unincorporated
county territory along the southern slopes of the San Gabriel Mountains. The project will use
dams, debris basins, and sediment placement sites that are owned by the Los Angeles County
Flood Control District and are used in conjunction with maintenance activities. The CNGs will
not alter the existing use of the sites for flood control and water conservation purposes. Table 2
details the planned land use for each site.

Table 2. Jurisdiction and Land Use

Site Local Jurisdiction Planned Land Use

1 UNINCORPORATED LA COUNTY NON-URBAN

2 UNINCORPORATED LA COUNTY OPEN SPACE

3 UNINCORPORATED LA COUNTY OPEN SPACE-NATIONAL FOREST

4 CITY OF LOS ANGELES OPEN SPACE

5 GLENDALE RECREATIONAL/OPEN SPACE

6 LA CANADA FLINTRIDGE PUBLIC OPEN SPACE

7 UNINCORPORATED LA COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL

8 UNINCORPORATED LA COUNTY OPEN SPACE

9 ARCADIA PUBLIC FACILITY

10 MONROVIA OPEN SPACE/RECREATIONAL

11 BRADBURY OPEN SPACE

12 UNINCORPORATED LA COUNTY OPEN SPACE-NATIONAL FOREST

13 GLENDORA UTILITY/FLOOD CONTROL

14 GLENDORA UTILITY/FLOOD CONTROL

15 GLENDORA OPEN SPACE (CONSERVATION)

The target watersheds are within the Angeles National Forest. Ecologically valuable riparian
and wetland areas within the watersheds may benefit from the additional moisture (Weather
Modification Program Negative Declaration, 1998). Improved watershed conditions are part of
the Forest Service's Land Management plan to manage and assure the sustainability of high
quantity and quality water within the ecosystem (Land Management Plan, Part 1 Southern
California National Forests Vision, 2005).

1.7 ZONING

The CNGs have different zoning and land use classifications as determined by the jurisdiction.
Many fall into the general category of open space or recreation. Table 3 provides information
on the zoning for each facility to be used in the project, along with a description of what the
zoning classification represents.
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Table 3. Jurisdiction and Zoning
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Site Local Jurisdiction Zoning Description

1 LA COUNTY W WATERSHED

2 LA COUNTY M-1.5 MANUFACTURING

3 LA COUNTY A-2-1 HEAVY AGRICULTURAL

4 LA CITY OS OPEN SPACE

5 GLENDALE SR SPECIAL RECREATION

6 LA CANADA FLINTRIDGE OS PUBLIC OPEN SPACE

7 LA COUNTY R-1-1000 RESIDENTIAL

8 LA COUNTY R-A-2 RESIDENTIAL AGRICULTURAL

9 ARCADIA R-M RESIDENTIAL-MOUNTAIN

10 MONROVIA HR HILLSIDE -RECREATIONAL

11 BRADBURY OPEN SPACE OPEN SPACE

12 LA COUNTY W WATERSHED

13 GLENDORA E7-200000 RESIDENTIAL

14 GLENDORA OS-N OPEN SPACE-NATURAL ZONE

15 GLENDORA OS-N OPEN SPACE-NATURAL ZONE

The targeted watersheds are located within the Angeles National Forest (ANF) and comprise a
large portion of the southern slopes of the San Gabriel Mountains. Land-use zones within the
ANF for the target watersheds are:

• Back Country •Back Country, Non-Motorized •Existing Wilderness
• Critical Biological •Developed Area Interface •Experimental Forest
• Recommended •Back Country Motorized

Wilderness Use Restricted

Ecologically valuable riparian and wetland areas within the watersheds may benefit from the
additional moisture (Weather Modification Program Negative Declaration, 1998). Improved
watershed conditions are part of the Forest Service's Land Management plan to manage and
assure the sustainability of high quantity and quality water within the ecosystem (Land
Management Plan, Part 1 Southern California National Forests Vision, 2005).

1.8 PROJECT BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION

Cloud seeding has been practiced throughout California and the Western United States for
over half a century. The LACFCD has a long history of utilizing cloud seeding during storm
seasons (October to May). The County of Los Angeles Weather Modification Project proposes
resuming cloud seeding activities within Los Angeles County.

1.8.1 Project Background

This section provides background on the history of cloud seeding activities within Los Angeles
County and the associated environmental reviews. It also discusses recent cloud seeding in
other areas of California and the Western United States. The last part of this section describes
research findings, recommendations for further studies to improve cloud seeding, and provides
insight into which agencies and governments are involved in cloud seeding activities.
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The science of weather modification, or cloud seeding, began in the 1940s with the discovery
that certain materials caused the formation and growth of precipitation particles when injected
into certain types of clouds. Extensive laboratory and field studies have shown that it is
possible to obtain reasonably predictable results from cloud seeding activities.

Precipitation and weather modification depend on the existence of clouds, which are composed
of varying concentrations of water droplets or water droplets and ice crystals. These droplets
and crystals generally form around naturally occurring, microscopic airborne particles that are
classified as either cloud condensation nuclei or ice nuclei. Water vapor condenses to form
droplets upon cloud condensation nuclei, whereas ice crystals form upon ice nuclei.
Precipitation is primarily produced within clouds by two temperature-dependent processes,
which are typically referred to as "warm cloud" and "cold cloud" processes.

The warm cloud process occurs when cloud temperatures are above freezing and cloud water
droplets collide with each other to form larger droplets with sufficient weight to overcome the
upward movement of the cloud. The water droplets then fall from the cloud as rainfall. Because
cloud temperatures are above the freezing point ice nuclei are not involved in this process.

The cold cloud process occurs when cloud temperatures are below freezing. Cloud droplets
can remain unfrozen at below freezing temperatures, but as they come in contact with ice
nuclei they will freeze. Once a new ice crystal is formed, it can grow through deposition of water
from neighboring cloud droplets or water vapor. Ice crystals within the cloud can also increase
in size as they fall collecting unfrozen water droplets on their appendages. One or both of these
processes can lead to the growth of a tiny ice crystal into a snowflake. Depending on the
ambient air temperature near the ground, the snowflakes will fall as snow if temperatures are
below freezing or melt and reach the ground as raindrops if temperatures are above freezing.

Cloud seeding techniques exist for warm and cold cloud processes. Warm cloud seeding
generally is considered for augmenting summertime clouds (ASCE, 2006). The arid
summertime climate experienced by the Los Angeles County region makes warm cloud
seeding impractical. As such, cold cloud seeding has been pursued.

Cloud seeding takes advantage of the physics of the cold cloud process to increase the amount
of precipitation that ultimately reaches the ground. In many storm systems, clouds have ample
water vapor but lack adequate numbers of natural ice nuclei necessary to efficiently produce
precipitation. Cloud seeding operations are most effective in these situations. Artificial ice nuclei
can be introduced into portions of clouds that contain cloud droplets below freezing. This
causes the formation of additional ice crystals and eventually snowflakes. This makes the cloud
system more efficient in producing precipitation. The most commonly used cloud seeding agent
in seeding "cold clouds" is silver iodide (Agl). Silver iodide can either be dispersed from ground
generators or from aircraft.

Cloud Nuclei Generators (CNGs) and seeding flares proposed for this program efficiently
disperse Agl nuclei in the minus 5 degrees Celsius (-5°C) to -15°C range. This is the
temperature range in which most clouds lack adequate numbers of natural ice nuclei. The
addition of Agl nuclei causes super-cooled liquid water droplets to convert into ice crystals and
produces additional precipitation from the seeded clouds.
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1.8.1.2 Historical Cloud Seeding Activities within Los Angeles County
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Prior cloud seeding activities were conducted in Los Angeles County between 1957 and 2002.
Experimental cloud seeding activities were conducted in the County between 1957 and 1961.
After this period, cloud seeding efforts increased due to the success of the experimental phase
and were carried out continuously between 1962 and 1976.

Fire damage in target watersheds rendered the cloud seeding activities to be carried out
intermittently on a year-to-year basis from 1976 to 2002. The fires removed vegetation and
exposed soil to increased erosion.

The weather modification activities conducted in Los Angeles County between 1999 and 2002
were implemented under a California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Negative Declaration
(TRC, 1998). The 1998 Final Negative Declaration analyzed potential environmental impacts
that could potentially result from seeding unit installation and operation of the cloud seeding
program. No significant impacts were found to be associated with cloud seeding activities.

In 2002, the Curve and Williams Fires burned a majority of the San Gabriel and Big Tujunga
Canyon watersheds and the Cloud Seeding Program was suspended. No cloud seeding has
taken place since April 15, 2002.

1.8.1.3 Recent Cloud Seeding Activities in California

During the 2005-2007 seasons, there were 14 active cloud seeding projects or programs within
the State of California (DWR, 2009). Table 4 provides a list of the programs and their sponsor.
Several of these programs in the Sierra Nevada date back to the 1950's and 1960's.
Proponents for these programs are mainly municipal agencies, water and irrigation districts,
and utility companies. Santa Barbara and Monterey Counties both conduct cloud seeding
programs. Historically, twelve programs are active during a normal year. The number of
programs increases during drought years. There were 20 active cloud seeding programs in
California in 1991 (DWR, 2009).

Table 4. 2005-07 California Cloud Seeding Programs and Sponsors
Pro ram Pro ram S onsor

Lake Almanor Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Tahoe-Truckee Desert Research Institute
Upper American River Sacramento Municipal Utility District
Upper Mokelumne River Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Carson and Walker River Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Tuolumne River Turlock and Modesto Irrigation Districts
San Joaquin River Southern California Edison
Eastern Sierra City of Los Angeles
Kings River Kings River Conservation District
Kaweah River Kaweah Delta Water Conservation District
Kern River North Kern Water Storage District
Santa Barbara County Santa Barbara County Water Agency
Monterey County Monterey County
North Fork Stanislaus River Northern California Power Agency
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The Santa Barbara County Planning and Development Department prepared a Negative
Declaration (00-ND-29) for their cloud seeding program. The document determined that there
were no adverse impacts associated with cloud seeding that could not be adequately mitigated
to a level of less than significant (Santa Barbara County, 2000 and 2008). Pursuant to the
California Environmental Quality Act Guidelines (CEQA), the Santa Barbara County Board of
Supervisors approved the document and cloud seeding has been conducted from 2001 to the
present.

1.8.1.4 Recent Cloud Seedina Activities in the Western United

Outside of California, there are currently 14 winter cloud seeding programs in operation within
the upper Colorado River region of Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming (DWR, 2009). More
programs are planned for this region, including some within the state of Arizona (DWR, 2009).
The locations of the 14 current program areas and 15 potential new program areas are
provided in Figure 3 (Griffith and Solak, 2006). The blue areas represent operational cloud
seeding watersheds. The red areas represent potential cloud seeding target watersheds.
There are a number of other winter cloud seeding programs being conducted outside the
Colorado River Basin in the states of Idaho, Nevada, Utah, and Wyoming.

1.8.1.5 Support for Cloud Seeding Activities

There is support for cloud seeding activities at federal, state, and local levels in the United
States. Research has been conducted in this area for over 50 years. At the federal level, the
111th Congress introduced legislation that may re-establish federal funding for cloud seeding
research (Senate Bill S. 601-Weather Mitigation Research and Development Policy
Authorization Act of 2009). This bill would authorize the proposed Weather Mitigation Office,
under the existing National Science Foundation, to establish a grant program for awarding
grants to eligible entities. These entities include state agencies, institutions of higher
education, and nonprofits that have expertise in the field of weather mitigation. The grants
would provide funding for research and development of projects that pertain to weather
mitigation. The Western States Water Council, all 7 Colorado River Basin states, and the
Colorado River Board of California support this legislation (DWR, 2009).

The United States Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) has prepared two Environmental Impact
Statements under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) for cloud seeding activities
(DWR, 2009). The USBR findings are reported within the Project Skywater programmatic
environmental statement of 1977 and its Sierra Cooperative Pilot Project environmental impact
statement of 1981 (DWR, 2009)

The National Academy of Science (NAS) supports research in cloud seeding activities. In 2003,
NAS published the document "Critical Issues in Weather Modification Research", which
recommended:

"Research in weather modification should take full advantage of opportunities offered by
other field research programs and operational weather modification activities. "

"Because weather modification could potentially contribute to alleviating water resource
stresses.........the Committee recommends that there be a renewed commitment to
advancing our knowledge of fundamental atmospheric processes that are central to
issues of intentional and inadvertent weather modification. "

Many states in the West experience droughts and limited water supplies. Most of these states
support weather modification in the form of cloud seeding. The California Department of Water
Resources supports the increased utilization of cloud seeding to enhance water supply within
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the state and feel that state support should be provided to current and future projects (DWR,
2009). DWR also feels further research and development should be supported to increase
efficiency and efficacy of cloud seeding programs. DWR's recommendation #1 to increase
precipitation enhancement states:

"The State should support the continuation of current projecfs as well as the development
of new projects and help in seeking research funds for both old and new projects.
Operational funding support for new projects may be available in the Integrated Regional
Water Management program."

Utah is another state with many years invested in weather modification activities. In 1973, the
Utah legislature passed laws 73-15-3 through 8, which forma comprehensive weather
modification law for the state of Utah (Stauffer, 2001). This legislation authorizes the Utah
Division of Water Resources (UDWR) to regulate and develop cloud seeding programs within
the State. The UDWR has been involved in cost sharing with the local cloud seeding programs
since the winter of 1975-76. The East Box Elder and Cache County cloud seeding program
resulted in a 17 percent average increase in rainfall over a period of 19 storm seasons.
Augmented water supplies are typically used for irrigated agriculture or municipal water
supplies. (Griffith, et al, 2009)

At the local level in California, several agencies and local governments are involved in cloud
seeding. The LACFCD was one of the first local agencies to participate in weather modification
through cloud seeding, as discussed above. The Santa Barbara County Water Agency also
supports cloud seeding operations. Their cloud seeding program has resulted in up to 15%
increased rainfall within their region. Santa Barbara County's cloud seeding program has
added storm runoff water to their reservoirs and has increased groundwater in local aquifers. It
has also provided irrigation affects on local grasslands and crops (Water Resources of Santa
Barbara County, Santa Barbara Water Agency, July 2000).

Besides these government entities, both the American Meteorological Society and the World
Meteorological Organization have issued policy statements that support the assertion that
cloud seeding is an effective tool for enhancing and increasing precipitation (DWR, 2009).

The California Department of Water Resources summarized the findings of the USBR
environmental documents and findings from other cloud seeding review studies (DWR, 2009).
DWR found that the available evidence did not show that seeding clouds with silver iodide
causes a decrease in downwind precipitation. The report states that in some cases, the
increased rainfall may extend up to 100 miles downwind of the target watershed (Ref. 1981
SCPP EIS). According to the USBR, the small amounts of silver iodide used in cloud seeding
are minimal. They are often 100 times less than industry emissions into the atmosphere in
many parts of the country. They are also lower than the exposure limits people get from tooth
fillings. Watershed concentrations would be extremely low because only small amounts of
seeding agent are used. Accumulations in the soil, vegetation, and surface runoff have not
been large enough to measure above natural background levels. The DWR supports these
findings and asserts that utilization of cloud seeding activities can be conducted without
significant adverse impacts to the natural and human environment.

1.8.2 Project Description of the LACFCD Cloud Seeding Program

The Los Angeles County Department of Public Works (LACDPW), acting in behalf of the
LACFCD, will conduct a cloud seeding program targeting watersheds tributary to reservoirs
located in the San Gabriel Mountains. Cloud seeding operations will be conducted by North
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American Weather Consultants, Inc. (NAWC). This professional weather modification company
has conducted numerous cloud seeding programs in the western United States and has
conducted almost every LACDPW cloud seeding program in the San Gabriel Mountains dating
back to 1961.

The following sections discuss a general overview of the program, installation of the manual
and remotely operated cloud nuclei generators (CNGs), and operation of the CNGs.

1.8.2.1 General Overview of the Cloud Seeding Program

This project will augment winter precipitation beginning with the 2009-10 storm season. The
target watersheds are tributary to Pacoima, Big Tujunga, and San Gabriel Reservoirs as shown
in Figure 1. Ground based seeding generators will be used for the program and will be located
on lands owned by the LACFCD.

Figure 2 depicts the 15 potential sites that may be utilized for the program as detailed within the
San Gabriel Mountains Cloud Seeding Program Report dated April 8, 2009 (Griffith, 2009).
NAWC will utilize ten ground based seeding sites the first year of the program. Other sites may
be added later if the program is extended into the additional two years allowed under this
program.

The watersheds for the proposed cloud seeding program were targeted because downstream
LACFCD facilities exist to capture the additional runoff. The runoff will be impounded in
reservoirs and the water will be released once the storms have passed. The water will flow into
a series of rivers and channels that lead to water conservation spreading basins. At the
spreading basins, the runoff percolates into underground aquifers and is eventually pumped for
municipal use.

The cloud seeding generators/dispensers will be installed at the locations listed in Table 1
during the initial phase of the program. Future expansion of the program may utilize the
remaining 5 sites. All indicated locations are owned by the LACFCD and are the closest flood
control and water conservation facilities to the target watersheds. The 10 sites chosen during
the initial phase of the project are based on wind studies as detailed in the Program Report.
The initial analysis also considered proximity to the burned areas resulting from the Merek and
Padua fires.

All the CNG locations are fenced, and have controlled access through locked gates. No
trespassing signs are posted. These measures prohibit public access by potential hikers and
prevent unauthorized entry into flood control and water conservation facilities. In all cases, the
manual generators will be secured with a chain attached to an existing facility or an "I-bolt'
concreted in place. Propane tanks will be locked. Both measures will prevent tampering by
unauthorized personnel. Additionally, another chain link fence will be installed around the
remote generator installations and slats will be inserted into the chain links.

The cloud seeding program is expected to generate an average annual increase of 10 to 15
percent in seasonal rainfall over the targeted reservoir watersheds during the seeded winter
seasons. This represents a maximum increase of 15 percent in rainfall above the levels
expected if the same storm went unseeded. Past program results in Santa Barbara County
achieved up to 20 percent increases in rainfall.

The added rainfall benefit is determined statistically using a "target" and "control" rain gage
comparison technique (Griffith, et al, 2002). Rainfall data for unseeded storms at the target
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and control rain gages are compared to seeded storm data at the same gages. The
incremental difference based on mathematical analysis is the benefit achieved by the cloud
seeding operation. This direct rainfall measurement method provides the best basis for project
evaluation (ASCE, 2004).

1.8.2.2 Cloud Seeding Generator Installation and Removal

Two different types of seeding agent dispensers will be utilized in this program. The first type is
a manually operated, ground based silver iodide generator. The second is a remotely
controlled, ground based, silver iodide flare tree. Six manually operated sites will be operated
at locations 4, 6, 7, 11, 13, and 15 indicated in Figure 2. Four remotely operated sites will be
operated at locations 5, 8, 10, and 12 shown in Figure 2. Both types of equipment installations
will be secured to withstand 71 mph maximum wind speeds. The average wind speed at which
all the equipment is likely to operate is 10-20 mph. The CNGs will be situated to take
advantage of winds which carry the seeding material up into storm clouds over the target areas.
The remotely controlled silver iodide flare tree installations are considered to be more effective
than the manually operated silver iodide generators.

Installation of the generators is detailed within the San Gabriel Mountains Cloud Seeding
Program Report, dated April 8, 2009. Installation requires no more than two days per
generator and a total of 3 people. A brief description of the installation for each type of unit is
described below.

At the end of the season, manually operated CNGs will be removed from the sites for off-
season storage (May through September). The solar panel, battery, and some of the
electronics equipment associated with the four remote flare sites will also be removed during
the off season. The flare trees and central communication mast will remain on site. The
removed equipment will be stored in aself-storage facility near the project area.

MANUALLY OPERATED UNITS

Manually operated, ground-based cloud nuclei generators (CNGs) are designed and
assembled by NAWC. Figure 4 is a photograph of a manually operated CNG and Figure 5
provides scut-away schematic of the CNG. Each CNG consists of a tank that holds the
seeding solution, a flow meter to regulate consumption of the solution, a burn chamber where
the solution is burned in a propane flame, and a windscreen to shield the burn chamber from
wind. Each CNG will be secured to the ground, to a dam structure, or fastened securely to
railings. The stainless steel manually operated CNGs will be approximately 12 inches in
diameter and 36 inches high. Each CNG will connect to alarge-capacity propane tank of 250
to 500 gallons. These tanks will be supplied by a third-party propane company.

The specific location of each manual generator site will be clearly marked at the selected
facility. A local propane supplier will deliver the propane tank with a 250 to 500 gallon capacity.
Once the propane tank is on site, a NAWC technician will install the manual generator using
rebar driven approximately 12-18 inches below grade. If the unit is located at a dam structure,
the unit may be attached to a metal guard rail. When the unit is appropriately anchored in place
and connected to the propane supply, the technician will run the equipment for 10 minutes to
determine that it is operating correctly. The manual generator installation process can be
completed within one day for each site.

This project will utilize ground based, remotely controlled silver iodide flare units that will be
designed specifically for this project by NAWC. These units will consist of a central control
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mast on which the electronics, battery, solar panel, and communications antenna are mounted.
A data modem and program provided by Campbell Scientific will be accessed through a cell
phone connection utilizing a special access code. One or two flare masts will be connected to
the main mast.

Each flare mast holds 10 to 20 silver iodide flares, which are similar to highway emergency
flares used at accident scenes. These flares burn from the mast for approximately 4 minutes
and release 15 grams of silver iodide. Each flare is fitted with a cylindrical spark arrestor to
ensure that no sparks reach the ground. Figure 6 provides a photograph of a NAWC designed
unit being used on a winter seeding program in Santa Barbara County. Figure 7 provides a
photograph of the seeding flares without the spark arrestors in place.

Installation of the remote units requires finro days of labor. On the first day, three holes will be
excavated approximately 12 inches in diameter and 36 inches deep. The NAWC technician will
then install a 4-inch by 4-inch aluminum base in each hole. Finally, the holes are filled-in with
concrete and allowed to harden.

On the second day, a central mast will be bolted to one of the three bases. This mast will be
reach approximately 10 feet above the ground. An equipment box will be attached to the mast
to house necessary equipment and hardware. This equipment box will include communications
equipment, a control panel, a modem, and a 12-volt battery. A solar panel and cell phone
antenna will be mounted near the top of this central mast. Finally, one horizontal rail will be
mounted between the other two bases to form vertical supports for the rail. This rail will contain
hardware for approximately 20 flare positions.

Once installation is complete, one cloud seeding flare will be ignited by remote control to verify
that the system is remotely operational and all communications equipment is in working order.
No other construction related impacts are anticipated for either the manual or remotely
operated cloud seeding generators.

1.8.2.3 Operation of Cloud Seeding Generators

MANUALLY OPERATED UNITS

Manually operated CNGs will require field personnel to visit the site and start the unit at the
request of the program director. The CNGs operate by burning a solution of approximately 96
percent acetone (CH3COCH), three percent silver iodide and one percent sodium iodide (Nal).
The silver iodide acts as the ice nuclei on which ice crystals form, and the sodium iodide acts
as a catalyst to dissolve the Agl in acetone.

Each manually operated CNG holds approximately 8 gallons of acetone/Agl solution. The
solution burns at a rate of 0.24 gallons per hour (gal/hr), with the Agl in solution being burned at
24 grams/hr. Propane is burned at a rate of approximately 0.75 gallons per hour, allowing
approximately 30 hours of operation before the propane tank requires refilling. Each CNG will
be connected to alarge-capacity propane tank located 15 to 20 feet away. The propane supply
tank will be refilled once or twice per storm season depending upon operational needs.
Periodically, a NAWC employee will visit the site to perform general maintenance and refilling
of the seeding solution. Figure 4 is a photograph of a manually operated CNG and Figure 5
provides acut-away schematic of the CNG.
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The ground based, remotely controlled, silver iodide flare units are designed specifically for this
project and can be activated remotely by the program manager. Flares would only be ignited
and burned on the flare tree as a "convection band" passed over one of the sites when rain is
present to further reduce any concerns about small sparks hitting the ground.

Former research studies indicate that each winter frontal system passing through coastal
Southern California contains at least one convection band, and often contains several. Flares
will be ignited at rates as frequent as every 15 minutes during the passage of one of these
convection bands over the seeding sites. This type of seeding has proven effective in a
research program conducted in Santa Barbara County (Thompson, et al, 1975).

1.8.2.4 Storm Tracking and TarQetinq

The storm season for Southern California occurs between October and May. Typical cold
winter storms in southern California are accompanied by winds blowing from the southwest,
west, and northwest. Wind flow and temperature vary greatly from storm to storm. During
storm season, a NAWC Project Meteorologist based in Sandy, Utah, will monitor weather
conditions from NAWC's operations center. The operations center has Internet access to all
relevant National Weather Service (NWS) observations, analyses, weather satellite
photographs, prognostic charts, forecasts, weather watches, and warnings.

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAH) operates a network of
sophisticated weather radars, called Next Generation Radars (NEXRAD), with sites in Los
Angeles, Vandenberg Air Force Base (AFB), and Edwards AFB. The NEXRAD radar sites
provide coverage for the San Gabriel Mountain range. These radars provide continuous
depictions of weather echoes and the wind direction and wind speed at 1,000 foot intervals
above the earth's surface as storms pass over the target area.

The meteorologist will also have access to the LACDPW Automated Local Evaluation in Real
Time (ALERT) precipitation system to monitor rainfall as storms pass over the target area. The
ALERT system is a countywide network of 166 radio transmitting gauges including 126 rain
gauges distributed throughout the target region, of which 21 are located within the San Gabriel
Mountains at altitudes varying from approximately 1,200 to 5,000 feet. The LACDPW maintains
this system, which provides frequent real-time readouts of precipitation, reservoir levels, and
stream flow.

Asa "seedable" weather system is observed moving into the area, the Project Meteorologist
will utilize all of the information from the sources above to make seeding recommendations.
After consultation and approval from LACDPW, the meteorologist will devise a seeding
schedule indicating which CNGs should be activated and the likely duration of the activation.
The meteorologist will then continue to monitor the intensity and movement of storms through
the target area. Special attention will be given to the potential for flash flooding development
within the target watersheds. Updates to the seeding recommendations will be provided as
needed throughout the storm event.

Due to varying conditions from storm to storm, not all of the CNGs or flare units may be used
during each storm episode, nor would they necessarily operate for the same length of time. The
Project Meteorologist will consider a number of factors in determining the proper targeting of
the seeding effects. The meteorologist will recommend a time to discontinue seeding, pending
LACDPW approval, based on observations later in the storm episode.
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1.8.2.5 Initiation of Cloud Beetling Activities

The LACDPW will make the final decision to initiate cloud seeding. Upon receiving a
recommendation from the NAWC Project Meteorologist to initiate seeding, LACDPW staff will
consider a variety of factors before agreeing to the recommendation. These factors include, but
are not necessarily limited to:

• Water surface elevations behind LACDPW dams;
• Current inflow into the reservoirs;
• Estimated antecedent soil moisture in the target watersheds;
• Capacity in the channels downstream of the dams;
• Capacity at downstream spreading grounds;
• Forecasts of rainfall amounts from the approaching storm;
• Timing of the approaching storm within the storm season;
• Proximity of seeding sites to burned watersheds;
• Recent earthquakes within the targeted watersheds;
• NWS warnings within the targeted watersheds;
• Current search and rescue operations within the targeted watersheds; and
• Significant construction activities within the watersheds.

The Los Angeles County Flood Control District is the local agency responsible for flood control
and stormwater conservation and LACDPW administers all flood control facilities on behalf of
LACFCD. LACDPW will consider all circumstances surrounding an approaching storm and will
use professional judgment to make the decision whether to initiate seeding.

1.8.2.6 Restrictions and Suspension Criteria

To ensure that the project will not contribute to personal, property, or environmental injury,
project suspension guidelines have been developed. Suspension of seeding may be necessary
due to hazardous weather, lack of runoff storage capacity, precipitation-caused problems, or
other special circumstances. Seeding will be temporarily suspended over areas that have
recently burned, or exhibit unstable soils due to seismic events until natural re-vegetation
occurs. This protective measure will help prevent undue erosion, landslides, mud flows, and/or
downstream flooding.

The NAWC Project Meteorologist will recommend whether any restrictions or suspensions
related to the weather may be necessary during each seedable storm event. The LACDPW
Storm Operations Director will then decide whether to conduct cloud seeding using the
meteorologists input, and information on reservoir levels, ALERT system data, special event
schedules, etc... The Storm Operations Director or his/her designated agent will be available at
all times during seeding operations to make real-time decisions.

Certain weather-related circumstances may prevent seeding activities or trigger an immediate
suspension of cloud seeding activities already in progress. The NWS issues special weather
bulletins based on forecasts during periods of hazardous weather. These bulletins include
Flash Flood Watches, Flash Flood Warnings, Traveler's Advisories, and Winter Storm
Warnings. Flash Flood Warnings are issued when flash flooding has been reported or is
forecast as imminent for certain streams or designated areas. Weather conditions resulting in
the issuance of these flood warnings often occur in the program's target areas. If a Flash Flood
Warning is issued for the target area, seeding would not be initiated. If seeding was already in
progress, it would be suspended unless additional meteorological information from the NWS or
the NAWC Project Meteorologist indicates that the forecast on which the warning was based
had been down-graded. This ensures that portions of storms forecast to produce peak flows
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and floods are not seeded in order to prevent personal, property, or environmental injury
caused by naturally occurring weather phenomena. In addition, cloud seeding activities will not
be initiated, or will be temporarily suspended, during any storm predicted to produce over 5.0
inches of rainfall within a 24-hour period in the target area.

Seeding will not necessarily be suspended solely on the issuance of NWS bulletins for less
intense storm events such as a Traveler's Advisory, Winter Storm Warning, or Flash Flood
Watch. These bulletins will be considered with other relevant data to determine. impacts due to
increases in precipitation in the relatively remote mountain areas. However, if the NWS issues
a hazardous weather bulletin, the Project Meteorologist could recommend suspending seeding
based on an analysis of weather conditions.

Suspension of seeding will occur during periods of heavy rainfall when the soil approaches the
limit of its water-holding capacity. It will also be suspended if inflow to the reservoirs has
substantially increased.

Rainfall and inflow will be closely monitored during all seeded storm events to determine if
suspension of seeding is appropriate and/or necessary. If the targeted reservoirs were to
become full, or Hearty full, and capacity for containing excess runoff becomes questionable,
seeding would be suspended for future storm events until sufficient reservoir storage capacity
becomes available. Special conditions may develop within the target areas creating situations
where precipitation is undesirable. These situations may include, but are not limited to,
significant construction activities and search and rescue operations. Seeding will not be
initiated during these situations. Suspension criteria for the program are outlined in Table 5.

The process of suspending activities will involve continually monitoring the criteria conditions
described in Table 5. Once suspension criteria have been met, the LACDPW Storm Operations
Director, in coordination with NAWC, will halt cloud seeding operations. NAWC operational
personnel will turn off individual manually operated cloud seeding equipment within one hour.
Remotely operated cloud seeding generators will be halted within 10 minutes. LACDPW will
consider all relevant circumstances prior to restricting or suspending cloud seeding operations.
Cloud seeding locations below suspension criteria thresholds will continue to be operated until
the targeted storm has passed.

Remainder of this page is intentionally blank.
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Table 5. Weather Modification Program Suspension Criteria

Sus ension Criteria Descri tion
1. Dam Operations Cloud seeding operations for upcoming storms may be suspended if

reservoir storage is at a level where additional inflow to the reservoir from
upcoming storms may result in water releases greater than the capacity
of the downstream water conservation facilities. This would result in loss
of water to the ocean. Additionally, suspension could occur if dam and
reservoir construction efforts are being significantly impaired by
increased inflow from cloud seeding activities. Cloud seeding may
resume when the probability of water loss to the ocean is reduced or risk
to dam maintenance and construction activities are miti ated.

2. Precipitation Seeding may be suspended if precipitation rates exceed 1.0 inch per
hour within the target area. Seeding will be suspended if any storm is
forecast to produce over 5.0 inches of rainfall within a 24-hour period in
the tar et areas.

3. Weather Watch Seeding will be suspended whenever the NWS issues a flash flood
warning for the target areas. Whenever the NWS issues a Traveler's
Advisory, Winter Storm Warning, or Flash Flood Watch, these
notifications will be factored with other variables to determine whether
seedin should be sus ended.

4. Fire Damage Fires within target areas will lead to immediate suspension of seeding
activities in order to prevent undue erosion, mud flow hazards, or flooding
downstream of an area that has been burned. Seeding suspension will
continue until sufficient natural re-vegetation occurs to mitigate excessive
erosion and sediment flows durin storms.

5. Earthquake Damage Earthquake damage to the soil structure may occur in target areas
depending on the intensity and distance from the epicenter of an
earthquake. During the storm season, if a 5.0 (Richter Scale) earthquake
occurs within 50 miles, or a 4.0 (Richter Scale) earthquake occurs within
25 miles of any CNG installation site or target watershed, the suspension
criteria will be activated. Damage to the soil structure may increase the
potential for damaging landslides and mud flows during periods of
moderate to heavy rainfall. After an earthquake, cloud seeding in the
affected area may be suspended for the remainder of the storm season.
LACDPW geology, geo-technical, and sedimentation personnel will
analyze the impact to the soil structure and sediment transport potential
to decide when cloud seedin ma resume in the affected area.

6. Special Conditions Seeding may be suspended due to special conditions such as significant
construction activities, search and rescue operation, higher than normal
public use such as holidays, and special events such as bicycle races or
lar e ublic atherin s.

7. Los Angeles Basin Seeding operations will not be conducted if they are predicted to have an
im act within the Los An eles Basin.

8. Special Authority Seeding activities may be suspended for any circumstances that the
LACDPW Operations Director or NAWC's Project Meteorologist deem
unsafe. The Operations Director will make the final decision in the event
of disa reement.
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1.9 SURROUNDING LAND USES AND SETTING

The CNGs will be located in the foothill areas upwind of the target watersheds. Due to the
large population within the County of Los Angeles, there are many foothill communities.
These communities border the flood and debris control facilities that will be used for the
seeding generators.

The targeted watersheds are located within the Angeles National Forest (ANF) and comprise
a large portion of the southern slopes of the San Gabriel Mountains. These areas are used
for many recreational purposes, including: hiking, camping, fishing, biking, wilderness area,
and skiing. The mountains and foothills are the home of many plant and wildlife species that
are threatened and endangered. Special care must always be taken to prevent damage to
the ecosystems during construction activities.

In order to prevent damage to the ecosystems, all of the CNGs will be located on previously
graded sites on property owned by the Los Angeles County Flood Control District and used
for flood control and water conservation activities. All the locations are currently used in
conjunction with maintenance activities and have been developed with concrete and/or
asphalt, and are surrounded by protective chain link fence to restrict public access.

1.10 REQUIRED APPROVAL OF OTHER PUBLIC AGENCIES

This section discusses the need to get approval from other agencies for permits, financing
approval, or due to a participation agreement.

There are currently no permit requirements for sites located within the unincorporated county
areas. No permit requirements are expected at the local city level since the CNGs will be
located at flood control and water conservation permitted sites on property owned by the
LACFCD and managed by LACDPW. The CNGs will accompany existing features of the
dams, debris basins, and sediment placement sites and are part of the water conservation
program. Table 6 provides the jurisdictional agency for each Seeding Program site.

Remainder of this page is intentionally blank.
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Table 6. Jurisdictions for All Seeding Program Sites

Site Local Jurisdiction

1 UNINCORPORATED LA COUNTY

2 UNINCORPORATED LA COUNTY

3 UNINCORPORATED LA COUNTY

4 CITY OF LOS ANGELES

5 GLENDALE

6 LA CANADA FLINTRIDGE

7 UNINCORPORATED LA COUNTY

8 UNINCORPORATED LA COUNTY

9 ARCADIA

10 MONROVIA

11 BRADBURY

12 LA COUNTY

13 GLENDORA

14 GLENDORA
15 GLENDORA

October 2009
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Figure 2. Project Location
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Figure 3. Operational and Potential Cloud Seeding Target Areas -Colorado River Basin
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Figure 4. Manually Operated Cloud Seeding Generator and Propane Tank
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Figure 5. Cut-away View of Manually Operated Cloud Seeding Generator
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Figure 6. Remotely Operated Silver Iodide Flare Dispenser with Spark Arrestors
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2.0 ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS POTENTIALLY AFFECTED

The environmental factors checked below would be potentially affected by this Project as
indicated by the checklist on the following pages.

Aesthetics ~ Agriculture Resources ~ Air Quality

Q Biological Resources ~ Cultural Resources Q Geology/Soils

Hazards and Hazardous Q Hydrology/Water Quality ~ Land Use/Planning
Materials

Mineral Resources ~ Noise ~ Population/Housing

Public Services ~ Recreation Q Transportation

Utilities/Service Systems Q Mandatory Findings of Significance
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3.0 DETERMINATION

On the basis of this initial evaluation:

find that the proposed project COULD NOT have a significant effect on the environment,
and a NEGATIVE DECLARATION will be prepared.

Q I find that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the environment,
there will not be a significant effect in this case because revisions in the project have been
made by or agreed to by the project proponent. A MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION
will be prepared.

find that the proposed project MAY have a significant effect on the environment, and an
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is required.

find that the proposed project MAY have a "potentially significant impact" or "potentially
significant unless mitigated" impact on the environment, but at least one effect 1) has been
adequately analyzed in an earlier document pursuant to applicable legal standards, and 2)
has been addressed by mitigation measures based on the earlier analysis as described on
attached sheets. An ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is required, but it must analyze
only the effects that remain to be addressed.

find that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the environment,
because all potentially significant effects (a) have been analyzed adequately in an earlier
EIR or NEGATIVE DECLARATION pursuant to applicable standards, and (b) have been
avoided or mitigated pursuant to that earlier EIR or NEGATIVE DECLARATION, including
revisions or mitigation measures that are imposed upon the proposed project, nothing
further is required.

Signature

Printed Name

Date
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4.0 EVALUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

Less Than
Significant

Environmental Factors potentially With Less Than
Significant 

Mitigation 
Significant No

Impact 
Incorporated 

Impact Impact

.4.1 AESTHETICS
-- Would the project:

a) Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic ~ ❑ ❑ Q
vista?

b) Substantially damage scenic resources, ~ ~ ~ Q
including, but not limited to, trees, rock
outcroppings, and historic buildings within a state
scenic highway?

c) Substantially degrade the existing visual ~ ❑ ❑ Q
character or quality of the site and its surroundings?

d) Create a new source of substantial light or glare
which would adversely affect day or nighttime views
in the area?

a) Discussion of Effects: There are no scenic vistas within or adjacent to the 15 project sites.
Therefore, no adverse direct or indirect impacts are anticipated in relation to the project.
There are no direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.

b) Discussion of Effects: The project sites are not adjacent to streets that are designated by
the State of California Department of Transportation as a scenic highway (www.dot.ca.gov).
In addition, there are no historic buildings or any scenic resources identified on the project
sites. Therefore, no adverse direct or indirect impacts are anticipated. There are no direct,
indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.

c) Discussion of Effects: The majority of the cloud seeding stations will be manually operated,
and are approximately 36 inches by 12 inches in diameter. Remotely operated stations will
be installed horizontally and be approximately 48 inches tall and approximately 24 inches in
diameter. An antenna mast, which reaches 7 feet, will be used for remote equipment. All
stations will be located at debris basins owned by the County of Los Angeles. These basins
are large depressions in the landscape and can be hundreds of feet wide and/or long. A
cloud seeding station situated at one of these basins would be small in comparison to the
existing structures and facilities located nearby, and therefore would not degrade the
existing visual character of the site or quality of the site and its surroundings. Although the
sites will be located in watersheds with existing vegetation and wildlife, views from
residences located adjacent to the debris basins would not be impacted by the project due
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to the projects size in relation to the setting. Therefore, there are no direct, indirect, or
cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.

d) Discussion of Effects: Some new lighting would be introduced to the site from a small
shielded flame with the development of the project. The manual generators have a wind
screen which partially blocks out this light. The flame associated with the manual units is not
visible during the daytime. The flares emit very little light as they burn in place. This light is
partially shielded by the spark arrestors that surround each flare.

Several of the manual sites are in remote areas with no near-by residences. The specific
locations of the other manual sites will consider this light factor in order to minimize visibility
by surrounding residences. In addition, remote flare sites will be surrounded by chain-link
fencing with inserted slats to further screen the flare light from viewers. Due to the design
features described above, no direct or indirect impacts are anticipated. There are no direct,
indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.
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.4.2 AGRICULTURE RESOURCES
-- In determining whether impacts to
agricultural resources are significant Less Than
environmental effects, lead agencies may refer Significant

to the California Agricultural Land Evaluation Potentially with 
Less Than

and Site Assessment Model (1997) prepared by Significant Mitigation Significant No
the California Dept. of Conservation as an Impact Incorporated impact Impact
optional model to use in assessing impacts on
agriculture and farmland. Would the project:

a) Convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, ❑ ❑ ❑ Q
or Farmland of Statewide Importance
(Farmland), as shown on the maps prepared
pursuant to the Farmland Mapping and
Monitoring Program of the California Resources
Agency, to non-agricultural use?

b) Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural ~ ❑ ❑
use, or a Williamson Act contract?

c) Involve other changes in the existing ~ ❑ ❑
environment which, due to their location or
nature, could result in conversion of Farmland,
to non-agricultural use?

a) Discussion of Effects: The CNG sites are to be located within debris basins and other flood
control facilities with no agricultural uses, nor are they designated as Prime Farmland,
Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide Importance. As a result, no adverse direct or
indirect impacts are anticipated. There are no direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts

Mitigation: None required.

b) Discussion of Effects: Construction and operation of the project will not adversely impact or
conflict with any existing land that is zoned or designated for agriculture. All 15 project sites
are located on existing LACDPW flood control facilities and all project features are
consistent with the existing uses at each site. Furthermore, there are no Williamson Act
contracts in effect on any of the subject sites. Therefore, no direct or indirect impacts to
agricultural uses are anticipated, nor would there be any conflict with existing zoning or
Williamson Act contracts. There are no direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts

Mitigation: None required.

c) Discussion of Effects: The project sites are not zoned, designated, or utilized for agricultural
use. As such, there is no potential for direct conversion of any farmland. Project operations
will not affect the current land use on any parcel within or outside of the target area. The
project is consistent with applicable land use plans and the development standards. There
are no direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.
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4.3 AIR QUALITY
--Where available, the significance criteria Less Than

established by the applicable air quality Significant

management or air pollution control district may Potentially With Less Than
be relied upon to make the following Significant Mitigation Significant No

Im act incorporated Im act Im actdeterminations. Would the project: p P P

a) Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the ❑ ❑ ~" ❑
applicable air quality plan?

b) Violate any air quality standard or contribute ❑ ❑ Q ❑
substantially to an existing or projected air quality
violation?

c) Result in a cumulatively considerable net ❑ ❑ ❑ Q
increase of any criteria pollutant for which the
project region is non-attainment under an
applicable federal or state ambient air quality
standard (including releasing emissions which
exceed quantitative thresholds for ozone
precursors)?

d) Expose sensitive receptors to substantial ~ ~ ~ Q
pollutant concentrations?

e) Create objectionable odors affecting a ~ ~ ~ Q
substantial number of people?

a) Discussion of Effects: The emissions from the seeding devices have less than significant
impact. These emissions are discussed under 3b and 3c. The Appendix A emissions model
results show compliance with the South Coast Air Quality Management District's Final 2007
Air Quality Management Plan

Mitigation: None required.

b) Discussion of Effects: As discussed in the project description, two types of seeding agent
dispersal methods will be employed: manually operated cloud nuclei generators (CNG's)
and remotely controlled flare units.

The CNGs will be constructed of stainless steel. The manually operated devices will be
approximately 12 inches in diameter and three feet tall. Each CNG will be connected to a
large-capacity propane tank (250-500 gal) supplied by a third-party propane company.
Propane tanks will be located 15 to 20 ft away from the CNGs. The CNGs operate by
burning a solution of approximately 96°/o acetone (CH3COCH), 3% silver iodide (Agl), and
1.0% sodium iodide (Nal). The Agl acts as the ice nuclei on which ice crystals form, and the
sodium iodide acts as a catalyst to dissolve the Agl in acetone. Each manually operated
CNG holds approximately 8 gal of acetone/Agl solution. The solution burns at a rate of 0.24
gal/hr, and the Agl in solution burns at 24 grams/hr. Propane is burned at a rate of
approximately 0.75 gallons per hour. This combustion process produces microscopic silver
iodide crystals. Combustion of acetone only produces carbon dioxide and water (C3H60(I) +
402(g) -> 3CO2(g) + 3H2O(g). Combustion of propane also produces carbon dioxide and
water (C3H$ + (5)OZ --> (3)CO2 + (4)HZO).

The flare consists of 150 grams of glaciogenic pyrotechnic composition glued into a phenolic
paper tube with the igniter held into the end and sealed with a plastic cap. The electronic
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igniter is activated using the voltage supplied from the ground unit to the firing box. When
activated, the flare burns in place for between 3.5 and 4 minutes. The flare contains
ammonium perchlorate, zinc powder, aluminum powder, silver iodide, copper iodide and
ammonium iodide. None of these chemicals are listed as hazardous materials by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA). Burning a seeding flare releases approximately
15 grams of microscopic silver-copper iodide particles.

Silver iodide is the most common seeding agent used for winter orographic cloud seeding
programs. The potential environmental impacts of silver iodide have been studied
extensively. Klein (1978) in a book entitled "Environmental Impacts of Artificial Ice
Nucleating Agents" concludes:

"The major environmental concerns about nucleating agents (effects on plant growth,
game animals, and fish, etc.) appear to represent negligible environmental hazards.
The more subtle potential effects of silver-based nucleating agents, such as their
possible ability to potentiate the movement or effects of other materials of
environmental concern, or fo influence the activity of microorganisms in soils and
aquatic environments after being bioconcentrated by plants, warrant continued
research and monitoring. Effects, if they occur, are not expected to involve
unacceptable risks. The long-term use of silver iodide and the confidence which the
weather modification profession has in delivery systems and in the efficacy of this
material, make it unlikely That other agents, with the exception of dry ice, will be used
on a large scale, unless there are improvements in delivery systems and major
changes in the economics of silver availability. "

In the same book a summary of potential impacts on humans is presented as follows:

"The effects on humans of ingestion or topical contact with silver iodide used in cloud
seeding can be considered negligible. Decade-long observations of cases (unrelated
to cloud seeding) of ingestion of large silver doses revealed no physiological concern.
In addition, surveys of seeding generator operators who have had long-term intensive
contact with silver iodide reveal that they have not experienced medical difficulties. "

A report prepared by the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (Ryan, 2005)
contains the following summary on the topic of possible toxicity of silver iodide:

"There has been a concern about the toxicity of the most common cloud seeding
material, silver iodide (Agl) on the environment. The typical concentration of silver in
rainwater or snow from a seeded cloud is less than 0.1 micrograms per lifer. The
Environmental Protection Agency recommends that the concentration of silver in
drinking water not exceed 0.70 milligrams per liter of water. Many regions have much
higher concentrations of silver in the soil than are found in seeded clouds. Industry
emits 100 times as much silver into the atmosphere in many parts of the country, and
silver from seeding is far exceeded by individual exposure from tooth fillings. The
concentration of iodine in iodized salt used on food is far above the concentration found
in rainwater from a seeded storm. No significant environmental effects have been
noted around operational programs, many of which have been in operation for 30 to 40
years (WMA, 1996)".

The concentration of silver in rainwater or snow from a seeded cloud using the above
information is on the order of 1000 times less than the EPA Standard.

Also worth noting here is a statement by the Weather Modification Association in its formal
policy statement (WMA 2005):
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"The potential environmental impacts of cloud seeding have been addressed in many
studies. No significant adverse environmental impacts have been found due to use of
silver iodide, the most commonly used seeding material, even in program areas where
seeding has been conducted for fifty years or more".

Specific to silver concentrations in snowmelt water, Marler (2007) reported on lake water
and sediment studies conducted for two long-term seeding programs operated by the Pacific
Gas and Electric Company (PG and E) in the Sierra Nevada of California. Samples from a
number of surface sites were analyzed for their silver content. The program areas are
subject to moderate seeding material releases over periods of nearly fifty years, with annual
amounts varying from 9-90 pounds for the Mokelumne area and from 45-180 pounds for the
Lake Almanor area.

The report presented the following characteristics regarding silver iodide and silver chloro-
iodide compounds used in cloud seeding:

• "Have extremely low solubility in water

• Remain solid particles in air, cloud, precipitation

• Do not ionize to produce Ag+ under ambient environmental conditions

• Are not very bio-available in the environment

• Background Ag concentrations in Sierra snow < 2.0 ppt (ppt= gAg/ml x 10-12)

• (AgJ in seeded snow typically range 40-60 ppt in layers sandwiched between
unseeded snow.

• Total snowpack profile mean Ag concentrations average 5-20 ppt in highly effective
seeding programs"

Conclusions from the overall study include the following (from Marler, 2007):

• "High resolution analysis of water, sediment and biological samples from areas
subjected to long-term, 50 year+, cloud seeding programs, specifically PG and E's
Mokelumne and Lake Almanor cloud seeding programs, support the following:

• The amount of silver iodide released to the atmosphere in cloud seeding is small,
and even after many years of cloud seeding operations the resulting environmental
concentrations are very small to non-detectable.

• Given the stability of silver iodide compounds, extreme insolubility of silver iodide in
water and the absorptions of ionic silver by colloids found in the sediments and
aquatic vegetation, silver concentrations in the Mokelumne and Lake Almanor Basin
from cloud seeding are expected to be minimal.

• Since the monitored levels are low, usually below the detection limit in the target
watershed, it is unlikely that continued cloud seeding operations would result in any
significant increase in silver concentrations in the target watersheds.

• Silver concentrations were below regulatory standards. Therefore, continued
operations should not result in any significant chronic effect fo sensitive aquatic
organisms.

• There is little to suggest the silver from cloud seeding gets into the system and bio-
accumulates in organisms."
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Global climate change is the occurrence of climate changes within the Earth's atmosphere
due to the anthropogenic and non-anthropogenic increase of greenhouse gases (GHGs).
The greenhouse effect describes the process by which GHGs collect in the upper
atmosphere and create a barrier for harmful infrared radiation that inhibits the radiation from
leaving the atmosphere. This process leads to increased levels of radiation and overall
temperature on the Earth's surface. Los Angeles County has not adopted a threshold or any
GHG standards which are binding on County projects of this nature.

"Greenhouse gas" or "greenhouse gases" includes, but is not limited to: carbon dioxide,
methane, nitrous oxide, hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons and sulfur hexafluoride
(Reference: Health and Safety Code section 38505(g)). Estimates for total GHG emissions
are expressed using COz as a reference. This makes carbon dioxide important because
other green house gases are compared to it using "carbon dioxide equivalents". "Carbon
dioxide equivalent" means the amount of carbon dioxide by weight that would produce the
same global warming impact as a given weight of another greenhouse gas, based on the
best available science (Reference: Health and Safety Code section 38505(c)).

During the year 2007, approximately 7,282.4 million metric tons of COZ equivalents
(MMTCOZe) were emitted within the United States (EIA, 2008) and approximately 451.5
MMTCO2e were emitted in the State of California (CaIEPA, 2009 and EIA, 2008).

GHGs are defined within the Office of Planning and Research's (OPR) Preliminary Draft
CEQA Guideline Amendments for Greenhouse Gas Emissions as:

"all of fhe following gases: Carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide,
hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons, and sulfur hexafluoride. (Reference: Health
and Safety Code section 38505(g))"

The state of California has begun to make important legislative and legal precedence that
will alter how air quality analysis is handled within the CEQA framework. On September 27,
2006, Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger signed AB 32, the California Global Warming
Solutions Act of 2006. AB 32 outlined goals for the reduction of GHGs within California. The
most important goal outlined within AB 32 is the reduction of statewide GHGs to 1990 levels
by the year 2020. AB 32 further states that the California Air Resources Board (GARB) shall
develop a scoping plan that details measures that will be utilized to gain the 2020 GHG
reduction goal. The GARB is also charged within AB 32 to regulate large emitters of GHG
(greater than 25,000 MTs per year).

Additionally, California Senate Bill 97 (SB 97) requires the Governor's Office of Planning and
Research (OPR) to develop draft CEQA guidelines "for the mitigation of greenhouse gas
emissions or the effects of greenhouse gas emissions." OPR is required to "prepare,
develop, and transmit" the guidelines to the Natural Resources Agency on or before July 1,
2009. The Natural Resources Agency must certify and adopt the guidelines on or before
January 1, 2010.
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As part of SB 97, changes will be made to Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines. Specifically,
a section addressing green house gases will be added including two questions which ask if
the project will:

a) Generate greenhouse gas emissions, either directly or indirectly, that may have a
significant impact on the environment?

b) Conflict with any applicable plan, policy, or regulation of an agency adopted for
the purpose of reducing the emissions of greenhouse gases?

The above questions are from the Proposed CEQA Guidelines Amendment for Green
House Gas Emissions dated January 8, 2009. It should be noted that the climate change
analysis included in this MND complies with the suggested format proposed under SB97
even though it is not required.

PROJECT GHG EMISSIONS

Project construction and operations will result in very small emissions of COZ from the
utilization of motor vehicles and other small-scale gas-powered construction equipment such
as a jackhammer. These emissions will be very small and temporary in duration. Project
construction will not involve any large construction equipment such as bulldozers, graders,
or cranes and will not involve heavy construction activities such as grading, trenching, and
demolition. Furthermore, construction activities will be limited to a few days at each site. No
impacts are anticipated from construction emissions of COZ due to this small scale and
limited duration.

Project operations associated with the manually operated CNG units include the combustion
of propane and seeding solution, which is approximately 96% acetone. The combustion of
both propane and acetone utilized within the manually operated CNG units will result in COZ
emissions. However, the operational COZ emissions associated with the combustion of
propane and the seeding solution will have no impact due to the limited duration of actual
operations and the small amounts of fuel being consumed. The combustion of propane and
seeding solution does not result in the emission of any other GHGs. The remote flare units
do not emit any GHGs.

PROJECT GHG EMISSION CALCULATIONS AND QUANTITATIVE THRESHOLDS

The CNG units burn approximately 0.75 gallons of propane per hour during active operation
(cloud seeding). Assuming 8 hours of operation per storm event and 8 storm events per
year, an estimated 48 gallons of propane would be consumed at each manual CNG site per
year. As stated in Section 1.8, six sites will initially be utilized to house manual CNG units.
Therefore, during the first year of operation (with the above assumptions) a total of 288
gallons of propane would be consumed. Propane combustion COz emissions per gallon are
approximately 5.73 kilograms (kg). This calculation results in an estimated 1,651 kg (1.651
metric tons [MT]) of COZ emitted during the first year of operation from propane combustion.
This represents 0.366 x 10-' percent of California 2007 GHG emission levels, (CaIEPA,
2009 and EIA, 2008). Stated another way, the project will emit 0.366 millionth of 1 percent of
the total GHG generated by California in 2007.

Currently, no thresholds for GHGs have been formally established at the Federal, State, or
local level. However, both the California Air Resources Board (GARB) and the South Coast
Air Quality Management District {AQMD) have published draft qualitative and quantitative
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CEQA thresholds of significance for GHG emissions. The California Air Pollution Control
Officers Associated (CAPCOA) prepared a report (White Paper) in 2007 outlining suggested
GHG thresholds, analysis tools, and levels of significance for CEQA analysis. Many of these
draft thresholds are, at this point, potential long term significance thresholds (such as area-
specific or market project type driven thresholds) that cannot yet be properly applied for
impact assessment. The CAPCOA White Paper discuses the use of quantitative thresholds
similar to those drafted by the CARB and AQMD. The quantitative draft thresholds
discussed within the CAPCOA White Paper range from 900 to 25,000 MTs of CO2
equivalent per year.

The CARB draft thresholds do not include a quantitative draft threshold for non-industrial
projects. For the purposes of this analysis, the project will be considered an industrial project
so that the draft CARB COZ emissions threshold can be used within this analysis. The draft
industrial thresholds can be applied because the introduction of silver iodide into the
atmosphere for rain making purposes is a unique industrial process which provides goods
(i.e. drinking water) to the public. The relevant CARB draft quantitative threshold for COZ
emissions is 7,000 MTs of CO2 per year for industrial projects (GARB, 2008). The estimated
1.651 metric tons represents approximately only 0.024 percent of this draft threshold. It is
important to note that the GARB industrial sector COZ draft threshold was developed
specifically for application to industrial projects that involve the combustion of fossil fuels.
The GARB further states that combustion of fossil fuels represents approximately 63 percent
of industrial GHG emissions statewide (GARB, 2008).

The AQMD included draft thresholds for industrial and commercial/residential projects. The
AQMD draft industrial project threshold is 10,000 MTs of COZ per year. The estimated
project COZ emissions from propane combustion for the first year would represent
approximately only 0.016 percent of this draft threshold. Furthermore, even if the more
stringent commercial/residential draft threshold (3,000 metric tons of COZ per year) was
used for comparison, the estimated project propane combustion emissions would only reach
0.055 percent of the draft threshold.

Finally, the estimated COZ emissions from propane combustion could be increased to reflect
the assumption that all 5 future sites were utilized to house manual CNG units (note that this
assumption is only to show emissions for a future worst case scenario). This assumption
allows for the projection of COZ emissions fora "worst case" future project year at full build
out. With 11 sites utilizing manual CNGs, COZ emissions per year (with the above stated
assumptions) would increase to 3.027 MTs. Furthermore, if it is assumed that the CO2
emissions from combustion of the seeding solution would be equal to the CO2 emissions
from propane combustion of 1.651 MTs for year one and 3.027 MTs for the future worst
case scenario year then the project operational COz emissions per year would be equal to
3.302 MTs for year one and 6.054 MTs for the worst case future year. It is important to note
that the actual COZ emission from combustion of seeding solution would in reality be much
less than the COZ emissions from propane combustion because the volume of seeding
solution combusted would be far less than the volume of propane combusted. These
estimates of 3.027 MTs COZ per year (year one) and 6.054 MTs COZ per year (worst case
future year) would only account for approximately 0.047 percent and 0.086 percent of the
draft GARB threshold, respectively. With respect to the draft AQMD industrial project
threshold (10,000 MTs per year), the estimates of 3.027 MTs (year one) and 6.054 MTs
(worst case future year) would only account for 0.033 percent and 0.061 percent of the
AQMD draft threshold, respectively. In summary, project emissions of GHGs, while
quantifiable, are significantly less than all available draft non-zero thresholds. Thus, project
GHG emissions are considered less than significant and no mitigation is required.
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Mitigation: None required.

POTENTIAL CUMULATIVE IMPACT OF GHG EMISSIONS

GHG emission are considered mainly a cumulative impact under CEQA due to the fact
almost no project is large enough to solely emit enough GHGs to create a discernable direct
impact to the environment. Therefore, draft thresholds of significance detailed within the
previous section should take potential cumulative impacts into account. It should be noted
that Los Angeles County has not adopted a threshold or any GHG standards which are
binding on County projects of this nature.

Under California Code of Regulations, Section 15064, Subsection h, Part 4:

"The mere existence of significant cumulative impacts caused by other projects alone shall
not constitute substantial evidence that the proposed project's incremental effects are
cumulatively considerable."

Thus, the occurrence of global climate change due to the accumulation of GHG in the
atmosphere due to other projects alone cannot demonstrate that the cloud seeding project
will have a significant cumulative GHG impact. According to California Code of Regulations,
Section 15064, Subsection h, Part 3:

"A lead agency may determine that a project's incremental contribution to a cumulative
effect is not cumulatively considerable if the project will comply with the requirements in a
previously approved plan or mitigation program which provides specific requirements that
will avoid or substantially lessen the cumulative problem (e.g. water quality control plan, air
quality plan, integrated waste management plan) within the geographic area in which the
project is located."

Project GHG emissions are found to be well below potential levels of significance when
quantitative thresholds are utilized, such as the CARB and AQMD draft thresholds. The
project's incremental contribution to the cumulative effects of GHGs is not considered
cumulatively considerable because the emissions levels are well below draft threshold
standards which are part of GHG mitigation legislation. Therefore, utilization of potential
quantitative significance draft thresholds for GHG emissions dictates that cumulative
impacts due to emissions of CO2 from project operations should be considered insignificant.

Furthermore, project features facilitate the reduction of potential GHG emissions. The use of
modern remotely operated cloud seeding equipment would provide on- and off-site
cumulative impact mitigation through GHG reduction. Modern remote CNG units do not emit
any GHGs. The project is reducing potential GHG emissions from the amount that would be
emitted if only manual units were utilized by introducing state-of-the-art cloud seeding
technology which does not emit green house gases. This use of cutting edge technology to
reduce green house gases complies with Los Angeles County's Energy and Environmental
Policy. The Energy and Environmental Policy provides guidelines for development and
enhancement of energy conservation and environmental programs within County
departments while conducting operations. By using the new technology, the County is
demonstrating its environmental stewardship by reducing its "environmental footprint." An
organization's environmental footprint is determined by the quantifiable impact of operations
in terms of resource consumption, waste generation, and generation of pollutants
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(Countywide Energy and Environmental Policy, 2007). The cumulative green house gas
impact is mitigated within the project by:

1) Utilizing 4state-of-the-art remotely controlled cloud seeding units. The manual CNG
units are far easier and less expensive to utilize for weather modification projects. By
utilizing 4 remote units for the project's first year, as stipulated within the project
Scope of Work, potential GHG emissions are reduced by 40 percent.

2) Utilization of propane fuel within the manual units further reduces potential GHG
emissions due to the relatively low GHG emissions generated from propane
combustion when compared with the combustion of other fuels, such as ethanol, for
cloud seeding purposes.

Therefore, utilization of the draft non zero threshold to determine the potential cumulative
significance of project operational GHG emissions also leads to the conclusion that project
operational GHG emissions are less than significant and no mitigation is required.

Mitigation: None required.

c) Discussion of Effects: The only criteria pollutant released from either generation method
would be particulate matter in the 2.5 to 10 micron size ranges. NAWC retained
Meteorological Solutions, Inc. of Salt Lake City, Utah to perform calculations of particulate
matter concentrations that would result from each seeding method (generator or flare).
These calculations were based upon the maximum amounts of seeding material that would
be released from a single seeding site on a 24-hour basis and converting the entire mass of
the seeding material into 2.5-micron particles (representing the worst case scenario). The
maximum concentrations predicted by the model at a fence line location (assumed to be 100
feet from the release point) were less than the 24-hour standard of 35~g/m3. The nearest
fence line is a common feature used in modeling air quality impacts. It represents the
closest location to which the predicted pollutant levels would impact someone in the near
vicinity of the equipment. The closest residences are approximately 300 feet from the
proposed release point.

Details regarding this modeling work are provided in Appendix A. Appendix B provides a
calculation of the amount of heat produced by a single unit operating for one hour (89,590
Btu's).

Based on the CNG installation described in the Program Report (Griffith, 2009), a single
vehicle is anticipated to be used for project installation and operation purposes. Installation
would take 1 day per site. During storm season (October 15t" through April 15th), LACDPW
Flood Maintenance Division personnel patrol the debris basins on a daily basis. At the
reservoirs, dam tenders monitor the facility continuously. Thus the installation and operation
of equipment will not result in a direct, indirect or cumulatively considerable net increase of
any criteria pollutant and will have no impact.

Mitigation: None required.

d) Discussion of Effects: As discussed in 3b, there would not be any substantial pollutants
emitted using either seeding method, therefore, there is no direct, indirect or cumulative-
impact.

Mitigation: None required.
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e) Discussion of Effects: No objectionable odors will be produced using either seeding
method. Therefore, no direct, indirect, or cumulatively significant impacts are anticipated.

Mitigation: None required.
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4.4 BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
-- Would the project: Less Than

Significant

Potentiall With Less Than
Significant 

Mitigation 
Significant No

Impact 
Incorporated 

Impact Impact

a) Have a substantial adverse effect, either ~ Q
directly or through habitat modifications, on any
species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or
special status species in local or regional plans,
policies, or regulations, or by the California
Department of Fish and Game or U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service?

b) Have a substantial adverse effect on any ~ ~ ~ Q
riparian habitat or other sensitive natural
community identified in local or regional plans,
policies, and regulations or by the California
Department of Fish and Game or US Fish and
Wildlife Service?

c) Have a substantial adverse effect on federally
protected wetlands as defined by Section 404 of
the Clean Water Act (including, but not limited to,
marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through direct
removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or other
means?

d) Interfere substantially with the movement of ❑ ❑ ❑ Q
any native resident or migratory fish or wildlife
species or with established native resident or
migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the use of
native wildlife nursery sites?

e) Conflict with any local policies or ordinances ~ ❑ ❑
protecting biological resources, such as a tree
preservation policy or ordinance?

fl Conflict with the provisions of an adopted ~ ❑
Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural Community
Conservation Plan, or other approved local,
regional, or state habitat conservation plan?

a) Discussion of Effects: The program region is within the boundaries for the San Fernando,
Agua Dulce, Sunland, Acton, Condor Peak, Pacifico Mountain, Chilao Flat, Mount Wilson,
Waterman Mountain, Azusa, Crystal Lake, Glendora, Mescal Creek, Mount San Antonio,
and Mount Baldy 7.5-minute topographic quadrangles developed by the United States
Geological Survey (USGS). The California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG),
California Natural Diversity Data Base (CNDDB) RareFind2 data (2006) for these
quadrangles, along with the biological study affiliated with the 1998 Los Angeles County
Weather Modification CEQA Negative declaration, show the listed species found within the
project region. There are 55 species of plants with Federal and State-listed status, and/or
California Native Plant Society (GNPs) Listed status, 36 species of wildlife that are federally-
or State-listed or have other special status, and four sensitive terrestrial natural communities
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or habitat types that are reported from historical information for the two quadrangles as
shown in Appendix C.

The project will not have an adverse impact on any species identified as a candidate,
sensitive, or special status species in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by
the California Department of Fish and Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Discussion
of the plants and wildlife in the CNG locations and target watersheds, along with significance
criteria and expected conditions, are provided below.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

Vegetation

Within the target area, low slopes near the base of the mountains support coastal sage
scrub, a more open community generally characterized by species such as California
Buckwheat, Coastal Sagebrush, White Sage, Black Sage, and Laurel Sumac.

The predominant plant community in the watersheds is chaparral, a dense community
typically composed of various evergreen shrubs including Chamise, California Lilac,
Manzanita, Scrub Oak, Yerbasanta, and Mountain Mahogany. Several varieties of chaparral
(dependent on species composition and density) occur in the watersheds. The most typical
are Chamise Chaparral and Mixed Chaparral, as classified by USDA (1987), or Northern
Mixed Chaparral, Chamise Chaparral, and Ceanothuscrassifolius Chaparral, as classified by
Holland (1986). Oak Woodlands occur near the canyon bottoms, and shaded canyon
slopes contain a variety of oaks including Coast Live Oak, Scrub Oak, Canyon Live Oak,
and Interior Live Oak. A variety of species from chaparral and coastal sage shrub typically
comprises the understory. In mid- to high-elevation areas (4,000 to 6,000 ft) with northern
exposures, Canyon Live Oak and Scrub Oak often associate with conifers such as Big-Cone
Douglas Fir, Incense Cedar, and Coulter Pine. Low-elevation Coulter Pine and Big-Cone
Douglas Fir stands are unique to southern California (USDA 1987). Additional tree species
typical of high-elevation coniferous forests in the range include Ponderosa Pine, Jeffrey
Pine, Sugar Pine, and White Fir. Common high-altitude understory species includes Bush
Chinquapin, Green Manzanita, and Snow Bush. Riparian areas along the canyon bottoms
commonly support tree species such as Western Sycamore, California Bay Laurel, Coast
Live Oak, Arroyo Willow, and occasionally Fremont Cottonwood. Big-leaf Maples occur as
riparian associates in mid- to high-elevation areas. Mulefat is a widespread willow-like shrub
along drainages. A wide range of herbaceous species are typical of riparian/wetland habitats
in the target area and commonly include rushes, sages, and several species of Monkey
Flower.

Wildlife

The targeted watersheds are part of the extensive undeveloped habitat areas in the San
Gabriel Mountains. They support a wide variety of bird and mammalian species, including
wide-ranging predators and species adapted to high-elevation forests. Common mammals
include the Striped Skunk, Mule Deer, Gray Fox, Coyote, Bobcat, Mountain Lion, and
several granivorous small mammals. Bird species typical of the chaparral community are the
California Quail, Greater Roadrunner, Ash Throated Flycatcher, California Thrasher,
Phainopepla, White-crowned Sparrow, and House Finch. The riparian areas provide
nesting, roosting, and forage resources for Nuttall's Woodpecker, Black Phoebe, Warbling
Vireo, Black-Headed Grosbeak, and Song Sparrow. Raptors, including Red-tailed Hawks,
Great Horned Owls, and Turkey Vultures, hunt and forage over the entire watersheds. Dark-
Eyed Juncos, Brown Creepers, and Blue-Gray Gnatcatchers are common in high-elevation
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coniferous habitat, Amphibians are restricted in many of the canyons because of dry
conditions, but the California Red Legged Frog and California Newt inhabit streams, ponds,
and reservoirs. Reptiles are well represented and include the Southwestern Pond Turtle,
Side-Blotched Lizard, Western Fence Lizard, Western Whiptail, Gopher Snake, and Western
Pacific Rattlesnake.

uatic Resources

Aquatic habitats in the target areas include intermittent mountain streams, perennial streams
and rivers, and five reservoirs (Pacoima, Big Tujunga, Cogswell, San Gabriel and Morris). A
wide variety of aquatic organisms are present in the project area. Aquatic insects and the
early stages of several terrestrial insects are found in both lake and stream habitats. These
include Mayflies, Midges, Dragonflies, Damselflies, Water Striders, and beetles. Native fish
species found in the San Gabriel River system include the Santa Ana Sucker, Arroyo Chub,
and Santa Ana Speckled Dace. These fish are also considered likely to occur in Big Tujunga
and Pacoima drainages. Warm water game fish, including Bluegill and Small Mouth Bass,
have been introduced into the reservoirs. Rainbow Trout are stocked in the San Gabriel
Reservoir and a population breeds naturally below the Cogswell Dam in the west fork of the
San Gabriel River (SAIC 1993).

Threatened, Endangered, and Sensitive Species

Several threatened, endangered, and sensitive plant and animal species are known or
considered to potentially occur in or near the targeted watersheds and the CNG site
locations. These species, their distributions, and their sensitivity status according to the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and the California Department of Fish and Game's
(CDFG's) California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB) are listed in Appendix C.

Sensitive Plant Communities/Habitats

For this analysis, plant communities are considered sensitive if they are naturally limited in
distribution, have been heavily impacted throughout their range, or provide important habitat
(i.e., foraging, cover, migration corridors) for wildlife species. In the targeted watersheds,
Coastal Sage Scrub, Oak Woodland, Riparian Woodland, Coniferous Forest, and Wetland
are considered sensitive communities. Coastal Sage Scrub is one of the most heavily
disturbed vegetation types in California; it is estimated that 36-85% of native stands have
been destroyed (USDA 1987). Oak Woodland, Riparian Woodland, and Coniferous Forest
provide high habitat values to a variety of wildlife species, including large mammals and
predators. Wetlands are considered sensitive ecological resources for several reasons,
including their value to wildlife and their history of human-caused degradation. Wetlands in
the project area occur in the vicinity of springs and seeps along the margins of perennial and
larger intermittent streams. There is no critical habitat for endangered species within the
targeted watersheds (personal communication, July 31, 1998, with Bill Brown, Wildlife
Biologist, ANF - TRC Mariah, 1998). Three terrestrial natural communities known or believed
to be of high priority for inventory in the CNDDB occur in or near areas where CNGs would
be located. These communities are:

• Southern Sycamore-Alder Riparian Woodland (Site No. 6 and Site No. 10);

• Riversidian Alluvial Fan Sage Scrub (Site No. 6);

• Southern Coast Live Oak Riparian Forest (Site No. 5); and

Big Tujunga Creek and the San Gabriel River East Fork are recognized by the CNDDB
as Southern California Arroyo Chub/Santa Ana Sucker stream communities. These
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declining habitat communities are not presently protected under endangered species
laws, but they are on a watch list.

IMPACTS

Significance Criteria

Impacts to biological resources would be considered significant if one or more of the
following conditions occur:

• the project would result in substantial long-term loss of vegetation and of the overall
capacity of the habitat to support native wildlife populations;

• the project would result in a net loss of riparian zone acreage or adversely affect Oak
Woodlands, Coastal Sage Scrub, Coniferous Forest, or other plant communities
considered to be rare, unique, or sensitive by federal, state, or local agencies;

• the project would adversely affect a threatened or endangered species or its critical or
essential habitat (as designated by the federal Endangered Species Act of 1973, as
amended, or the California Endangered Species Act of 1984); or

• the project would adversely affect wetlands, wilderness areas, research natural areas,
designated natural areas, or other ecologically critical areas.

Potential Impact - CNG Location Site

Because all CNGs would be located on previously graded sites, installation impacts would
not be significant. Operation of the CNGs during seeding activities, occasional maintenance,
and refilling of tanks may cause short-term avoidance of the sites by wildlife, but these
impacts would not be significant. Coordination with the United States Forest and Wildlife
Service and the California Department of Fish and Game determined that no threatened,
endangered, or sensitive species would be affected by the installation of CNGs, due to their
locations on previously graded sites (TRC Mariah, 1998).

Potential Impact - CNG Target Site

The climatic effects of the project cannot be precisely determined because of the variability
of success of cloud seeding operations. For average years, a 10-15% increase in annual
precipitation is predicted, as well as a slight increase in snow pack and duration of snow
cover in high-elevation areas. Because seeding would increase precipitation efficiency in
average storms rather than create peak precipitation events, these changes in annual
precipitation would be within the limits of natural variation for the target areas.

Analysis of impacts to biological systems from seeding operations is difficult and somewhat
speculative, as any changes that may occur as a result of cloud seeding are expected to be
gradual. Long-term changes within the watershed would be difficult to ascribe to weather
modification activities. Over the long term, the project could slightly modify the climate in
such a way as to cause minimal alterations in the distribution of plant communities and/or
specific plant species, particularly those already occurring at or near their tolerance limit for
moisture. For example, due to increased rainfall, coniferous forests might extend slightly
down slope into areas now occupied by chaparral, or the distribution of species more
adapted to xeric (dry) habitats could decline as these plants are replaced by more mesic
(wetter habitat) species. The potential changes are expected to be minimal. However, plant
distribution is determined by a variety of ecological factors including: average annual
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precipitation, average temperature, soil type, and aspect. An important factor affecting the
distribution of many sensitive species is the successional state of the plant community in
which they occur (i.e., some are found only in early successional stages after disturbances).
Plant species within the target areas have adapted to the wide variety of climatic and
environmental conditions typical of the unpredictable Southern California climate. Significant
impacts to vegetation caused by the project are therefore not anticipated. Ecologically
valuable riparian and wetland areas within the watersheds may benefit from the additional
moisture as these habitats are generally limited in Southern California due to lack of
moisture. Because any potential changes in the structure or location of plant communities
would be gradual and similar to natural cycles and succession, wildlife species would be
only indirectly impacted since they would slowly relocate to appropriate foraging and nesting
grounds as the plant communities around them changed. These impacts would be minimal.

In high-elevation areas, seeding activities are expected to slightly increase snow pack,
causing snow to cover the ground later into the spring. This longer period of snow cover
could shorten the growing season for alpine plants and potentially result in decreased
biomass production. Delayed spring growth could have secondary effects on herbivores,
whose available food supply would be slightly reduced early in the season. Plants and
animals adapted to high altitudes in the target areas are accustomed to wide fluctuations in
snow pack and duration of snow cover due to typical variations in Southern California
weather patterns. No sensitive plant species inhabit the high mountain areas; none occur
above 3,500 feet with most found below 2,000 feet (TRC-Weather Modification Program
Negative Declaration, 1998). Impacts, therefore, are expected to be minimal. Potential high-
elevation impacts might also be offset by the increased average annual precipitation that
would encourage plant growth once the snow pack has melted. At middle and lower
elevations where many annual plants die off during the summer months, increased
precipitation during the spring may increase the period of time that soil moisture is available
to support plant growth.

Agl, the seeding agent proposed for the project, is not expected to adversely affect
vegetation in the target areas. In a review of existing data, Klein (1978) concluded that
"available field and laboratory studies, using silver iodide at levels much higher than might
be expected to occur as a result of weather modification, indicate that the accumulation of
this type of nucleating agent in surface soil zones should have no discernable [sic] effects
on plant growth or physiological processes."

Weaver and Super (1972) found no significant effects on plant growth or soil microorganism
activity in soils enriched with 10, 100, and 1000 ppm Agl (simulating up to 1 million years of
cloud seeding). They concluded that no silver damage would occur from cloud seeding
programs lasting up to 100 years in duration. Weaver (1973, cited by Summers et al. 1983)
also reported that it would be unlikely that silver effects would be detectable after 1,000
years of cloud seeding. Klein and Molise (1978) analyzed the potential for Agl accumulation
in top soils to affect soil microbiological processes. They concluded that silver levels
detected in soils from finro weather modification programs were "at least 1-2 orders of
magnitude below where possible changes in decomposer functions might be observed."
They also noted that analyses of plants from some urban and forest areas have shown
much higher concentrations of silver than plant material and soils occurring in areas
undergoing weather modification.

A study reported by Klein (1978) found that Agl ingested with vegetation by herbivores did
not affect the animals' digestive capabilities. Klein (1978) also stated that no medical
difficulties have been reported by CNG operators who have had long-term intensive contact
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with Agl. However, the effects of Agl on terrestrial animals are largely unknown because
most studies have used "free" silver in high concentrations rather than Agl at levels likely to
be encountered in cloud seeding applications. In humans and other vertebrates, the majority
of silver is rapidly metabolized by the liver and excreted; it does not accumulate like lead or
mercury (British Columbia Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks 1996). Even the highly
soluble form of silver is only moderately harmful to humans in relatively massive doses
(HDR 1975).

Similarly, the iodine component of Agl is also unlikely to cause adverse impacts. According
to Cooper and Jolly (1969, cited in Engineering-Science, Inc. 1992), a person would have to
drink 130 gallons of rainwater from a seeded storm to ingest the same amount of iodine
contained in a meal of eggs seasoned with iodized salt. Therefore, no adverse impacts to
terrestrial animals are expected to result from the use of Agl in cloud seeding operations.

A recent study (Williams and Denholm, 2009) concerned with a winter research cloud
seeding program in Australia concluded, "We consider the risk of an adverse
ecotoxicological impact for this project to be negligibly small for the following reasons."
Some of these reasons included:

• Although silver ions from soluble silver salts have been shown to be toxic to aquatic
species, this is not the case for insoluble silver iodide.

• Where silver toxicity studies have been attempted using insoluble silver salts,
researchers have had to resort to indirect methods to achieve the desired
concentration of silver ion.

• The majority of studies into acute chronic effects of silver ion have used soluble silver
nitrate.

• A number of studies have shown that the toxicity of silver ion in water is significantly
ameliorated by the presence in water of chloride ion, carbonate ion, sulfide ion and
dissolved organic carbon. In addition, silver is strongly absorbed onto particulate
matter in water. Findings from recent studies point to the fact that silver ion
concentrations in natural waters are negligibly small.

The project could directly or indirectly impact aquatic habitats. Increased precipitation and
runoff could increase erosion and transportation of sediments into surface waters. Impacts
on aquatic organism are not predicted to be significant because the increased turbidity and
rate of deposition would be within the range of natural variability.

Storm precipitation resulting from seeding would introduce Agl into aquatic systems. Silver
can be toxic to fish and anaerobic microorganisms. However, Agl's negligible dissociative
tendencies and low solubility in water limit its availability to aquatic organisms. The Agl
would be widely dispersed and diluted over target area watersheds. Any available silver in
aquatic systems would be complexed by the Chloride ion (CI-), dissolved organic carbon
(DOC), and organic material and rendered unavailable (Janes and Playle 1995). Thus, the
accumulation of silver in concentrations sufficient to cause toxicity is unlikely, and impacts of
Agl on aquatic organisms are not expected to be significant.

Augmented runoff could affect aquatic biota by lengthening the time water is present in
ephemeral and intermittent habitats and by prolonging higher flows in perennial streams.
Biological productivity would be enhanced by the increased duration of water in temporary
aquatic habitats. Prolonged higher flows in perennial streams could benefit aquatic species
unless flows were high enough to flush organisms downstream.
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Over time, however, these fluvial events could affect the habitat of streamside vegetation.
Special attention must be paid to the Slender-horned Spine Flower, astate- and federally-
listed endangered species that occurs in river wash areas. According to Scott Eliason, TIE
Coordinator for the USFWS (personal communication, August 31, 1998), this plant inhabits
old terraces above stream channels. Jigour and Avery (1997) describe the habitat of the
Spineflower as "flood-deposited sandy terraces of floodplains and washes within the
riversidian alluvial fan sage scrub natural community." In the target area for the Proposed
Action, Big Tujunga Wash comprises one of the largest remaining stands of alluvial scrub
habitat in Southern California and therefore provides essential habitat for the survival and
recovery of the Slender-Horned Spineflower (UWFWS, 1994).

Alluvial fan sage scrub is subject to, and dependent upon, periodic flooding and its resulting
scour and deposition. These flood-related surface changes then influence the succession of
plant and animal species in the community (Jigour and Avery 1997). The Spineflower is
associated with intermediate and mature successional stage alluvial fan scrub which
occupies older more stable flood terraces (USFWS, 1994).

Because cloud seeding would be suspended during peak storm events, the proposed action
would not contribute to severe flooding. Any increase in stream flows would fall within the
range of natural variability. Therefore, the project is not expected to adversely affect the
habitat of this species.

The 15 project sites are located on previously graded areas with concrete/asphalt, and
fenced access roads for each location. There will be no habitat modifications during project
operations and no threatened, endangered, or sensitive species would be affected by the
installation of CNGs due to their already developed locations. Hence, no substantial adverse
effects are anticipated.

Less than significant impacts with mitigations_incorporated are anticipated to any sensitive
biological resources located within the project target area or location sites due to the
incorporation of suspension criteria.

Mitigation: See Mitigation Measure WATER-1, Criteria 2.

b) Discussion of Effects: The project will not have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian
habitat or other sensitive natural community identified in local or regional plans, policies,
regulations, or by the California Department of Fish and Game, or the US Fish and Wildlife
Service. The CNG's will be located on previously graded sites along the southern slopes of
the San Gabriel Mountains. The proposed project sites currently consist exclusively of
graded ground and dirt, concrete and/or asphalt areas, and paved (concrete or asphalt)
access roads. Therefore, no direct impacts to riparian or other natural biological
communities are anticipated to take place.

The targeted watersheds are located within the Angeles National Forest (ANF) and
comprise a large portion of the southern slopes of the San Gabriel Mountains. Riparian
areas along the canyon bottoms commonly support tree species such as Western
Sycamore, California Bay Laurel, Coast Live Oak, Arroyo Willow, and occasionally Fremont
Cottonwood. Big-Leaf Maples occur as riparian associates in mid- to high-elevation areas.
Mulefat is a widespread willow-like shrub along drainages. A wide range of herbaceous
species are typical of riparian/wetland habitats in the target area and commonly include
rushes, sages, and several species of Monkey Flower. The riparian areas provide nesting,
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roosting, and forage resources for Nuttall's Woodpecker, Black Phoebe, Warbling Vireo,
Black-Headed Grosbeak, and Song Sparrow.

Ecologically valuable riparian and wetland areas within the watersheds may benefit from the
additional moisture as these habitats are generally limited in Southern California due to lack
of moisture. Because any potential changes in the structure or location of plant communities
would be gradual and similar to natural cycles and succession, wildlife species would be
only indirectly impacted since they would slowly relocate to appropriate foraging and nesting
grounds as the plant communities around them changed. These impacts would be minimal
(TRC Mariah, 1998). Therefore, no direct impacts are anticipated

Mitigation: None required.

c) Discussion of Effects: The CNG's will be located on previously graded sites owned by the
Los Angeles County Flood Control District within various cities and unincorporated county
territory along the southern slopes of the San Gabriel Mountains. The proposed project sites
consist exclusively of graded ground and dirt, concrete and/or asphalt areas, and concrete
or asphalt access roads. Therefore, no direct impacts to riparian or other natural biological
communities are anticipated to take place.

In the targeted watersheds, Coastal Sage Scrub, Oak Woodland, Riparian Woodland,
Coniferous Forest, and Wetland are considered sensitive communities. Wetlands are
considered sensitive ecological resources for several reasons, including their value to
wildlife and their history of human-caused degradation. Wetlands in the project area occur in
the vicinity of springs and seeps along the margins of perennial and larger intermittent
streams. Ecologically valuable riparian and wetland areas within the watersheds may benefit
from the additional moisture as these habitats are generally limited in Southern California
due to lack of moisture (TRC Mariah, 1998). Therefore, no direct impacts are anticipated

Mitigation: None required.

d) Discussion of Effects: The CNG's would be located on previously graded property owned
by the Los Angeles County Flood Control District within various cities and unincorporated
county territory along the southern slopes of the San Gabriel Mountains. The proposed
project sites currently consist exclusively of graded ground and dirt, concrete and/or asphalt
areas, and concrete or asphalt access roads. Therefore, no direct impacts to natural
biological communities are anticipated to take place.

Aquatic habitats in the target areas include intermittent mountain streams, perennial streams
and rivers, and five reservoirs (Pacoima, Big Tujunga, Cogswell, San Gabriel, and Morris).
Native fish species found in the target area include the Santa Ana Sucker, Arroyo Chub, and
Santa Ana Speckled Dace. These fish are considered likely to occur in the San Gabriel, Big
Tujunga, and Pacoima drainages. Warm water game fish, including Bluegill and Small
Mouth Bass, have been introduced into the reservoirs. Rainbow Trout are stocked in the
San Gabriel Reservoir and a population breeds naturally below the Cogswell Dam in the
west fork of the San Gabriel River (SAIC 1993). Augmented runoff could affect aquatic biota
by lengthening the time water is present in ephemeral and intermittent habitats and by
prolonging higher flows in perennial streams. Biological productivity would be enhanced by
the increased duration of water in temporary aquatic habitats. Prolonged higher flows in
perennial streams could benefit aquatic species (TRC Mariah, 1998). Therefore, no indirect
adverse impacts are anticipated.
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Due to the nature of weather modification projects, multiple projects are not conducted
within overlapping target areas. Therefore, there is no potential for cumulative impacts
associated with direct or indirect project impacts that will hinder wildlife movement.

Mitigation: None required.

e) Discussion of Effects: Conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological
resources, such as a tree preservation policy or ordinance?

The project will not conflict with any local policies or ordinances because the work will only
take place in areas that have previously been graded and/or developed. As a result, there
are no adverse direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts are anticipated.

Mitigation: None required.

f) Discussion of Effects: Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan,
Natural Community Conservation Plan, or other approved local, regional, or state habitat
conservation plan?

None of the 15 project sites is part of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP), Natural
Community Conservation Plan (NCCP) or other approved habitat conservation plan. As a
result, there are no adverse direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.
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4.5 CULTURAL RESOURCES
-- Would the project: Less Than

Significant

Potential) 
with 

Less Than
Significant 

Mitigation 
Significant No

Impact 
Incorporated 

impact Impact

a) Cause a substantial adverse change in the ❑ ❑
significance of a historical resource as defined in §
15064.5?

b) Cause a substantial adverse change in the ❑ ❑ ❑ Q
significance of an archaeological resource pursuant
to § 15064.5?

c) Directly or indirectly destroy a unique ❑ ❑ ❑ Q
paleontological resource or site or unique geologic
feature?

d) Disturb any human remains, including those ❑ ❑ ❑
interred outside of formal cemeteries?

a.) Discussion of Effects: The CNG's would be located on previously graded sites owned by the
Los Angeles County Flood Control District within various cities and unincorporated county
territory along the southern slopes of the San Gabriel Mountains. The proposed project sites
currently are flood control and water conservation facilities which consist of graded dirt,
large concrete and/or asphalt areas, and concrete or asphalt access roads. Access to the
facility is controlled by chain link fencing and locked gates. The 36-inches of excavation
needed to secure the remote flare CNGs in place will not exceed the depth of soil previously
disturbed by grading and facility construction. Therefore, no direct or indirect impacts to
historical resources are expected from installation, operation and maintenance of the
project. Since there are no direct or indirect impacts, there are no cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.

b) Discussion of Effects: No archaeological resources are in the project work areas because
the sites have previously been graded and developed with concrete and/or asphalt for flood
control and water conservation purposes. Equipment installation involves no excavation or
very shallow excavation, less than 36-inches in depth. Therefore, no impacts to
archaeological resources are anticipated within the project area.

No direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts are anticipated as a result of project operations
either at project site locations or within target areas. Project operations will not involve any
ground disturbance or similar activities that may lead to the substantial changes in the
significance of an existing archaeological resource.

Mitigation: None required.
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c) Discussion of Effects: All CNGs will be located at sites previously graded for flood control
and water conservation purposes. Excavation will be limited to a depth of 36 inches below
grade, well above the strata in which paleontological resources or unique geological
features are found. Therefore, resources will not be infringed upon if they exist. No unique
geologic features are noted in the area. Project operations do not involve earth disturbing
activities that may disturb existing paleontological resources. There are no adverse direct,
indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.

d) Discussion of Effects: The proposed project sites have already been graded and developed
with the construction of the reservoirs, debris basins and sediment placement sites. It is
unlikely that any religious or sacred sites exist within the project sites used for the CNGs.
There is no evidence of human remains or known cemeteries at any of the locations. Project
operations will not involve earth disturbing activities that may lead to the disturbance of any
human remains. Therefore, there are no direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.
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4.6 GEOLOGY AND SOILS
-- Would the project:

a) Expose people or structures to potential
substantial adverse effects, including the risk of
loss, injury, or death involving:

i) Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as
delineated on the most recent Alquist-Priolo
Earthquake Fault Zoning Map issued by the
State Geologist for the area or based on other
substantial evidence of a known fault? Refer to
Division of Mines and Geology Special
Publication 42.

Less Than
Significant

Potential) With 
Less Than

Significant Mitigation 
Significant No

Impact incorporated Impact Impact

a Q o a

a o Q a

ii) Strong seismic ground shaking?

iii) Seismic-related ground failure, including
liquefaction?

iv) Landslides?

b) Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of
topsoil?

c) Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is
unstable, or that would become unstable as a
result of the project, and potentially result in on-
or off-site landslide, lateral spreading,
subsidence, liquefaction or collapse?

d) Be located on expansive soil, as defined in
Table 18-1-B of the Uniform Building Code
(1994), creating substantial risks to life or
property?

e) Have soils incapable of adequately supporting
the use of septic tanks or alternative waste water
disposal systems where sewers are not available
for the disposal of waste water?

❑ Q

❑ Q ❑

o Q a a
Q ❑ ❑

Q ❑ ❑

❑ ❑ Q

❑ ❑ Q

a) (i) Discussion of Effects: The land in Los Angeles County has more than 50 active and
potentially active earthquake faults in the region. However, there are no active faults directly
on the 15 sites and no Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone Areas are within a 15-mile
radius. Installation of the CNGs will not pose a geologic hazard since they will be staked and
wired to the ground and securely fastened to existing facilities such as hand railings.
Excavation for remotely operated CNGs would not exceed 36 inches. Therefore, fault
rupture within the project area is unlikely. There is a less than significant direct, indirect, or
cumulative impact for this project.
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Mitigation: None required.

(ii) Discussion of Effects: Southern California is a high-risk zone for seismic ground shaking.
The San Andreas Fault is the closest fault, located close to the northeastern boundary of the
San Gabriel watershed but not directly on the sites, and could cause strong ground shaking.
Only the CNGs may be affected by earthquakes, possibly causing the equipment to topple.
If toppling over of equipment occurs while the equipment is not operating, there will be no
release of cloud seeding chemicals. The cloud seeding agent is kept in a sealed tank and is
only pressurized during operations as shown in Figures 4 and 5. All activities would be in
compliance with the Los Angeles County General Plan and other ordinances adopted by the
County related to construction and safety. Therefore, only less than significant direct or
indirect impacts are anticipated. Any project impacts associated with fault rupture will only
result in localized effects. There is a less than significant direct, indirect, or cumulative
impact for this project.

Mitigation: None Required.

(iii) Discussion of Effects: The CNGs will be located on dams, debris basins, and a sediment
placement site owned by the Los Angeles County Flood Control District along the southern
slopes of the San Gabriel Mountains. By design, these dams and debris basins are
strategically located at the mouth of canyons all along the San Gabriel Mountain Range in
areas often prone to liquefaction. These large engineered structures are designed to
withstand the hydrostatic forces associated with the retention and distribution of rainfall
induced runoff. The proposed equipment is small and relatively light-weight and will be
secured to a structure designed to safely withstand liquefaction. Therefore, there is a less
than significant direct, indirect, or cumulative impact for this project.

Mitigation: None required.

(iv) Discussion of Effects: Landslides often accompany earthquakes, floods, storm surges,
hurricanes, wildfires, or volcanic activity (USGS Fact Sheet 2005-3156, 2005). The
suspension criteria established for the cloud seeding program prevent potential landslides
within the target areas by preventing initiation or halting cloud seeding operations when
appropriate.

EARTHQUAKES

CNG locations and target watersheds could be disturbed by an earthquake depending on
the intensity and distance from the epicenter. During storm season, if a 5.0 (Richter Scale)
earthquake occurs within 50 miles, or alternatively a 4.0 earthquake occurs within 25 miles
of any CNG installation site or target watershed, cloud seeding operations will be suspended
until an evaluation of the situation is completed. Manually operated cloud seeding
equipment already in operation will be turned off within an hour. Remotely operated
equipment will be turned off within 10 minutes. If these potential landslide conditions persist
in the target areas, cloud seeding in the affected area may be suspended for the remainder
of the storm season. LACDPW geology, geo-technical, and sedimentation personnel will
analyze the impact on sediment transport and decide when cloud seeding may be resumed.
With mitigation incorporated, a less than significant direct, indirect, or cumulative impact will
occur on this item (refer to Mitigation Measure Water-1, Criteria 5).

FLOODS

CNG locations and target watersheds could be affected by potential floods, possibly causing
subsequent landslides during the storm season. Seeding will be suspended whenever the
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NWS issues a flash flood warning affecting any of the target areas. Manually operated cloud
seeding equipment already in operation will be turned off within an hour. Remotely operated
equipment will be turned off within 10 minutes. Cloud seeding operations will be halted until
the warning has expired. With mitigation incorporated, a less than significant direct, indirect,
or cumulative impact will occur on this item (refer to Mitigation Measure Water-1, Criteria 3).

CNG locations and target watersheds could be affected by a design event, referred to as
Capital Flood events. This is the design standard used to design debris basins within the
County. A Capital Flood event, a 50-year rainfall event on a saturated watershed, produces
different amounts of runoff depending on the region. This design rainfall event ranges from
9.0 inches in the valleys to 16.0 inches in the mountains over a 24-hour period (LACDPW,
Hydrology Manual, 2006). In accordance with the suspension criteria, seeding will be
suspended if any storm is forecast to produce over 5.0 inches of rainfall over a 24-hour
period within any of the installation or target areas. The suspension criteria storm is 44% to
69% less rainfall than that associated with the defined Capital Flood for the region. Thus,
with mitigation incorporated, a less than significant direct, indirect, or cumulative impact will
occur on this (refer to Mitigation Measure Water-1, Criteria 2).

Similarly, flood control and water conservation facilities, such as the debris basins where the
CNGs will be located, are generally designed to accommodate a Design Debris Event
(DDE). A DDE is defined as the quantity of sediment produced by a saturated watershed
significantly recovered from a burn (after four years) resulting from a 50-year, 24-hour
rainfall. Since the suspension criteria storm is 44% to 69% less the 50-year rainfall, by which
the flood control structures downstream were designed, a less than significant direct,
indirect, or cumulative impact with mitigation is anticipated Thus, with mitigation
incorporated, a less than significant direct, indirect, or cumulative impact will occur on this
(refer to Mitigation Measure Water-1, Criteria 2).

STORM SURGE, HURRICANE AND VOLCANIC ACTIVITY

Storm surge, hurricanes, and volcanic activity are not anticipated in the region, thus no
impact is anticipated on these items.

WILDFIRES AND BURNED AREAS

CNG locations and target watersheds could be affected by wildfires which destroy existing
vegetation and create burned areas. Recently burned regions are prone to landslides. In
accordance with the project suspension criteria, areas that have been burned prior to, or
during a storm season, will not be seeded for the remainder of the storm season for that
year. The suspension will continue until sufficient natural re-vegetation occurs, thus a less
than significant direct, indirect, or cumulative impact with mitigation in place is anticipated for
this item.

To ensure that the project does not contribute to personal, property, or environmental injury,
guidelines for suspension have been developed. Suspension of seeding could be necessary
due to hazardous weather, lack of runoff storage capacity, precipitation related problems, or
other special circumstances. In addition, to prevent undue erosion, slides, mud flows, and/or
downstream flooding, seeding would be temporarily suspended over areas that have
recently burned or exhibit unstable soils due to seismic events. As such, with mitigation
incorporated, a less than significant direct, indirect, or cumulative impact will occur on this
(refer to Mitigation Measure Water-1, Criteria 4).
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Mitigation: The potential substantial adverse effects which will be mitigated by Mitigation
Measure Water-1 are:

• Erosion caused by excessive storm runoff: Criteria 2 and 4
• Flooding caused by excessive storm runoff: Criteria 2 and 3
• Landslides caused by excessive storm runoff: Criteria 2 and 5

b) Discussion of Effects:

CNG locations and target watersheds could be disturbed by erosion depending on the
design of the facility, the vegetative cover, and intensity of the storm event. Sediment
production within a watershed is often referred to as erosion. Sediment production from a
watershed is a function of several variables. The most evident of these include vegetative
cover and rainfall intensity. Fire greatly increases the amount of runoff and erosion from a
mountain watershed (LACDPW, Sedimentation Manual, 2006). Aspects of the cloud seeding
program that pertain to erosion are discussed in the following:

VEGETATIVE COVER

The targeted watersheds are located within the Angeles National Forest (ANF) and
comprise a large portion of the southern slopes of the San Gabriel Mountains. Riparian
areas along the canyon bottoms commonly support tree species such as Western
Sycamore, California Bay Laurel, Coast Live Oak, Arroyo Willow, and occasionally Fremont
Cottonwood. Big-Leaf Maples occur as riparian associates in mid- to high-elevation areas.
Mulefat is a widespread willow like shrub along drainages. A wide range of herbaceous
species are typical of riparian/wetland habitats in the target area and commonly include
rushes, sages, and several species of Monkey Flower. Ecologically valuable riparian and
wetland areas within the watersheds may benefit from the additional moisture as these
habitats are generally limited in Southern California due to lack of moisture (TRC Mariah,
1998). The increased rainfall in the region is anticipated to help the targeted watershed's
vegetative growth, thus there are no direct, indirect, or cumulative impact for this item.

RAINFALL INTENSITY

CNG locations and target watersheds could be affected by high rainfall intensities. Intensity
is the amount of rain per unit of time. The peak intensity produces the largest rainfall runoff
rate. A Capital Flood event, which is runoff from the 50-year, 24-hour storm, could cause
subsequent landslides due to high rainfall intensities. The peak intensity associated with a
the Capital Flood ranges from 1.67 to 2.97 inches of rain within a 1-hour period from the
foothills to the San Gabriel Mountains (LACDPW, Hydrology Manual, 2006). In accordance
with the suspension criteria, seeding may be suspended if any storm is forecast to produce
over 1 inch of rainfall within a 1-hour period within the target areas. The suspension criteria
intensity is 40% to 66% less than the rainfall associated with the defined Capital Flood
maximum intensity rate for the region. Thus, with mitigation incorporated, a less than
significant direct, indirect, or cumulative impact will occur on this item (refer to Mitigation
Measure Water-1, Criteria 2).

WILDFIRES AND BURNED AREA

CNG locations and target watersheds could be affected by wildfires which destroy existing
vegetation and create burned areas. Recently burned areas are prone to erosion. In
accordance with the suspension criteria, areas that have been burned prior to, or during a
storm season, will not be seeded for the remainder of the storm season for that year. The
suspension will continue until sufficient natural re-vegetation occurs, thus with mitigation
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incorporated, a less than significant direct, indirect, or cumulative impact will occur on this
item (refer to Mitigation Measure Water-1, Criteria 4).

DESIGN OF PROJECT SITES

Flood control and water conservation facilities, such as the debris basins where the CNGs
will be located, are generally designed to accommodate a Design Debris Event (DDE). A
DDE is defined as the quantity of sediment produced by a saturated watershed significantly
recovered from a burn (after four years) as a result of a 50-year, 24-hour rainfall. Since the
suspension criteria storm is 44% to 69% less than the 50-year storm, by which the flood
control structures downstream were designed, a less than significant direct, indirect, or
cumulative impact with mitigation in place is anticipated for this item (refer to Mitigation
Measure Water-1, Criteria 2). ~ -

To ensure that the project would not contribute to personal, property, or environmental
injury, guidelines for suspension have been developed. Suspension of seeding could be
necessary due to hazardous weather, lack of runoff storage capacity, precipitation related
problems, or other special circumstances. In addition, to prevent undue erosion, slides, mud
flows, and/or downstream flooding, seeding would be temporarily suspended over areas that
have recently burned, or exhibit unstable soils due to seismic events. With the utilization of
the suspension criteria outlined within Mitigation Measure Water-1, Criteria Nos. 2 and 4,
potential cumulative impacts associated with erosion shall also be avoided. As such, with
mitigation incorporated, a less than significant direct, indirect, or cumulative impact will occur
on this item (refer to Mitigation Measure Water-1, Criteria 2 and 4).

Mitigation: See Mitigation Measure WATER-1, Criteria Nos. 2 and 4.

c) Discussion of Effects: As detailed within items a) and b), the project would not be located on
a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that would become unstable due to the project. As
previously discussed, the potential for landslide, lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction
or collapse within the offsite target watershed is considered less than significant impact with
suspension criteria mitigation in place .

Mitigation: See Mitigation Measure WATER-1, Criteria 2.

d) Discussion of Effects: The 1994 Uniform Building Code Test Standard 18-1-B is a test that
was developed in Orange County, California in the mid-1960s. It was introduced in the 1973
Uniform Building Code as UBC Test Standard 29-2. It was re-designated as UBC Test
Standard 18-1 in the 1994 code. This standard was adopted by the American Society for
Testing and Materials (ASTM) in 1988 and titled Soil Expansion Potential ASTM D-4829.
Section 1803.2 of the 1994 Uniform Building Code directs expansive soil tendency be
graded by this method. The UBC mandates that "special [foundation] design consideration"
be employed if the Expansion Index is 20, or greater (Missouri University of Science and
Technology, 2004).

The project sites, sitting at the foothills of the San Gabriel Mountains, are located on alluvial
soil deposits. These soils are not considered to be expansive, and the proposed project will
be located in areas that have previously been graded and re-compacted by construction of
the existing debris basins and other facilities. No major ground disturbance would be
required to install the CNGs, and any excavations, if required, will be shallow. Therefore,
there are no adverse direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts for this item.

Mitigation: None required.
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e) Discussion of Effects: The project does not require the use of septic tanks or alternative
wastewater disposal systems, nor will the project impact any existing septic tanks or
alternative wastewater disposal systems on the project site or within the surrounding area.
Therefore, there are no adverse direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts for this item.

Mitigation: None required.
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4.7 HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS
-- Would the project:

a) Create a significant hazard to the public or
the environment through the routine transport,
use, or disposal of hazardous materials?

b) Create a significant hazard to the public or
the environment through reasonably
foreseeable upset and accident conditions
involving the release of hazardous materials
into the environment?

c) Emit hazardous emissions or handle
hazardous or acutely hazardous materials,
substances, or waste within one-quarter mile of
an existing or proposed school?

d) Be located on a site which is included on a
list of hazardous materials sites compiled
pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5
and, as a result, would it create a significant
hazard to the public or the environment?

e) For a project located within an airport land
use plan or, where such a plan has not been
adopted, within two miles of a public airport or
public use airport, would the project result in a
safety hazard for people residing or working in
the project area?

fl For a project within the vicinity of a private
airstrip, would the project result in a safety
hazard for people residing or working in the
project area?

g) Impair implementation of or physically
interfere with an adopted emergency response
plan or emergency evacuation plan?

h) Expose people or structures to a significant
risk of loss, injury or death involving wildland
fires, including where wildlands are adjacent to
urbanized areas or where residences are
intermixed with wildlands?
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Less Than
Significant

Potentially With Less Than
Significant Mitigation Significant No
Impact incorporated Impact Impact

❑ ❑ Q

❑ ❑ Q

❑ ❑ Q

❑ ❑ Q

❑ ❑ ❑ Q

❑ Q

❑ ❑ Q

❑ ❑ ❑ Q
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a) Discussion of Effects: The project relies on the use of propane as an ignition source, which
will be kept in a large capacity propane tank (250-500 gallons) supplied by a third-party
propane company. The propane tanks have locking mechanisms to prevent tampering.
Propane tanks will be located 15 to 20 feet away from the CNGs and would be refilled once
or twice per storm season (October through May). Only manually generated CNGs will have
propane tanks and only one tank will be placed at each manual site. Propane will be
transported, stored, and utilized pursuant to all applicable federal, state, and local
ordinances and design standards. Propane is widely used in a variety of applications for
residential, commercial, and industrial use. The project will also use silver iodide as the
seeding agent. Silver iodide will be stored either in a flare similar to the type used for
emergency roadside flares, or in a solution chamber inside a manually operated CNG, which
would be ignited using the propane tank as the fuel source. Remotely operated flares will
be connected to one or two horizontal masts, each of which holding 10 to 20 flares. Flares
will only be burned in place as a storm convection band passes over the sites. Flares will be
replaced as necessary throughout the season. Manually operated CNGs burn solution at a
rate of 0.24 gal/hr. This burn rate allows approximately 30 hours of operation before the
CNG solution tank requires refilling. Silver iodide is commonly used in photography and as
an antiseptic, and is not considered a hazardous material.

The seeding solution is comprised of approximately 96% acetone, which is considered a
hazardous material under the California Hazardous Waste Control Law (HWCL), California
Code of Regulations (CCR) Title 22, Chapter 11, Appendix X. Approximately 8 gallons of
seeding solution is stored within a sealed tank inside each manually operated unit. Tanks
are locked to prohibit tampering. The project sites are all located on private property
controlled by the LACFCD. The properties are gated and locked. The acetone, as part of
the seeding solution, is burned and released to the atmosphere in the form of combustion
byproducts. Please refer to the Air Quality section of this document for an analysis of
potential impacts relating to combustion emissions. The other components of the seeding
solution, silver iodide and sodium iodide are not listed as hazardous chemicals by the EPA.
The seeding solution shall not be disposed of by dumping, and transportation of the acetone
used within the seeding solution shall be conducted in compliance with all applicable laws
and regulations pertaining to hazardous materials. There will be no significant hazard to the
public or the environment as a result of the use, disposal, or transport of acetone. Therefore,
only less than significant impacts are anticipated. There are no direct, indirect, or cumulative
impacts anticipated as a result of the use of the acetone-based seeding solution.

The cloud seeding flares proposed for this program are manufactured by Ice Crystal
Engineering, Inc. of Davenport, North Dakota. The flare consists of 150 grams of glaciogenic
pyrotechnic composition glued into a phenolic paper tube with the igniter held into the end
and sealed with a plastic cap. The electronic igniter is activated using the voltage supplied
from the ground unit to the firing box. When activated, the flare burns for 3.5 to 4 minutes.
The flare contains Ammonium Perchlorate, Zinc Powder, Aluminum Powder, Silver Iodide,
Copper Iodide and Ammonium Iodide. Burning a seeding flare releases approximately 15
grams of microscopic particles of silver-copper iodide. The flares will be burned within tubes
designed to capture sparks and combustion related by-product. Combustion by-products will
be disposed of in compliance with all applicable laws and regulations. There will be no
direct, indirect, or cumulatively significant hazard to the public or the environment as a result
of the use, disposal, or transport of the cloud seeding flares used for this project.

During storm season (October 15th through April 15'h), LACDPW Flood Maintenance
Division (FMD) personnel patrol the debris basins on a daily basis. At the reservoirs, dam
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tenders monitor the facility continuously. These personnel will check the cloud seeding
equipment for tampering or vandalism on a daily basis. Additionally, part-time technicians
hired by the cloud seeding consultant will inspect, re-supply, and maintain the seeding
equipment during the 2009-2010 storm season on an as needed basis. Generally, repair of
malfunctioning equipment will occur within 24 hours. The project potential to create a direct,
indirect, or cumulatively significant hazard to the public or the environment through the
routine transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials is less than significant.

Mitigation: None required.

b) Discussion of Effects: All sites depicted in Figure 2 are located on LACFCD property. All are
fenced with controlled access using locked gates. No trespassing signs are present. These
measures prohibit public access by potential hikers and prevent unauthorized entry into the
areas used for flood control and water conservation purposes. In all cases, the manual
generators will be secured in place by a chain attached to an existing facility or an "I-bolt'
concreted in place. Propane and cloud seeding equipment tanks will be locked. This will
mitigate tampering by unauthorized personnel. Additionally, a second chain link fence will be
installed around the remote generator installations with slats inserted into the chain links.

During storm season (October 15th through April 15th), LACDPW Flood Maintenance
Division (FMD) personnel patrol the debris basins on a daily basis. At the reservoirs, dam
tenders monitor the facility continuously. These personnel will check the cloud seeding
equipment for tampering or vandalism on a daily basis. Additionally, part-time technicians,
hired by the cloud seeding consultant will inspect, re-supply, and maintain the seeding
equipment during the 2009-2010 storm season on an as needed basis. Generally, repair of
malfunctioning equipment will occur within 24 hours.

The LACDPW has a Hazard Communication Program (HCP) which assures that all
chemicals are handled safely. The program requires that all hazardous materials be labeled
and accompanied by Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDSs). In accordance with the
LACDPW's HCP, all manually operated CNGs will be labeled for any hazardous chemicals
and accompanied by an MSDS.

Additionally, the LACDPW has a Hazardous Waste Reporting Policy, which requires that a
Hazardous Waste Report be generated whenever an accidental hazardous waste discharge
is discovered. The report must be filed with the Executive Officer-Clerk of the County of Los
Angeles Board of Supervisors Office and the Department of Health Services, Hazardous
Material Control Program. The program requires filing of the report within 72 hours of when
a "designated government employee" has knowledge of, or discovers, an illegal discharge of
hazardous waste in the course of the employee's official duties. If Department personnel
discover an accidental chemical spill pertaining to cloud seeding operations, a Hazardous
Waste Report will be generated in accordance with Department Policy, and the consultant
shall be immediately contacted for clean-up purposes. All chemical spills shall be contained
by LACDPW personnel immediately upon discovery and shall be cleaned up by the
contractor within 24-hours.

Propane will be stored in a 250-500 gallon, stainless steel, single-walled tank located 15 to
20 feet from the generator. Only one tank will be placed at each manually operated site.
Propane tanks will comply with all applicable federal, state, and local standards, including
earthquake protection. Propane is widely used in a variety of applications for residential,
commercial, and industrial use. In the case of an accidental release or leak, propane will be
quickly volatilized into the atmosphere as a gas. Project sites will be situated well away from
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populated areas in debris basins of the County of Los Angeles. Silver iodide is not
considered a hazardous material.

The seeding solution is comprised of mostly acetone (approximately 96%) and acetone is
considered a hazardous material under the HWCL. Approximately 8 gallons of seeding
solution is stored within each manually operated unit. The seeding solution is kept within the
unit itself, as shown in Figures 4 and 5, and is well protected from direct physical harm.
Extreme force would be required in order to rupture the seeding mixture tank. Considering
the remote nature of the project sites, combined with the tamper resistant measures
surrounding the flood control facilities, possible events that could rupture the seeding
mixture tank are considered very unlikely.

Therefore, the hazard to the public or the environment, through reasonably foreseeable
upset and/or accidental conditions, is less than significant.

Mitigation: None required.

c) Discussion of Effects: There are no existing or proposed schools in direct proximity of the
project sites. There is one high school within 0.25-mile of one of the project sites (Site # 13,
Figure 2). However, the small quantities of acetone used and the isolated nature of the site
dictate that the potential for harm as a result of the utilization of acetone is extremely
remote. The school site is located within a quarter mile from the project site and the facility is
gated and locked. The units themselves are also locked to prevent tampering. Therefore,
there are no adverse direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts for this item.

Mitigation: None required.

d) Discussion of Effects: The proposed project sites are not listed on ENVIROSTOR, the
Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) hazardous materials site database
compiled pursuant to Government Code § 65962.5. Therefore, the project would not create
a hazard to the public or environment and there are no direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts
for this item.

Mitigation: None required.

e) Discussion of Effects: The project sites are not located within airport land use plans and are
not within 2 miles of public airports or public use airports. Therefore, there are no direct,
indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.

f) Discussion of Effects: The project sites are not located within the vicinity of private airstrips.
Therefore, there are no direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.

g) Discussion of Effects: Project sites are situated well away from populated areas in debris
basins of the County of Los Angeles. The sites are not within any emergency evacuation
plan or adopted emergency evacuation plan route or corridor. The project will comply with
the requirements of the County of Los Angeles Fire Department and all County
requirements for fire and other emergency access. Because the project is required to
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comply with all applicable County codes, any impacts will be reduced to levels below
significance. There are no direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.

h) Discussion of Effects: The project requires only minimal human involvement and will not
increase any risk to life or property from wildland fires. Furthermore, the sites are not located
in wildlands. Therefore, there are no direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.
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4.8 HYDROLOGY AND WATER Potential) 
Less Than 

Less Than No
QUALITY y Significant

Significant With Significant Impact
-- Would the project: Impact ImpactMitigation

Incorporated

a) Violate any other water quality standards ❑ ❑ Q ❑
or waste discharge requirements?

b) Substantially deplete groundwater
supplies or interfere substantially with ❑ ❑ ❑ Q
groundwater recharge such that there would
be a net deficit in aquifer volume or a
lowering of the local groundwater table level
(e.g., the production rate of pre-existing
nearby wells would drop to a level which
would not support existing land uses or
planned uses for which permits have been
granted)?
c) Substantially alter the existing drainage
pattern of the site or area, including through ❑ Q ❑ ❑
the alteration of the course of a stream or
river, in a manner which would result in
substantial erosion or siltation on-or off-site?

d) Substantially alter the existing drainage
pattern of the site or area, including through ❑ Q
the alteration of the course of a stream or
river, or substantially increase the rate or
amount of surface runoff in a manner which
would result in flooding on-or off-site?
e) Create or contribute runoff water that
would exceed the capacity of existing or ❑ Q ❑ ❑
planned stormwater drainage systems or
provide substantial additional sources of
polluted runoff?
fl Otherwise substantially degrade water
quality? ❑ ❑ ❑ Q

g) Place housing within a 100-year flood
hazard area as mapped on a federal Flood ❑ ❑ ❑ [~
Hazard Boundary or Flood Insurance Rate
Map or other flood hazard delineation map?
h) Place within a 100-year flood hazard area,
structures that would impede or redirect flood ❑ ❑ ❑ [~
flows?
i) Expose people or structures to a significant
risk of loss, injury or death involving flooding, ❑ Q ❑ ❑
including flooding as a result of the failure of
a levee or dam?
j) Expose people or structures to inundation
by seiche, tsunami or mud flow? ❑ Q ❑ ❑
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a) Discussion of Effects: The project does not pose a significant threat of creating discharge,
wastewater, runoff, or stormwater flows that will violate any applicable water quality
standards. Most runoff pollution occurs when discarded pollutants accumulate on
impervious surfaces until they are dissolved by, or otherwise combined with, water flow to
create polluted runoff. While the project is anticipated to increase precipitation 10 to 15
percent in any given season, and will therefore increase water flow, the project will not have
any significant impact on potential pollutant sources. The worst water quality impacts due to
runoff water generally occur during water flow events that are preceded by long dry periods
with no precipitation. During these periods, pollutants accumulate to their highest levels on
impervious surfaces until they are removed by the next rainfall event. The project will only
increase flow volume and flow events, the characterization and concentration of available
pollutants will not change. The impacts from polluted runoff may be reduced due to the
increased flow volume acting to dilute the available pollutant sources during more frequent
runoff events.

The project will result in very small levels of silver iodide reaching the surface waters during
seeded precipitation events. Silver iodide is currently not listed as a 303(d) pollutant of
concern by the Los Angeles regional Water Quality Control Board (LARWQCB, 2003). The
levels of Agl that will be emitted by the project and remain in the environment are extremely
small. Silver iodide is highly insoluble in water. Accumulations in the soil, vegetation, and
surface runoff will not be measurable above natural background levels. The impacts to water
quality are less than significant.

A recent study (Williams and Denholm, 2009) concerned with a winter research cloud
seeding program in Australia considered the risk of an adverse ecotoxicological impact for
this project to be negligibly small for the following reasons:

• Although silver ions from soluble silver salts have been shown to be toxic to aquatic
species, this is not the case for insoluble silver iodide.

• Where silver toxicity studies have been attempted using insoluble silver salts,
researchers have had to resort to indirect methods to achieve the desired
concentration of silver ion.

• The majority of studies into acute chronic effects of silver ions have used soluble
silver nitrate.

• A number of studies have shown that the toxicity of silver ions in water is significantly
ameliorated by the presence in water of chloride ions, carbonate ions, sulfide ions
and dissolved organic carbon. In addition, silver is strongly absorbed onto particulate
matter in water. Findings from recent studies point to the fact that silver ion
concentrations in natural waters are negligibly small.

The California Department of Water Resources summarized the findings of the USBR
environmental documents and findings from other cloud seeding review studies (DWR,
2009). According to the USBR, the small amounts of silver iodide used in cloud seeding are
minimal. They are often 100 times less than industry emissions into the atmosphere in
many parts of the country. They are also lower than the exposure limits people get from
tooth fillings. Watershed concentrations would be extremely low because only small
amounts of seeding agent are used. Accumulations in the soil, vegetation, and surface
runoff have not been large enough to measure above natural background levels. The DWR
supports these findings and asserts that utilization of cloud seeding activities can be
conducted without significant adverse impacts to the natural and human environment.

Therefore, project direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts to water quality or related to waste
discharge are less than significant.
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For additional details on silver iodide, refer to Section 4.3 Air Quality.

Mitigation: None required.

b) Discussion of Effects: The project will result in a net increase in groundwater recharge
through natural percolation as well as through the utilization of LACDPW recharge basins.
Therefore, there are no adverse direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts are anticipated
related to groundwater recharge or aquifer/water table level.

Mitigation: None required.

c) Discussion of Effects: The project will not directly alter any water body. Physical alterations
to each of the sites as a result of installation of equipment would be minimal and confined to
already graded areas. Within the target area, the project will result in increased flow which
will not affect water courses. Project suspension criteria will be followed to avoid seeding
storm events that are forecast to produce 5-inches of rainfall within a 24-hour period. A 5-
inch 24-hour storm is defined as a 2-5 year frequency event within the target areas
(LACDPW, Hydrology Manual, 2006). A 2- to 5-year frequency storm is considered a
threshold point where channel forming discharges occur within the existing streambeds.
Storms below the threshold typically produce rainfall and accompanying runoff discharges
that remain confined to established natural stream beds (Sedimentation Engineering, ASCE,
2007). Increased runoff will not create siltation problems. As such, with mitigation
incorporated, a less than significant direct, indirect, or cumulative impact will occur on this
item (refer to Mitigation Measure Water-1, Criteria 2).

Mitigation: The project suspension criteria shall be implemented as mitigation measures
against potential impacts associated with the physical alteration of existing watercourses.
Suspending project operations for events that are forecast to produce 5-inches (or greater)
of rainfall within a 24-hour period will prevent excessive runoff from substantially altering the
existing drainage pattern of the site or area. Refer to Mitigation Measure WATER-1 Criteria
No. 2.

d) Discussion of Effects: Installation of both the manually operated and remotely controlled
CNGs at existing flood control and water conservation facilities will not alter the existing
drainage pattern of the site or surrounding area. Thus, no significant direct, indirect, or
cumulative impacts will occur to the existing drainage pattern of the site or surrounding area.

In the target area, the suspension criteria will mitigate potential flooding impacts to less than
significant. The impacts include stream or river course alterations and substantially
increasing the rate or amount of surface runoff in a manner which would result in flooding
on- or off-site. Within the target area, a Capital Flood could cause subsequent flooding. A
Capital Flood, based on a 50-year, 24-hour storm event, ranges from 9.0 to 16.0 inches of
rain within a 24-hour period in the project areas (LACDPW, Hydrology Manual, 2006). In
accordance with the project suspension criteria, seeding will be suspended if any storm is
forecast to produce over 5.0 inches of rainfall within a 24-hour period within the project area.
The suspension criteria are 44% to 69% less rainfall than a storm associated with the
defined Capital Flood for the region. Thus, with mitigation incorporated, a less than
significant direct, indirect, or cumulative impact will occur on this item (refer to Mitigation
Measure Water-1, Criteria 2 ).

Similarly, flood control and water conservation facilities, such as the debris basins where the
CNGs will be located, are located at the base of the mountains and are generally designed
to accommodate a Design Debris Event (DDE). A DDE is defined as the quantity of
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sediment produced by a saturated watershed significantly recovered from a burn (after four
years) as a result of a 50-year, 24-hour rainfall event. Since the suspension criteria storm is
44% to 69% less the 50-year storm, by which the flood control structures downstream were
designed, with mitigation incorporated, a less than significant direct, indirect, or cumulative
impact will occur on this item (refer to Mitigation Measure Water-1, Criteria 2 ).

Higher rainfall intensity produces larger runoff rates. The 50-year, 24-hour rainfall event
peak intensity ranges from 1.67 to 2.97 inches of rain within a 1-hour period from the valleys
to the San Gabriel Mountain region respectively (LACDPW, Hydrology Manual, 2006). In
accordance with the suspension criteria set up for the project, seeding may be suspended if
any storm is forecast to produce over 1 inch of rainfall within a 1-hour period within any of
the installation or target areas. The suspension criteria storm intensity is 40% to 66% below
the defined 50-year, 24-hour rainfall, maximum intensity rate for the region. Thus, with
mitigation incorporated, a less than significant direct, indirect, or cumulative impact will occur
on this item (refer to Mitigation Measure Water-1, Criteria 2).

Mitigation: The project suspension criteria, as outlined within the Description of Project
section of this document, shall be implemented herein as mitigation for potential impacts
associated with increased flow velocities and volumes. Suspending project operations for
events that are forecast to produce 5 inches (or greater) of rainfall within a 24-hour period,
or over 1 inch of rainfall within a 1-hour period will prevent excessive runoff from flooding on-
or off-site. With this mitigation incorporated, a less than significant direct, indirect, or
cumulative impact will occur on this item. Refer to Mitigation Measure WATER-1, Criteria 2.

e) Discussion of Effects: The CNG installation at existing flood control and water conservation
sites will not result in creation or addition of any runoff. The minimal amount of earthwork
involved with the installation of remote operated units will be disposed of immediately and,
even if a precipitation event occurred during the installation process, the amount of soils
disturbed would not create a significant impact on water quality. No other components of
project construction have the potential to impact water quality, regardless of runoff potential.

Within the target area, the project will increase runoff and other surface water flow that will
lead to increased utilization of stormwater drainage systems. However, project suspension
criteria are lower than the design storm intensity and volume, which prevents stormwater
flows from exceeding the existing downstream stormwater drainage systems capacities.

The process of suspending activities will involve continually monitoring criteria conditions
described in Table 5. Once suspension criteria have been met, LACDPW's Storm
Operations Director, in coordination with NAWC, would direct cloud seeding operations to
halt. NAWC operational personnel will be able to turn on or off manually operated cloud
seeding equipment within 1-hour. Remotely operated cloud seeding generators will be able
to be halted within 10 minutes. LACDPW will consider all relevant circumstances prior to
rendering decisions regarding restricting or suspending cloud seeding operations. Cloud
seeding locations with rainfall less than the suspension criteria thresholds will continue to be
operated until the targeted storm has passed

Seeding events will be utilized to increase precipitation during small to moderate storm
systems that will not create enough stormwater flow to threaten existing drainage systems.
Therefore, a less than significant impact will occur with respect to potential impact related to
stormwater flows exceeding the existing stormwater drainage system capacity downstream.

The project will create up to a 15 percent estimated increase in precipitation within the target
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area. This increase will in turn result in increased water flow within the target area. However,
the project itself will not create, or contribute to, pollution sources that could combine with
the increased water flow to create runoff water that violates existing water quality standards.
Most runoff pollution occurs when discarded pollutants accumulate on impervious surfaces
until they are dissolved by, or otherwise combined with, water flow to create polluted runoff.
While the project is anticipated to increase precipitation up to 15 percent in any given
season, and will therefore increase water flow, the project will not have any significant
impact on potential pollutant sources. The worst water quality impacts due to runoff water
generally occur during water flow events that are preceded by long dry periods with no
precipitation. During these periods, pollutants accumulate to their highest levels on
impervious surfaces until they are removed by the next water flow event. The project will
only increase flow volume and flow events, the characterization and concentration of
available pollutants will not change. If anything, impacts from polluted runoff may be
reduced due to the increased flow volume acting to dilute the available pollutant sources
during more frequent water flow events.

Burned regions offer one potential pollutant source that could combine with the increased
flow to create runoff pollution within the target area. Burned areas produce large amounts of
ash. Ash covered canyons can lead to high levels of turbidity within runoff waters. Impacts to
runoff water quality due to turbidity will be minimized through implementation of the project's
suspension criteria (refer to the Project Description and Table 5). Under the suspension
criteria, seeding activities can be suspended over areas that have been impacted by fires or
any other event that results in unstable surface soil conditions. Therefore with mitigation
incorporated, a less than significant direct, indirect, or cumulative impact will occur on this
item.

The project will not utilize delivery areas, loading docks, or any other areas where materials
are stored, transferred, or utilized in a manner that would create the potential for introduction
of pollutants to the environment. The project will not involve equipment or vehicles that will
require on-site refueling other than the propane tanks. The propane tanks will be refueled by
the licensed propane distributor, as needed, and the refueling process is not expected to
contribute to any potential pollution source. The tanks and connections will be inspected by
the NAWC technician each time the units are utilized and any required repairs will be
conducted immediately. Therefore, project facilities will not directly, indirectly, or
cumulatively impact water quality.

The project will not directly discharge any stormwater. However, it will create increased
precipitation which will create more stormwater within the target area. The increased
stormwater will not have any detrimental effect on future beneficial uses.

Mitigation: The project suspension criteria shall be implemented as mitigation to minimize
the potential for impacts associated with the capacity of existing or planned stormwater
drainage systems or provide substantial additional sources of polluted runoff. Suspending
project operations for events that are forecast to produce 5-inches (or greater) of rainfall
within a 24-hour period, or over 1 inch of rainfall within a 1-hour period, will prevent
excessive storm runoff from exceeding downstream flood control facility capacities on- or
off-site. Additionally, suspending cloud seeding operations in the event that reservoir
storage is at a level where additional inflow to the reservoir from upcoming storms will result
in water releases greater than the capacity of the downstream water conservation facilities
will prevent excessive storm runoff from exceeding downstream facility capacities. The
project will not add pollutants to the runoff water. Thus, with mitigation incorporated, a less
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than significant direct, indirect, or cumulative impact will occur on this item (refer to
Mitigation Measure Water-1, Criteria 1 and 2).

f) Discussion of Effects: The project will not add to any pollution source, or potential pollution
source, that will lead to any substantial degradation of water quality. Water quality concerns
relating to runoff are further discussed in sub-section e) above. The project will not have
direct, indirect, or cumulative pollution impacts.

Mitigation: None required.

g) Discussion of Effects: The project does not involve the creation or construction of any
structure that will involve human occupancy, including houses. Therefore, the project will not
threaten human life due to the placement of housing within 100-year flood hazard area.
Increases in runoff will be limited based on project suspension criteria that will prevent
seeding in rain events much smaller than those that would create 100-year runoff. No
direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts will occur due to cloud seeding.

Mitigation: None required.

h) Discussion of Effects: The project does not
current diversion pattern of stormwater flow.
diversion of storm flow within 100-year flood
impacts will occur regarding this item.

include any structure that will divert or alter the
Therefore, no impacts will occur due to altered
hazard areas. No direct, indirect, or cumulative

Mitigation: None required.

i) Discussion of Effects: The project will result in increased surface flow within the target area.
However, risk from flooding events is not expected to create a potential significant impact
due to implementation of project suspension criteria (refer to Mitigation measure Water-1,
Criteria 2). One of the main objectives of the suspension criteria is to minimize the potential
of cloud seeding activities to combine with naturally occurring precipitation or surface flow to
create harmful flooding events. The suspension criteria specifically dictate seeding activity
suspension when high levels of precipitation are predicted, where flood control measures
are nearing their safe operating capacity. The criteria suspend operations where any other
event or set of conditions exist that may combine with cloud seeding activities to create
potentially unsafe conditions for human life, property, or the environment. Since the
~ACDPW manages flood control measures within the target area, the LACDPW
representative will closely monitor and accurately evaluate the potential for flooding to occur,
especially with respect to flood control capacity. With mitigation incorporated, a less than
significant direct, indirect, or cumulative impact will occur on this item (refer to Mitigation
Measure Water-1, Criteria 2 ).

Mitigation: The project suspension criteria shall be implemented as mitigation for potential
impacts associated with loss of life or property due to flooding. With mitigation incorporated,
a less than significant direct, indirect, or cumulative impact will occur on this item (refer to
Mitigation Measure Water-1, Criteria 2).

j) Discussion of Effects: The project will not expose people or property to threat from seiche or
tsunami. Nor will the project increase the chances of seiche- or tsunami-related impacts.

Implementation of the project could affect impacts related to mud flows or other mass
wasting events. Precipitation is one key factor leading to mass wasting events, and the
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project will lead to an increase in precipitation by approximately 10 to 15 percent within the
target area. Besides rainfall, other factors such as fire, large development projects, and
other vegetation removal activities are considered key factors for mass wasting. The project
will not create, increase, or otherwise affect any vegetation removing activity, whether
planned (such as grading for future development) or accidental (such as fire).

The project could increase the chances of mud flows when other key factors are present.
The project's suspension criteria include measures to suspend seeding where other
potential key factors of mass wasting exist. For instance, cloud seeding will not take place
where fires have removed the vegetation cover that protects topsoil (refer to Mitigation
Measure Water-1, Criteria No. 4). Seeding could also be suspended where large
development projects have created large areas of exposed soils that could create the
potential of mass wasting.

Seeding will be suspended during naturally occurring high precipitation events. These
suspension criteria eliminate the potential of creating mass wasting events caused solely or
primarily from large amounts of precipitation. With mitigation incorporated, a less than
significant direct, indirect, or cumulative impact will occur on this item (refer to Mitigation
Measure Water-1, Criteria 2).

Mitigation: The project suspension criteria shall be implemented herein as mitigation for
potential impacts associated with mud flows or other mass wasting event. With mitigation
incorporated, a less than significant direct, indirect, or cumulative impact will occur on this
item (refer to Mitigation Measure Water-1, Criteria Nos. 2 and 4).
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4.9 LAND USE AND PLANNING
-- Would the project: Less Than

Significant

Potentiall With Less Than
Significant 

Mitigation Significant No
Impact incorporated Impact Impact

a) Physically divide an established community? ~ ~ ~ Q

b) Conflict with any applicable land use plan, ~ ~ ~ Q
policy, or regulation of an agency with
jurisdiction over the project (including, but not
limited to the general plan, specific plan, local
coastal program, or zoning ordinance) adopted
for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an
environmental effect?

c) Conflict with any applicable habitat ~ ~ ~ Q
conservation plan or natural community
conservation plan?

a) Discussion of Effects: The project sites are located in flood control facility areas that are
already developed, owned, and operated by the LACFCD. This project will not physically
divide an established community or impede any surrounding operations. There are no direct,
indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.

b) Discussion of Effects: The project is consistent with all applicable land use designations,
including those for the County of Los Angeles General Plan, and does not interfere with any
policies for environmental protection since the project sites are located on previously graded
locations. The project is considered to be an accessory land use to the existing land uses on
each site. All 15 sites are currently occupied by flood control facilities including dams and
debris basins. Because no CNGs would be located in wilderness areas and no prolonged
changes in weather over wilderness areas would occur, the project is compatible with all
land use designation and management policies. As such, there are no direct, indirect, or
cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.

c) Discussion of Effects: The project does not conflict with any applicable habitat conservation
plan or natural community conservation plan. Therefore, there are no direct, indirect, or
cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.
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.4.10 MINERAL RESOURCES
-- Would the project:

a) Result in the loss of availability of a known
mineral resource that would be of value to the
region and the residents of the state?

b) Result in the loss of availability of a locally-
important mineral resource recovery site delineated
on a local general plan, specific plan or other land
use plan?

October 2009
eta June 2015

Less Than
Potentially Significant Less Than
Significant With Significant 

No

Impact Mitigation Impact 
Impact

Incorporated

❑ ❑ Q

❑ ❑ ❑ Q

a) Discussion of Effects: There are no known mineral resources at any of the project sites.
Therefore, there are no direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.

b) Discussion of Effects: There are no known mineral resources at any of the project sites.
Therefore, there are no direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.
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4.11 NOISE
-- Would the project result in: Less Than

Significant

Potentiall With Less Than
Significa t Mitigation Significant No
Impact 

Incorporated Impact Impact

a) Exposure of persons to or generation of ~ ~ ~"
noise levels in excess of standards established
in the local general plan or noise ordinance, or
applicable standards of other agencies?

b) Exposure of persons to or generation of ❑ ❑ ❑ Q
excessive groundborne vibration or
groundborne noise levels?

c) A substantial permanent increase in ambient ❑ ❑ ❑ Q
noise levels in the project vicinity above levels
existing without the project?

d) A substantial temporary or periodic increase ~ ❑ Q ❑
in ambient noise levels in the project vicinity
above levels existing without the project?

e) For a project located within an airport land ~ ❑ ❑ Q
use plan or, where such a plan has not been
adopted, within two miles of a public airport or
public use airport, would the project expose
people residing or working in the project area to
excessive noise levels?

fl For a project within the vicinity of a private ❑ ❑ ❑ Q
airstrip, would the project expose people
residing or working in the project area to
excessive noise levels?

a) Discussion of Effects: Installation of the CNGs could slightly increase noise levels
temporarily in the vicinity of the project sites. All construction activities would take place
between the hours of 7 a.m. and 7 p.m. and would be minimal and limited to shallow
excavation or rebar installation. Based on the CNG installation described in the Program
Report (Griffith, 2009) and the small equipment involved, any noise increase would be
intermittent and minor. Furthermore, since installation is expected to last a maximum of 2
days per site, noise increase would be limited to that period. The project will remain within
established noise limits at each site. The project will not contribute to significant increases in
traffic volumes at any time and will, therefore, not lead to significant levels of traffic-
generated noise. Therefore, only less than significant direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts
are anticipated.

Mitigation: None required.

b) Discussion of Effects: Based on the CNG installation described in the Program Report
(Griffith, 2009) and the small equipment involved, installation of the CNGs will not generate
groundborne vibrations. Therefore, there are no direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.
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c) Discussion of Effects: Operation of the project is not anticipated to increase the ambient
noise levels above the levels existing without the project. Therefore, there are no direct,
indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.

d) Discussion of Effects: Installation activities would minimally impact ambient noise levels
temporarily in the vicinity of the project sites. Normal activities associated with the project
operations would not increase ambient noise levels. Therefore, there are less than
significant direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.

e) Discussion of Effects: The project sites are not located within a 2-mile radius of a public
airport or a public use airport, and there are no people residing or working in the project
areas that will be exposed to excessive noise levels. Therefore, there are less than
significant direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.

f) Discussion of Effects: None of the 15 project sites are located within the vicinity of a private
airstrip. Therefore, there are no direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.
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4.12 POPULATION AND HOUSING
--Would the project: Less Than

Significant

Potentially With Less Than
Significant Mitigation 

Significant No
Impact incorporated Impact Impact

a) Induce substantial population growth in an area, ❑ ❑ ❑ Q
either directly (for example, by proposing new
homes and businesses) or indirectly (for example,
through extension of roads or other infrastructure)?

b) Displace substantial numbers of existing housing, ❑ ❑ ❑ Q
necessitating the construction of replacement
housing elsewhere?

c) Displace substantial numbers of people, ❑ ❑ ❑
necessitating the construction of replacement
housing elsewhere?

a) Discussion of Effects: The project does not involve the creation of structures for human
inhabitance. Therefore, there are no direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.

b) Discussion of Effects: The project sites are located on developed, uninhabited land used
by the LACDPW as dam/debris basins. Therefore, there are no direct, indirect, or
cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.

c) Discussion of Effects: The project involves the installation of CNGs in areas currently
uninhabited. Therefore, there are no direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.
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4.13 PUBLIC SERVICES
--Would the project: Less Than

Significant

Potentiall With Less Than
Significa t Mitigation 

Significant No
Impact Incorporated impact Impact

a) Result in substantial adverse physical impacts
associated with the provision of new or physically
altered governmental facilities, need for new or
physically altered governmental facilities, the
construction of which could cause significant
environmental impacts, in order to maintain
acceptable service ratios, response times or other
performance objectives for any of the public
services:

i) Fire protection? ❑ ❑ ❑ [~

ii) Police protection?

iii) Schools? ❑ ❑ ❑ Q

iv) Parks? ❑ ❑ ❑

v) Other public facilities? ❑ ❑ ❑ Q

a) (i) Discussion of Effects: The sites are in areas already served by the County of Los
Angeles Fire Department. The project does not require the construction of any new
governmental facilities or the alteration of any existing governmental facilities or cause a
decline in the levels of service, which could cause the need to construct new facilities.
There are no direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.

(ii) Discussion of Effects: The sites are in areas already served by the County of Los
Angeles Sherriff's Department. The project would not require the construction of any
new facilities or alteration to existing facilities or cause a decline in levels of service,
which could cause the need to construct new facilities. There are no direct, indirect, or
cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.

(iii) Discussion of Effects: No school fees would be levied as the project would not involve
the construction of any occupied buildings. There are no direct, indirect, or cumulative
impacts.

Mitigation: None required.
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(iv) Discussion of Effects: The project sites are located in developed areas, currently served
by the County of Los Angeles. The project will not impact any parks or recreation areas.
There are no direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.

(v) Discussion of Effects: The project sites are located in developed areas, currently served
by the County of Los Angeles. The project will not require the construction of any new
public facilities or alteration of any existing public facilities or cause a decline in the
levels of service, which could cause the need to construct new facilities. There are no
direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.
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_4.14 RECREATION
--Would the project:

a) Increase the use of existing neighborhood and
regional parks or other recreational facilities such
that substantial physical deterioration of the facility
would occur or be accelerated?

b) Include recreational facilities or require the
construction or expansion of recreational facilities
which might have an adverse physical effect on the
environment?

❑ ❑ ❑ Q

a) Discussion of Effects: The project does not propose any new housing or large employment
generator that would cause an increase in the use of neighborhood parks or other
recreational facilities. There are no direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.

b) Discussion of Effects: The project does not propose any new housing or large employment
generator that would require the construction or expansion of neighborhood parks or other
recreational facilities. There are no direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.
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Less Than
Significant

Potential) 
With 

Less Than
Significant 

Mitigation 
Significant No

Impact 
incorporated 

impact Impact

Q
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4.15 TRANSPORTATION/TRAFFIC
-- Would the project: Less Than

Significant

Potentiall With Less Than
Significant 

Mitigation 
Significant No

Impact 
incorporated 

Impact Impact

a) Cause an increase in traffic which is substantial in ~ ~ Q
relation to the existing traffic load and capacity of the
street system (i.e., result in a substantial increase in
either the number of vehicle trips, the volume to
capacity ratio on roads, or congestion at
intersections)?

b) Exceed, either individually or cumulatively, a level ❑ ❑ ❑ I-7f
of service standard established by the county L~J
congestion management agency for designated
roads or highways?

c) Result in a change in air traffic patterns, including ❑ ❑ ❑ Q
either an increase in traffic levels or a change in
location that results in substantial safety risks?

d) Substantially increase hazards due to a design ❑ ❑ ❑ Q
feature (e.g., sharp curves or dangerous
intersections) or incompatible uses (e.g., farm
equipment)?

e) Result in inadequate emergency access?

fl Result in inadequate parking capacity? ❑ ❑

g) Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs ❑ ❑ ❑ Q
supporting alternative transportation (e.g., bus
turnouts, bicycle racks)?

a) Discussion of Effects: There are existing fenced access roads to each project site that
restrict public access to each of the debris basins. The project will create a negligible
increase in vehicle trips per day during the installation and activation of the CNGs during
rain events. Based on the CNG installation described in the Program Report (Griffith, 2009),
a single vehicle is anticipated to be used for project installation and operation purposes.
Each installation requires one trip, and operation at manual sites may require 15 trips per
year. Fewer trips will be required for remotely operated sites. Therefore, there are less than
significant direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.
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b) Discussion of Effects: Traffic to the project sites will be negligible because vehicle trips will
mainly occur during installation activities, servicing/maintenance trips in the winter, and rain
events in order to activate the manually-operated CNGs. Based on the CNG installation
described in the Program Report (Griffith, 2009), a single vehicle is anticipated to be used
for project installation and operation purposes. Each installation requires one trip, and
operation at manual sites may require 15 trips per year. Remotely-operated sites will not be
visited during rain events. Therefore, there are no direct, indirect, or cumulative impact to the
level of service standard established by the County.

Mitigation: None required.

c) Discussion of Effects: The project would not create a substantial safety risk or interfere with
air traffic patterns because the roads to the project sites already exist, and the number of
vehicle trips would be minimal. There are no direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.

d) Discussion of Effects: The project will not substantially increase hazards due to a design
feature or incompatible uses because road construction or relocation of existing stoplights
will not be required. Each of the 15 sites has an existing locked access road and minimal
traffic limited only to permitted access. Installation of the CNGs would not prevent or limit
road access. There are no direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.

e) Discussion of Effects: The project sites are located in developed areas currently served by
the County of Los Angeles Fire Department, Sheriff Department, and other local agencies.
The project would not create inadequate emergency access. Project suspension criteria will
be followed to avoid seeding storm events that are forecast to produce 5-inches (or greater)
of rainfall within a 24-hour period. A 5-inch in 24-hour storm is defined as a 2-5 year
frequency event within the target areas (LACDPW, Hydrology Manual, 2006). Storms which
typically occur every 2-5 years do not result in inadequate emergency access. With
mitigation incorporated, a less than significant direct, indirect, or cumulative impact will occur
on this item (refer to Mitigation Measure Water-1, Criteria 2 and 6).

Mitigation: The project suspension criteria shall be implemented as mitigation to potentially
inadequate emergency access. Suspending project operations for events that are forecast
to produce 5-inches (or greater) of rainfall within a 24-hour period will prevent excessive
storm runoff from potentially affecting access to locations both on- and off-site by
emergency personnel. Additionally, suspending cloud seeding operations in the event of
special conditions, such as search and rescue operations in the mountains, will prevent
inadequate access by emergency personnel. With mitigation incorporated, a less than
significant direct, indirect, or cumulative impact will occur on this item (refer to Mitigation
Measure Water-1, Criteria 2 and 6).

f) Discussion of Effects: Access to the 15 project sites is through fenced roads that only allow
permitted access. Therefore, inadequate parking capacity will not pose any inconvenience.
There are no direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts

Mitigation: None required.
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g) Discussion of Effects: The project does not conflict with any transportation policies, plans or
programs. There are no direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts

Mitigation: None required.
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..4.16 UTILITIES AND SERVICE
SYSTEMS
-- Would the project:
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Less Than
Significant

Potentially With Less Than
Significant Mitigation Significant No
Impact Incorporated impact Impact

a) Exceed wastewater treatment requirements ~ ❑ ❑
of the applicable Regional Water Quality
Control Board?

b) Require or result in the construction of new ❑ ❑ ❑ Q
water or wastewater treatment facilities or
expansion of existing facilities, the construction
of which could cause significant environmental
effects?

c) Require or result in the construction of new ~ ~ ~ Q
stormwater drainage facilities or expansion of
existing facilities, the construction of which
could cause significant environmental effects?

d) Have sufficient water supplies available to ❑ ❑ ❑
serve the project from existing entitlements and
resources, or are new or expanded
entitlements needed? In making this
determination, the City shall consider whether
the project is subject to the water supply
assessment requirements of Water Code
Section 10910, et. Seq. (SB 610), and the
requirements of Government Code Section
664737 (SB 221).

e) Result in a determination by the wastewater ~ ❑ ❑
treatment provider which serves or may serve
the project that it has adequate capacity to
serve the projects projected demand in
addition to the provider's existing
commitments?

f) Be served by a landfill with sufficient ❑ ❑ ❑
permitted capacity to accommodate the
projects solid waste disposal needs?

g) Comply with federal, state, and local statutes ~ ❑ ❑ Q
and regulations related to solid waste?

a) Discussion of Effects: The project will not generate wastewater of any kind. There are no
direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts

Mitigation: None required.

b) Discussion of Effects: The project will not generate wastewater of any kind. There are no
direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts

Mitigation: None required.
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c) Discussion of Effects: The project will not require the construction of new stormwater
drainage facilities or expansion of existing facilities. There are no direct, indirect, or
cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.

d) Discussion of Effects: The project will not require a water supply. There are no direct,
indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.

e) Discussion of Effects: The project will not generate wastewater. There are no direct,
indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.

f) Discussion of Effects: Solid waste generated by the project will consist exclusively of the
bases of spent flares (non-hazardous) which are generated at a rate of approximately 42
pounds total per season for the remotely operated flare sites. There is ample capacity in the
County's three landfills to accept this minimal amount of waste. As such, there are no direct,
indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.

g) Discussion of Effects: The project will comply with all federal, state, and local statues and
regulations regarding solid waste. Therefore, there are no direct, indirect, or cumulative
impacts.

Mitigation: None required.
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4.17 MANDATORY FINDINGS OF
SIGNIFICANCE less Than

Significant

Potentiall With Less Than
Significant Mitigation 

Significant No
Impact Incorporated Impact Impact

a) Does the project have the potential to degrade
the quality of the environment, substantially
reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species,
cause a fish or wildlife population to drop below
self-sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a
plant or animal community, reduce the number or
restrict the range of a rare or endangered plant or
animal or eliminate important examples of the
major periods of California history or prehistory?

b) Does the project have the potential to achieve ~ ~ ~ Q
short-term environmental goals to the
disadvantage of long-term environmental goals?

c) Does the project have impacts that are
individually limited, but cumulatively ❑ Q ❑ ❑
considerable? ("Cumulatively
considerable" means that the incremental effects
of a project are considerable when viewed in
connection with the effects of past projects, the
effects of other current projects, and the effects of
probable future projects)?

d) Does the project have environmental effects ❑ Q ❑ ❑
which will cause substantial adverse effects on
human beings, either directly or indirectly?

a) Discussion of Effects: The project will not degrade the quality of the environment,
substantially reduce the habitat of any wildlife species, or have any significant direct impact
to wildlife individuals or populations. As detailed within Section 4.3 —Air Quality, the project
emits a less than significant amount of green house gases. Project sites were chosen
specifically to avoid conflict with potential resources, including biological resources and
habitat. All of the 15 sites are located on properties that have been previously graded, are
currently fenced, and are often located adjacent to current industrial land uses such as
storage yards, debris basins, utility sheds/structures, and telecommunications equipment.
Therefore, there are less than significant direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required.

b) Discussion of Effects: The project will not create any short-term environmental gains at the
expense of long-term environmental goals. All beneficial environmental effects derived from
the project will not hinder future environmental gain, regardless of the extent of future cloud
seeding activities. All potential direct, indirect, and cumulative adverse environmental effects
associated with the project are addressed through implementation of project features such
as the suspension criteria, unit design, and specific locating of the cloud dispersion units.
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Therefore, there are no direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts.

Mitigation: None required

c) Discussion of Effects: Currently, there are no known projects that, when considered in
conjunction with the. project, could create the potential for adverse cumulative impact. Most
of the aspects of the proposed project have a very low potential to combine with other
actions to create cumulatively significant impacts. The project has very minimal physical
disturbance, operation of the project requires a minimal connection to communal resources
and utilities, and it is unique to the point that it is very unlikely that a similar project would be
implemented within the same target area.

With mitigation incorporated, a less than significant direct, indirect, or cumulative impact will
occur. The cumulative affects which will be mitigated to less than significant by Mitigation
Measure Water-1 are:

• Erosion caused by excessive storm runoff: Criteria 2 and 4.
• Flooding caused by excessive storm runoff: Criteria 2 and 3.
• Landslides caused by excessive storm runoff: 2 and 5.
• Inadequate emergency service response caused by excessive storm runoff: 2 and 5.

Mitigation: The suspension criteria, as outlined within the Description of Project section of
this document, shall be implemented as mitigation for potential cumulatively considerable
impacts associated with project implementation. With mitigation incorporated, a less than
significant direct, indirect, or cumulative impact will occur. Refer to Mitigation Measure
WATER-1, Criteria Nos. 2, 3, and 5.

d) Discussion of Effects: The project is estimated to generate a 10 to 15 percent increase in
precipitation within the target area. Potential secondary impacts from this additional
precipitation could potentially lead to substantial adverse effects without the suspension
criteria. However, the suspension criteria were developed specifically to minimize the
potential for cloud seeding activities to create, either directly or indirectly, an adverse effect
on human beings, property, or the environment.

With mitigation incorporated, a less than significant direct, indirect, or cumulative impact will
occur. The cumulative affects which will be mitigated to less than significant by Mitigation
Measure Water-1 are:

• Erosion caused by excessive storm runoff: Criteria 2 and 4.
• Flooding caused by excessive storm runoff: Criteria 2 and 3.
• Landslides caused by excessive storm runoff: 2 and 5.
• Inadequate emergency service response caused by excessive storm runoff: 2 and 5.

Mitigation: The project suspension criteria, as outlined within the Description of Project
section of this document, shall be implemented herein as mitigation for potential adverse
effects to human beings. With mitigation incorporated, a less than significant direct, indirect,
or cumulative impact will occur. Refer to Mitigation Measure WATER-1, Criteria Nos. 2, 3,
and 5.
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WATER-1: To ensure that the project does not contribute to personal, property, or
environmental injury, guidelines for suspension have been developed. Suspension of seeding is
necessary due to hazardous weather, lack of runoff storage capacity, precipitation related
problems, and other special circumstances. In addition, seeding will be temporarily suspended
over areas that exhibit unstable soils due to seismic events and over recently burned areas until
sufficient natural re-vegetation has occurred. This will prevent undue erosion, slides, mud flows,
and/or downstream flooding,

The NAWC Project Meteorologist will recommend whether any restrictions or suspensions may
be necessary during each seedable storm event. Using the NAWC Project Meteorologist's input
and other information (reservoir levels, ALERT system data, special event schedules, etc.), the
LACDPW's Storm Operations Director will decide whether cloud seeding should be conducted,
continued, or suspended. LACDPW will consider all relevant circumstances prior to rendering
decisions regarding restricting or suspending cloud seeding operations. The Storm Operations
Director or his/her designated agent will always be available during seeding operations.

Cloud seeding activities will be suspended within the target watershed, or not initiated, during
any storm predicted to produce 5.0 inches of rainfall or greater within a 24-hour period. This
suspension criteria is independent of flood warnings or other watches being issued by the
National Weather Service (NWS).

NWS issued Flash Flood Warnings for a target watershed will prevent initiation, or trigger an
immediate suspension, of cloud seeding activities. Flash Flood Warnings are issued when flash
flooding has been reported or is forecast as imminent within certain streams or areas. Weather
conditions resulting in the issuance of these flood warnings often occur in the target watersheds.
Seeding will only resume when additional meteorological information from the NWS or the
NAWC Project Meteorologist indicates that the forecast on which the warning was based has
been down-graded. This ensures that the portions of storms forecast to produce peak flows and
floods are not seeded. This prevents the project from contributing, or being perceived to
contribute, to personal, property, or environmental injury caused by naturally occurring weather
phenomena.

The NWS issues other special weather bulletins based on forecasts during periods of
hazardous weather phenomena. These include Flash Flood Warnings, Traveler's Advisories,
and Winter Storm Warnings, which represent less intense storm events. Seeding will not
necessarily be suspended solely on the issuance of these NWS bulletins, since the seeding will
be conducted for, and limited to, relatively remote mountain areas. However, if the NWS issues
a hazardous weather bulletin, the Project Meteorologist could recommend suspending seeding
based on an analysis of weather conditions. Suspension of seeding would also occur during
periods of heavy rainfall when the soil approaches the limit of its water-holding capacity and/or
inflow to the reservoirs has substantially increased.

Rainfall and inflow would be closely monitored during all seeded storm events to determine if
suspension of seeding was appropriate and/or necessary. If the targeted reservoirs were to
become full, or nearly full, and capacity for containing excess runoff became questionable,
seeding would be suspended for future storm events until sufficient reservoir storage capacity
once again became available. Special conditions may also occur within the target areas when
any amount of precipitation would be undesirable, including but not limited to, significant
construction activities and search and rescue operations. Seeding would not be initiated during
these situations. Suspension criteria for the program are outlined in the table below. The
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process of suspending activities will involve continually monitoring criteria conditions described
in Section 1.8.2.6 and Table 5 that is repeated below. Once suspension criteria havE been met,
LACDPW's Storm Operations Director, in coordination with NAWC, would direct cloud seeding
operations to halt. NAWC operational personnel will be able to turn off individual manually
operated cloud seeding equipment within 1-hour. Remotely operated cloud seeding generators
will be stopped within 10 minutes. LACDPW will consider all relevant circumstances prior to
rendering decisions regarding restricting or suspending cloud seeding operations. Cloud
seeding locations experiencing rainfall below suspension criteria thresholds will continue to be
operated until the targeted storm has passed.

Weather Modification Program Suspension Criteria

Suspension Criteria Description
1. Dam Operations Cloud seeding operations for upcoming storms will be suspended if reservoir

storage is at a level where additional inflow to the reservoir from upcoming
storms will result in water releases greater than the capacity of the
downstream water conservation facilities. This would result in loss of water
to the ocean. Additionally, suspension may occur if dam and reservoir
construction efforts are being significantly impaired by increased inflow from
cloud seeding activities. Cloud seeding will resume when the probability of
water loss to the ocean is reduced or risk to dam maintenance and
construction activities are miti ated.

2. Precipitation Seeding may be suspended if precipitation rates. exceed 1.0 inch per hour
within the target watersheds. Seeding will be suspended if any storm is
forecast to produce over 5.0 inches of rainfall within a 24-hour period in the
tar et areas.

3. Weather Watch Seeding will be suspended whenever the NWS issues a flash flood warning
for the target areas. Seeding may be suspended whenever the NWS issues
a Traveler's Advisory, Winter Storm Warning, or Flash Flood Watch. These
advisories will be factored with other variables to determine whether seeding
is sus ended.

4. Fire Damage Fires within target watersheds will lead to immediate suspension of seeding
activities to prevent undue erosion, mud flow hazards, or flooding
downstream of a burned area. Seeding suspension will continue until
sufficient natural re-vegetation occurs to mitigate excessive erosion and
sediment flows durin storms.

5. Earthquake Damage Earthquake damage to the soil structure may occur in target watersheds
depending on the intensity and distance from the epicenter of an earthquake.
During storm season, cloud seeding operations will be suspended if a 5.0
(Richter Scale) earthquake occurs within 50 miles, or alternatively a 4.0
earthquake occurs within 25 miles of any CNG installation site or target
watershed, until an evaluation of the situation is completed. Damage to the
soil structure may increase the potential for damaging landslides and mud
flows during periods of moderate to heavy rainfall. Cloud seeding in the
affected area may be suspended for the remainder of the storm season.
LACDPW geology, geo-technical, and sedimentation personnel will analyze
the impact to the soil structure and sediment transport to decide when cloud
seedin ma resume in the affected area.

6. Special Conditions Seeding may be suspended due to special conditions such as significant
construction activities, search and rescue operation, higher than normal
public use such as holidays, and special events such as bicycle races or
lar e public atherin s.

7. Los Angeles Basin Seeding operations will not be conducted if they are predicted to have an
im act within the Los An eles Basin.

8. Special Authority Seeding activities may be suspended for any circumstances that the
LACDPW Operations Director or NAWC's Project Meteorologist deem
unsafe. The Operations Director will make the final decision in the event of
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March 6, 2009

Mr. Don A. Griffith North American Weather Consultants Inc. 8180 South Highland Dr., Suite
B-2 Sandy, Utah 84093

Subject: LA Generator Pollution Calculations

Dear Mr. Griffith:

Meteorological Solutions Inc. (MSI) conducted dispersion modeling using AERMOD to predict
concentrations of PMz.s released from a silver iodide generator or from a silver iodide (Agl) flare
site. This letter summarizes the results of the modeling. Several assumptions were made in the
conduct of this modeling:

Meteorological data from the Los Angeles Airport (LAX) for the year 2004 and the Burbank
Airport (BUR) for the year 2006 were used to simulate dispersion of PMzs. Stability classes
of E and F were removed from the meteorological data set since seeding activities do not
occur during stable atmospheric conditions. All meteorological data were obtained from the
National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) and are considered reliable and representative of the
entire modeling year.
The AgI source and modeling receptors were entered into the model with an elevation of 0
meters above sea level.
We assumed that all of the AgI emissions were immediately converted to PMZ.s.
The emissions and source information which were modeled are presented in Table 1 below.
A receptor grid was put into the model extending 200 meters beyond a fence line which was
no closer than 30.5 meters 0100 feet) away from the release site to simulate expected site
access restrictions.
Emission rates for the seeding generator were assumed to be 24 g/hr of AgI fora 24hour
generation period.
Emission rates for the seeding flare were assumed to be 15 g/flare with a maximum of 24
flares burned in a 24-hour period.
Sources were modeled as a point source.
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Page 2
Table 1

AERMOD Source Input Parameters and Emission Rates

Stack Parameters
Source Height' Diameter Velocity Temp. PMZ•s

m m (m/s (k~ ~g/sec).....

Generator 1.5 0.4572 0.3048 973 0.006667
Flare 1.5 0.4572 0.3048 1773 0.004167

Table 2 presents the five highest modeled concentrations using hourly meteorological data
from LAX in 2004 excluding atmospheric stability classes E and F; receptor locations (in
meters) relative to the release site where the highest modeled concentration occurred are also
included in the table.

Table 2
Five Highest Modeled Concentrations and Receptor Locations

for Meteorological Data from LAX in 2004

Source 24-hour PMZ.S X~ Y~
/m3 (meters meters

Generator 4.1 -30.5 -2.3
3.8 -30.5 -7.0
3.8 -30.5 2.3
3.4 -30.5 -11.7
3.3 -30.5 7.0

Flare 2.5 -30.5 -2.3
2.3 -30.5 -7.0
2.3 -30.5 2.3
2.1 -30.5 -11.7
2.0 -30.5 7.0

The fence line is no closer than 30.5 meters 0100 feet) away from the source
location.

Table 3 presents the five highest modeled concentrations using hourly metearological data
from BUR in 2006 excluding atmospheric stability classes E and F; receptor locations (in
meters) relative to the release site where the concentration occurred are also included in the
table.
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,. ~. Page 3
Table 3

Five Highest Modeled Concentrations and Receptor Locations
for Meteorological Data from BUR in 2006

Source ' 24-hour PMZ,S X Y
!m3 meters meters

Generator 10.2 2.3 30.5
9.9 -2.3 30.5
9.0 7.0 30.5
8.5 0.0 35.0
8.4 5.0 35.0

Flare 5.9 2.3 30.5
5.8 -2.3 30.5
5.2 7.0 30.5
4.9 0.0 35.0
4.7 5.0 35.0

' The fence line is no closer than 30.5 meters 0100 feet) away from the source
location.

In summary, the AERMOD dispersion model was used in the analysis of emissions of two cloud
seeding methods. The model output represents the maximum concentration predicted at a
receptor using meteorological data from LAX and BUR airports. Receptors were no closer than
30.5 meters 0100 feet) from the source. Maximum PMz.s concentrations occurred west of the
source when using 2004 data from LAX, while maximum concentrations occurred north of the
source when using 2006 data from BUR. The manual silver iodide generator had a maximum 24-

hour PMz.s concentration of 10.2 Ng/m in 2006 using BUR data. This is below the EPA 24-hour

PMZ.s standard of 35 ~g/m .The remotely operated silver iodide flare site had a maximum 24-
hour PM2.s concentration of 5.9 ug/m also in 2006 data using BUR data. This is below the EPA

3

24-hour PM2.s standard of 35 Ng/m .Attachment 1 presents concentration isopleths plots for the
two cloud seeding methods using LAX and BUR meteorological data.

If you have any questions concerning this report, please feel free to contact us.

George Wilkerson, President
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ATTACHMENT 1
Concentration Isopleth Plots
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AERM~ Generator Contour Map Using 20 4 LAX Data
(Contour in ugfm^3)
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AERMOD Flare Contour Map Using 20Q4 LAX Data
(Contour in ug~'m^3)
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BUR
Concentration Isopleth Plots
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AERMOD Generator Contour Map Using 200 BUR Data
(Contour in ug/m" 3)
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AERMOD Flare Contour Map Using 2~6 BUR Data
(Contour in ug~~m^3)
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HEAT OUTPUT OF NAWC MANUALLY-OPERATED CNG

Operating pressure

Propane supply line

Nozzle type

Propane combustion rate

Acetone combustion rate

6-7 psi

0.25 inch

1/4JN-SS+SU2-SS

0.75 gal per hour

0.12 gal per hour (standard)
0.24 gal per hour (LA DPW)

• 1 gal of liquid propane (~ 36.4 cu ft in gas phase) during combustion generates -~-91,600
BTU.

NAWC's manual CNG's consume rp opane at the rate of 0.75 gal per hour, so the output
is68,700 BTU per hour.

• The standard CNG confi ura~tion is an acetone solution burn rate of 0.12 dal per hour, so
the output is ~ 9,945 BTU at that rate.

The LA DPW CNG rate is 0.24 gal per hour, so the output is19,890 BTU per hour at
that rate.

• So, the standard configuration heat generation rate is78,645 BTU per hour, and The LA
DPW configuration is ~88, 590 BTU
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Appendix C

Natural Diversity Database(CNDDB) RareFind2 data (2006)

County of Los Angeles Cloud-Seeding Project:

Sensiti~•e Species Potentially Occm•i~n~ in Site Locations or Target areas

October 2009
Errata June 2015

PLANTS
Species Common Name Species Scientific Name Federal State CDFGICNPS

Allali mariposa-lily Cnlocl~ornrs sn•iatiu - - 1B.2

Bla BZ81' VTIl2V \VOOIlVpod .4stragnl~ir Ieircalobus - - 1B.3

Brauutoiismilk-vetch .4.sn•ngnl~isGrnrnrtonii E - 1B.1

C'alifot7~ia midily liiJilenbergin calira~ric~~ - - ~3.~

California Orcutt grass Orruttin califorrucn E _ E 1B.1

California satin[ail lu~yernrn b;•e~~ifblin - - 2.1

California saw-amass Clnr~iirrn cnlrforriicum - - ?.?

Davidson's Uusl~-m~llmv ~falneorhon~r„rs da, rdsor~ii - - 1B2

D~vidsou's snl[scale .4n~iplex serenrnia rm•. daridsoriii - - 1B.2

E~tiav's cingitefoi( Porenti/ln g/m~didosa ss~. eirnriii - - 1B.3

Greata's ester Si nrpl~ronichtinr grenine - - 1B.

Hall's tuottardella 11onm~delln mntrmithn ssp. Imllii - - 1B.3

Hot sprivas fiuiUnstylis Fimhr•ish•lis tlierninlis - - 2.2

iolmstou's Uuck~~heat Eriogan~m~ uiierothecinri rm•. jolrns7osrir - - IB3

Limon lily Lr/i~iro ym~n i - - 1B.2

Los :anaeles smiflower He]iantlrus riutrnllii ssp. prn-islrii - - lA

\ivly-stenulled dttdleya Dudlern m~dticaulis - - 1B.?

\fasuv's tleststraw Sh'loclnre mnsonii - - 1B.1

\lzsa horkelia Horkelin currentn ss~. pi~hernln - - 1B.1

\it. Gleasonpaiutbntsl~ CnstiAejnglensonii - Aatz IB.?

Nzvitts barbe~ry BerGe~ is nei inii E E 1B.1

OrcutYs linanfln~ Linarithr~s orc~«rii - - 1B.;

P~1111e1''s 41'applillgll0ok Haryagoiielln pnlmer~i - - ~.2

Palmer's utaripos~-lily Cnlocliorhrs pnLireri rm-. pnlnrer! - - 1B.2

Paiisll's gooseberry Ribc~s drrm~icnhrnl rm-. pm•ishii - - IA
Pony's spineYlower Clrori=mvflie par•n'r ~~m~. pm•r~ i - - 1B. l

Peirson's lupuie Lvyinus perrsmlii - - 1B3

Plu~ueismariposa-lily Cnlorhorhispl~nnmerne - - IB.2
Rabiusou's pzpptr-grass Lepic~ium rirgn»crnn rm~. robil~sonii - - 1B.2

Rock Creek Urooim•ape Orrobm~cl~e rnlir~~~ .ssp. rnlida - - 1B?

Rock-]o~•ing o~ytrope Qr~ n-c~pis ~reoyhiln rm•. oreopl~iln - - 2.3

Round-leaved fil~ree Cnli~o~•nra nmrropG,lln - - 1B.1

San An[ouio milk-vetch Asn-agnhrs le~itiginosris rm~. a~rtoiti7~s - - 1B.S

San Bernardino aster Srnrpl~ron~icl+iuu defolrnr~n~r - - 1B.2

San Bemardiuo grasi-of-Pnn~assus Pm~r~nssin clrrnfn rnr. eirrntn - - 1B.;

Sa~1 Femalldo Vallzy spineYlo~r'er ('liori_a~itlie ym~n i rm•. fernnndiiin Candidate E 1B.1

San GaUriel bedstra~~~ Gali~mi grm~de - - 1B.2

San GaUriel linantluts Liunrrrlrrrs rorrcinnirs - - 1B.?

Sant Gabriel manzanita 4r~°rosrnplr~ios gnGriele~rsi,s - - 1B.2

STu GaUriel ~fottnt~uis dttdlz}a Dndlei n deruif/orn - - 1B.1

San GnUriel Ricer dudleya Drrdle~ ~ n~riiosa ssy. creUrifolia - - 1B.2

Scallopzd moanvoiY Bom chhnn crem~lnriun - - 2.?

Short-joust beavertail Oya~ntin Gnsrlrn•is rm•. bracliirJndn - - 1B.2
ShotY-sepaled le~~'isia Le~risin brnrin'cnlrr - - ?,'_

Sleudzr mariposa-lily Calochorhrs claratus rnr gracilis - - LB._>

Slender silver moss :~nonroln7 imp j+ilnre~im - - ??

Slender-horned spiueflotuzr Dodecnlremn leptorernr E E 1B.1

Sonoran maiden font T/iehNreris prrberuln rm•. sonnreusis - - ?.2

Southern alpine Uuck~vhe~t Eriogon+~ui kenuedri rm. nlpi~enum - - 1B.+

Southern taiplant Cexn•omadin yar~7~i ssy. oircr~•~lis - - 1B.1

Tlueed-leavedbrodi~ea B~odiaen,filifc~lin T E IB.1

Wz:teru sedez Cnres accirlerirnlis - - 23
~b~ bite p}'duty-poppy Cmibrn cnndi~n - - 4.?

~Vhitz rabbit-tob~ceo Pseudognaplirrlirm~ lei~rorEphnlmn - - ?.2

Woolly mountain-parsle} Oreonorm restirn - - 1B.;
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Appendix C

Natural Diversity Database(CNDDB) RareFind2 data (2006) -Continued

INVERTEBRATES
Species Common Name Species Scientific Name Federal State CDFGlCNPS

None resultiue from CNDDB.

FISH
Saltta Ai1a sucker Cnro~sroneussm~tnawne T - SC
Santa Atta 4yzckled dace Rliiniehrin s oserdiis ssp, 3 - - SC
Uuaimored dirzzspine sticklzUnck Gnsterostwa nculen~us nillian~soni E E FP
An'oyo clntb Gila orcunri SC

Coest R2uge ue~ti°t Taricha torosa torosa - - SC
Siena vladre yello~e~-legged frog Rnna m~ueasa E - SC
~L'estem spadefool Sped !~n»nuairlri SC

REPTILES
Califotni2 tttoiitlt~v~ knis5uake ~ Sau Bernardino pop.) Lmuyi•oyelh's =wrnrn /ynn~irubrnl - - SC
Coast (Sat1 Diego) Itomzd lizard Phn nosoma coror~nrum fbinmrillii pop.l - - SC
Or~uee-ihronred ~~hiptail 4syidoscelis liipemrin~n - - SC
Silvery ]eelzss lizard A~mielln p7~lrlrr~~ prilrhra - - SC
So»tlltarsfempond turtle 3ctineuns marmornfn p~rl(idn - - SC
Two-striped garret stlakz rhaiunophis limuwoudrr - SC

BIRDS
Amencau perzeriue falcou Fnlro peregriirus mrnnrm D E -
Black ~tr'ift Ciyseloides ~+iger - - SC
Bttrro~vine utvl 3rhene cunirulmia - - SC
Coastal Califonua gnatcatclier Poliopriln cnlifor~~im enlifornrcn T - SL
Le Coniz's thrasher Toeostonin lecor~tei - - 5C
Lest Bzll's vueo Pireo bellii pt~sillus E E -
Soufliem Cnlifomia mfous-crowvzd span'ow _4imoyliNa rrrficeps cmiesrens - - ~T✓L
Sotttlm`estztn t~'illoty flycarcller £n~pidonnr n~nillii e~~riinrrs E E -
Wt5[zC0 }'21~ON'-~1~~2(~ Clli~Oi CbcC~77ls rolle]'ican(fs ocCiC~eidnlis C~BIIC{I[13Iz E

MAMMA
Auieiicau badszr Tarid~a ra~-~es - - SC
Bis frze-tailed bat lirnuarrops uincroris - - SC
~tO~lfl\'Z ~'011ll(~ 5(]1111121 .SYe'I'7l10]){II~1lS /IIO~1C/1'P77575 - T -

Nelson's antelope squirrel d~rimospernrophihrs nelsari - T -
NQrth~vecrern San Dieso pocket utousz Chnetodipus falloa~ fnllnr - - SC
Pallid bat drin~o_ousyn7lidris - - SC
Pallid San Diego pucker mouse Chnelodiyirs folios pnJlidus - - SC
Sill D12$0 ~IBCIC-1A112(1 JeC1.7'~UL1lf Lepas ealiforriiri~s bemierrii - - SC

San Dizeu de~zrt 1~roodrat Aeorov~n leprdn interrnedio - - SC

South coast m2rs1~ vole dlicronis cnlifo~~iieris stephensi - - SC
Southern grasshopper mouse Ourehorrn s ror~idus rmiio~m - - SC
~~'estem mastiff Uat Prmiops perofis enliforwirus - - SC
\~'zstzrn veltuw bal Larirv+~~u xnurlrinas - - SC

More: Lerter-s in die lnsf eoiinnn Aerrofe r efer ro CDFG stools; udmibers in the (oat rolumn ref^r ro GiPS stems

KEY - Federel and State Listing Status KEY- CNPS
E=Endangered 1A. Plants presumed Extinct in California
T= Threatened 1 B=Plants Rare, Threatened, or Entlangered in California and Elsewhere

SC= California Species of Special Concern

FP= Fully Protected 2= Plants Rere, Threatened, or Endangered in California, but more Common Elsewhere

WL =Watch Llst 4c Plants of Llmlted Dishlbutlon - A Watch Llst

Candidate= Candidate for Listing 0.1=Seriously threatened in California

0.2= Fairly threatened in California

0.3= No[ very threatened in California
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Appendix C

1 S~3 Wtanc~r A~'~rta~ca~arrr~ Privgrrrm. Fir~at ,4T,~

Fable 3, ~ Seas~ivc Species iCnawn from ar Potc~utaCtu ~tuc~ttg e€~ Ci~G Site [mac ians or Target

Areas.

S~et~r*s Camtamon Marne 5ti~turFit Ntief6 Fe#ril,.° St~E'' CNPS~ICQF~G'

P~pts

Mush sacfdwars (hcEicvtd sa~~fr~+cca) ,ITdwlrsapa~rdrru,[Q IE E 1~

0[[7itt~~L4~ 5 Iaf~~.Y~[Ctl. ~f01EilEr01~+11 ~ ~ 1~

C,~mbei's w~erseies~ ~iP1~ dano~efri P T !B

Studer=h~aa~od apinef~avr,~r l?pdeca~rn+a fept~cua3 E 6 lE

Perin"s #xrt~err~r ~r~xns rurrnu F'~ E [8

Tl~ad-Itsved des ~~pEld~s~ ~P~atr~ Yi' E l8

5a. Gsbrial MauaAsiets diadlcv~ D1aa4f~un dra+tiJlarc C — 18

~l~l[f ~i ISI~(i~Odi ~t~Y ~i0~6S~fI~S F~LlR~1[A~ ~ 1B

atYli~Sail~3 bM1iSb ~{l1W ~l -• •• ~B

itahaosae s ~xpper-gnas fgr+dr~e~sr v~rg+rocm~as+rar. R~+r~ _ ., 0B

S~ GHe! b~r~w fo~l~rm;rr •- lB

8iirda

CiJ1E~4Ri11a 6t~40r Q~AW,~~f C1~5~~MnYPalc[ E ~ --

Am~r+csn peragruer filcoa i~eum¢? F+ ~trrgrrmur mnarru~e B E —

L.aa~ 8e1Ls ~+~reta i.n~tm!~j iHrc~ brui,~idfact ~ E —

\Md51~I1Y WY~~OW ~'~'C3xCI~L'i f~ES) ~ VGf}l~l GfY1AR14 ~ •• r

~~Id ~si~►►E (aesuml and w~ru~g7 ~ #filtlectra~ ~tuc+oerpdralru t E

Glilurt~u gcia~cu~hrr Fb~q~lfa taGformrca r~al~jf~vn.rc~ T ~- 4G

Wrxrre yrlEow~slled swckoo 4nesimg~ ~uny~r cmuricmws arrr~~nra~i ~ g _-

9~adc swtlJnw i ~cs~ing) R~pe►+a rrparia a- t --

L~~earmQr~d rhn~u+~ s~~xlebsck Garx~r~rteuscruaecaus ~s~i.i~msa~ri E ~

Spa Ac~a easier C.~#4~r Sn~r.e,~,r,~~ C -- S~

S~w#hem cteelht5~i ~i'cavrtxr~ct~ct an~a~s a -- —

~~ma~ra ~is,~ ~;r`;a orrLrra -- -- 5~

~phfibla»

A re ~~ B~o,~rrcmrc~gn~6a~r rc!€for~rc:~* ~ - SC

dal fiitnn eed-leage+d dry Ra~ea awrrura d'r u rt ~= 5C

Rtpiilrs

Desert [n~roisa Xer e# i~ap~rroiJ a8su~r~ T ~' —

S~at Diego h+vrnad A it~td aswv~a trrto+mrtuaa ~~ar~avnirr — — 5~

~~rn~s: PcrsoiuJ tateeweicsrioa~» 19~_ ~~h Bill Brawn. I,ISFS#AKF_ poraw~E ccxime uoe. l?~'?R_ u~iAh Scup E6ias~~,
[PSF411~S; Calafamu ~e ash xnd G~ma l9~li, t~98r~ 1f~9~. l'~9~c.

~OdClil St2[LLS iDP ~iYl [) M fil6i'hngnes i~~iwui Futc~e ~iermra~d by #~5EW5_

ADIueY~~e for Fe#tsJ and Srue Laue~~: E ~ ems: fi =sera : PE = g+ropased gored: P"I = ~a~ased
direatene~; C =Vie,

~ C'ii►~ ~ Cali#~1~+s i4atiYc +mow Sic ers~- 19 .. ~str as e~t~datq~srsd m Califarn s utid elsswi~e[e,
' C~fG ~ Calilat~t+s ~epsr~ of Fish xa~k Gs~e_ 5C ~ sg~ul a~~as1
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')

`~-
Uniled Slates Forest Angeles National Forest

USDA Department of Service SO
Agriculture

Mr. William Saunders
County of Los Angeles Department of Public Works
Water Resources Division. 2nd Floor
PO Boa 1460
Alhambra, California 91$02-146Q

701 N. Santa Anita Ave.
Arcadia, CA 91P06-2725
626.574-1613 Voice
500-735-5789 CRS

File Code: 2530
Date: August 27, 2009

Dear Mr. Saunders:

1'l~aul. yuu ui providing us a~ uppurtuni~y lu wmment un your proposed Weather Modification
Program for the San Gabriel Mountains.

In the past we have declined to issue special use permits for similar weather modification
projects proposed by the County that soufht to install cloud seeding equipment on National
Forest System lands because of concerns about potential local flooding and slope failure. We
understand that in this case no equipment installation will occur on National Forest System
(NFS) lands and no such permits are therefore necessary.

To provide for the best possible project success with the least potentially undesirable
consequences, we fee] that a yeazly planning meeting should be established where we can
provide you with information on recent wildland fires, as well as planned hazardous fuel
reduction projects, construction projects, and other ground disturbing activities on NFS lands
within the target watersheds. We also suggest that the County establish and publicize an
emergency contact number for use during weather modification operational cycles, so that local
concerns related to search and rescue activities, and updates related to earthquakes, avalanches,
and flooding can be quickly addressed.

As the Angeles National Forest manages the majority of the land acres and watersheds
potentially impacted by this project, we are requesting that you submit an annual report to us
listing at a minimum the location, time, duration, and amount of cloud seeding material released.

We would also be willing to work with you in evaluating application locations that would be
beneficial to both. agencies.

Please contact Paul Gregory, Forest Hydrologist, at (626) 574-5257 if you ha~~e any follow up
questions or concerns.

Sincerely,

,1 ~ ~~

~~~ JODY NOIRONForest Supervisor

~v+ Caring for the Land and Serving People r~„ea ~, a~~ee ate«

~ G6
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ỳaF cos""° 
COUNTY OF LQS ANGELESJ? F~

} ~ N}

' DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS~ s
~ "To Enrich Lives Through Eflecfive and Caring Service'

~ C'~IIFOAN~' X

lOD SOUTH FRYMONT Avtt~4L
ALHA~iBRA,CAI.:FORN{A 57 R63-IJ ~7

GAIL FARHE:R, Uirectnr Te'e~honc (626).<B-SIC~D

h ltplldpw.lacuunty gov AUIiRESS Al L CORHESF'O\7}ENC[ TO
PO I3[7X IG60

.4L.1 iA,~1BRA. CALIFORNIA 518r,}2-I M1hU

IV REPLY PLEASE
RF: fER 70 Fi~E WR-4

Sepkember 16, 2009

Ms. Jodi Noiron
United States Department of Agriculture
Forest Service
701 North Santa Anita Avenue
Arcadia, CA 91006-2725

Dear Ms. Noiron:

WEATHER MODIFICATION (CLOUD SEEDING) PROGRAM
DRAFT MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION — COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

We received your letter dated August 27, 2009, providing comments on the
above-mentioned document. In summary, you requested the following:

1. An annual meeting be held to discuss ground disturbing activities taking place
or planned on National Forest Service lands, which could impact cloud seeding
efforts.

2. An emergency contact number be published for use during seeding operations.

3. The United States Forest Service (USES) receives an annual report listing the
location, time, duration, and amount of cloud seeding material released into the
targeted watersheds.

Unfortunately, recent wildfires have burned a majority of the targeted watersheds. As
detailed within the suspension criteria of the draft mitigated negative declaration, cloud
seeding operations will likely be suspended until the targeted watersheds' vegetative
cover has sufficiently recovered from the burn.

~ G7
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Ms. Jody Noiron
September 16, 2009
Page 2

October 2009
Errata June 2015

When the Cloud Seeding Program resumes, we will coordinate a prestorm meeting with
the USFS where contact information will be provided. In addition, we will provide the
annual report for your records. These changes have been incorporated into the final
mitigated negative declaration and will be included in future cloud seeding operational
protocols.

If you have any further questions regarding this matter, you or your staff may contact
Mr. William Saunders at (626) 458-6187 or at wsaunderCa~dgw.lacounty.gov.

Very truly yours,

GAIL FARBER
Director of Public Works

CHRISTOPHER STONE
Assistant Deputy Director

t,~ Water Resources Division
1

~",p'~~WS:vt
y~v' P-~WRDLGENERAI.iBfLUFOREST SERVICE REPLY DOC
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~~~~ STATE OF C~LIFOFNIA

~ ~ GOVERNOR'S OFFICE of PLANNING AND RESEARCH
My8.

STATE CLEARINGHOUSE A.*ID PI.ASII~IhG UNl'P

TJ:7~OLD SCfiN'AFZENEGiER
GOYEI'\ ~~

.a~~LL,~ zs, zoos

\Villiam Saurdas
Los Angeles County Department of Public \1'ori<s

900 S. Fremon~.4venue
:U6ambn, C 1 91 S03

Subjece Ceunry of Lo; Anceles «'eather \lodilicauon Project

SCH~: 20090711 o

Dear ~Villia:n Saunders

October 2009
Errata June 2015

a~a°° "`'"w44

~~
3 ~ :^.~„` ~~

Cia'niu Eer,~t.'r
DlkEcroa

the State C:cann~L-ousc subminrd the above nainzd Afi:igateJ :~ecati~•c Declaration to se]ccted state
age~uiec for review. Tlie revie~e pzriod closed on Au~usl Z5, Z009, and no state agcnc~cs submitted

commtnts by tiva[ date. This Icttrr acia,o.~ ledges that you iia~'e cprr~lied ~t-ith the Stale Clcarirghousc

re.~icw requirements for draft em'¢onment~I documenu, pursuant io the California Em'n'onrncntal Qwliry

Aa.

Please call the State Claa[iaghouse at (9 iti) 43~-0613 if you }u~ c any questions regudit~ ;be

~l•irom~~enti11'e~9ew process. II you It~ve a question about lht ~botic-named projec[, please refer to the

ten-digit State Clearinghouse number when comacting this ~ff•.ca.

Sincerely,

~; Scott Rlorgan

Acting Du'ector, Stztc Clcaringhousc

1400 ;0th Street PA. Box 1044 Sacramentq California 95812-1 44

(916) 445-0613 FAX (416) ?23-30iB www.opr.w.gvv

C-9
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u~~.,~~~c~~...e~aiia neNu~~

State Clearinghouse Data Base

' SCH# 2009071101

Project Title CourTy of Los Angeles ~M1'ealher RAod~'ficaGon ProJcct

Lead Agency Los Angeles County

Typo Mho MiGga'ed NEgative Declaration

~escripGon The project 7s to operate a weaih.er r,.od;ScaSon (cloud seceding) program in select San Gaoriel

Mountain watersheds to augment precipilaGon and enhance storm runoff conservatirn.

Lead /\gency Contact

NBmo Wiiii2m52undErS

Agancy Los Angeles Cou~riy ~opartmcnt of Public Works

Phone 626-45E-686 Far

emalf

Address 900 S. Fremont Avenue

City Alhambra Srafe CA Zip 91803

Project Location

County Los Angeles

G ty

Region

Lat/loop

CROSS SboOLS C~unlywide

PafCo! NO.
1"owaship Range SecBon C3ase

Proximity to:

High ways
AilpOrts

Railways

Wafenvays

Schools
Land Use LU: UDEn Spaco/Flood Conirvl/Public Facihly

Zoning: Open SpacelWatershediResldential

P~ojoctlssuas Ai~Qu2iily; Biological Resources; Cumulative EHeds; Dralnag2lAbso~ption; FIooO Plain/Flood+ng;

Geolo9~GSe~smiC: Landuse; Soil ErosioniCompact:on/Grading; 7oxiclHazardous: 7raKivGrculation:

Vegetation; Water Quality; Water Supply; WeUandlRiparia~

Reviewing Resources Agency; Department of Fish and Game, Region 5; Department of Parks and Recfe2lio~;
Agencies Dep~rtmont of 1Nater Resources; Caiitornia Hiyhvray Patrol: Ca~trans, Distncl l; Reyional Water

Quality Cont~ol ooard, Region 4; Native American t+e~lage Comm~sslon; San Gabriel g LOwer Los

Angeles R~~•ers 8 A"ounla~~s Conse~~a~cy; Other Agonry(es)

Date Received 07/272009 S(art of Review 0772 i /2009 End of Review 08!2512009

Note: Blanks in data fields resWt from insutficiont information provided by lead agency.
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~ GalifomiE Natural Resources Aaencv ARNOLD SCkWARZENEGGER. Governor
;' DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME DONALD KOCH, o~~ecror

South Coast Region
~~~ 4949 Viewridge Avenue

San Diego, CA 92123
(858) 4671201
http://www. dfg.ca. gov

September 17, 2009

Mr. William Saunders
Los Angeles County Dept. of Public Wortcs
900 S. Freemont Ave.
Alhambra, CA 91803

Subject: Draft Mitigated Negative Declaration for County of Los Angeles Weather
Modification Project SCH IY2009071101, Los Angeles County

Dear Mr. Saunders:

The Department of Fish and Game (Department) has reviewed the draft Mitigated Negative
Declaration (DMND) for the County of Los Angeles Weather Modification Project (WMP). As
described in the DMND, the WMP will construct a total of 10 cloud seeding sites in the initial
phase of the project, with the potential for five additional sites at a later phase. The seeding
sites will all be located on the south slopes of the San Gabriel Mountains and will be constructed
in dams, debris basins, and sediment placement sites owned by Los Angeles County Flood
Control District. Cloud seeding will only be preformed during the rainy season, October through
April and will utilize silver iodide flares and silver iodide generators which are expected to
increase rainfall a maximum of 10°k-15%.

The Departmerrt has prepared the following statements and comments pursuant to our authority
as Trustee Agency with jurisdiction over natural resources affected by the project under the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA Section 15386) and Responsible Agency (Section
15381) over those aspects of the proposed project that come under the purview of the California
Endangered Species Act (Fish and Game Code Section 2050 et seq) and Fish and Game Code
Section 1600 et seq. regarding impacts to sVeams and lakes.

Impacts to Biological Resources

1. Direct and Cumulative Impacts

a. The DMND describes how the project will resuR in minimal impacts to wildlife habitat and
recreation within the proposed consVudion zone on the project site however the Biological
and Hydrological discussions in the DMND do not adequately recognize and address
resource values and project direct and cumulative impacts to all downstream biotic resource
beneficial uses including riparian, upland, and sensitive habitats that would receive altered
rain patterns and prolonged snow pack arrticipated from this project.

The DMND did not state if protocol surveys for sensitive plants and animals were conducted
within areas where construction of the seeding mechanism will occur.

2. Impacts to Nesting Birds
The project may result in the removal of vegetation and disturbances to the ground and
therefore may result intake of nesting native bird species.

Conserving CaCfornia's ~fNildCife Since 1870
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a. Please be advised that Migratory non~game native bird species are protected by
international treaty under the Federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) of 1918(50 C.F.R.
Section 10.13). Sections 3503, 3503.5 and 3513 of the Cal'rfornia Fish and Game Code
prohibit take of all birds and their active nests inGuding raptors and other migratory non-
game birds (as listed under the Federal MBTA). Proposed project activities (including
disturbances to native and non-native vegetation, structures and substrates) should take
place outside of the breeding bird season which generally runs from March 1-August 31 (as
early as February 1 for raptors) to avoid take (inGuding disturbances which would cause
abandonment of active nests containing eggs and/or young). Take means to hunt, pursue,
catch, capture, or kill, or attempt to hunt, pursue, catch, capture of kill (Fish and Game Code
Section 86).

b. If project activities cannot feasible avoid the breeding bird season, the Department
recommends that beginning thirty days prior to the disturbance of suitable nesting habitat
the project proponent should arrange for weekly bird surveys to detect any protected native
birds in the habitat to be removed and any other such habitat within 300 feet of the
construction work area (within 500 feet for raptors) as access to adjacent areas allows, The
surveys should be conducted by a qual~ed biologist with experience in conducting breeding
bird surveys. The surveys should continue on a weekly basis with the last survey being
conducted no more than three days prior to the initiation of clearance/construction work. If a
protected native bird is found, the project proponent should delay all clearance/construction
disturbance activities within 300 feet of suitable nesting habitat (within 500 feet for suitable
raptor nesting habitat) until August 31. Alternatively, the Qualified Biologist could corrtinue
the surveys in order to locate any nests. If an active nest is located, clearing and
construction within 300 feet of the nest (within 500 feet for raptor nests) or as determined by
a qualfied biological monitor, must be postponed until the nest is vacated and juveniles
have fledged and when there is no evidence of a second attempt at nesting. Limits of
construction to avoid a nest should be established in the field with flaggirx~ and stakes or
construction fenang marking the protected area 300 feet (or 5Q0 feet) from the nest.
Construction personnel should be instructed on the sensitively of the area. The project
proponent should record the results of the recommended protective measures described
above to document compliance with applicable State and Federal laws pertaining to the
protection of native birds.

3. Jurisdictional Drainas~es -The DMND does not state whether there are any features on the
site which may be subject to regulation under Fish and Game Code Section 1600 et seq.

a. The Department requires a Streambed Alteration Agreement (SAA), pursuarri to
Section1600 et seq. of the Fish and Game Code, with the applicant prior to any direct or
indirect impact to a lake or stream bed, bank or channel or associated riparian resources.
The Departments issuance of a SAA may be a project that is subject to CEQA. To facilitate
our issuance of the Agreement when CE(aA applies, the DepartrneM as a responsible
agency under CEQA may consider the local jurisdiction's (lead agency) document for the
project. To minimize additional requirements by the Department under CEQA the document
should fully identify the potential impacts to the lake, stream or riparian resources and
provide adequate avoidance, mitigation, monitoring and reporting commitments for issuance
of the Agreement. Early consultation is recommended, since modification of the proposed
project may be required to avoid or reduce impacts to fish and wildlife resources.

The Department recommends that the CEQA document address the Department's concerns for
the benefR of wildlrfe and supporting natural resources.
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Thank you for this opportunity to provide comment. Please contact Ms. Kelly Schmoker, Staff
Environmental Scientist, at (626) 84&8382 if you should have any questions and for further
coordination on the proposed project.

Sincerely,

~~

Edmund Pert
Regional Manager
South Coast Region

ec: Ms. Helen Birss, Los Alamitos
Ms. Terri Dickerson, Laguna Niguel
Ms. Kelly Schmoker, Pasadena
Mr. Scott Hams, Pasadena

cc: State Clearinghouse, Sacramento
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October 6, 2009

Mr. Edmund Pert
Department of Fish and Game
South Coast Region
4949 Viewridge Avenue
San Diego, CA 92123

Dear Mr. Pert:

WEATHER MODIFICATION (CLOUD SEEDING) PROGRAM
DRAFT MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION —COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

We received your enclosed letter dated September 17, 2009, providing comments on
the above-mentioned document. Recent wildfires have burned a majority of the
targeted watersheds. As detailed within the suspension criteria of the Draft Mitigated
Negative Declaration (DMND), planned cloud seeding operations have been suspended
until the targeted watersheds' vegetative cover has sufficiently recovered. This typically
takes three to five years.

Although we received your letter approximately one month after the end of the 30-day
comment period ending August 24, 2009, we would like to address your concerns. The
concerns are numbered according to the numbering from your letter. These changes
have been incorporated into the final mitigated negative declaration and will be included
in future cloud seeding operational protocols.

1a. DMND does not adequately address direct and cumulative impacts to
downstream habitats due to altered rain patterns or prolonged snow pack
anticipated on the project.

Sections 4.4-Biological Resources and 4.8-Hydrology and Water Quality detail
the potential cumulative and direct impact to the watershed habi t due to cloud
seeding. The project suspension criteria, as outlined within the Description of
Project section of the document, will be implemented as mitigation for potential
impacts associated with increased stream flow velocities and volumes
contributable to seeded rainfall patterns.

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

'To En~h Lives Through Effective and Caring Service"
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Project operations will be suspended for events forecast to produce over
5 inches of rainfall within a 24-hour period, or over 1 inch of rainfall within a
1-hour period. This mitigation measure will prevent excessive runoff and keep
target watersheds within their natural variability for rainfall and snowpack
according to historical records. No seeding will occur outside the normal storm
season from October 15 to April 15 and will be limited by suspension criteria
during wetter than normal years. With Mitigation Measure WATER-1, Criteria 2
incorporated into the program, a less than significant direct, indirect, or
cumulative impact will occur to existing rainfall patterns and thus the targeted
habitats.

1b. The DMND does not state if protocol surveys for sensitive plants and animals
were conducted within areas where construction of the seeding mechanisms will
occur.

As described within the DMND, the project will locate cloud seeding generators
at dams, debris basins, and sediment placement sites that are owned and
maintained by the Los Angeles County Flood Control District. These facilities are
used for flood control and water conservation purposes. The cloud seeding
equipment is relatively small and will not alter the existing use of the facilities.
The 15 selected project sites are fenced-off compounds previously graded with
very large areas of concrete and asphalt. Due to the critical nature of these
facilities, they are continually maintained in order to assure that habitat is not
established that would affect their operational capability and structural
soundness. Equipment installation will not degrade the quality of the
environment, reduce the habitat of any wildlife species, or have any significant
direct impact to wildlife individuals or populations. Equipment sites were chosen
specifically within regions of the property covered with asphalt or concrete
outside the streambed where no vegetation or habitat exists. The previously
disturbed nature of the locations avoids conflict with potential resources,
including biological resources and habitat, thus no protocol surveys were needed
or conducted for locations where the cloud seeding equipment is to be installed.

"The project may result in the removal of vegetation and disturbances to the
ground and therefore may result in take of nesting native bird species."

As described in the previous response, the project will not degrade the quality of
the environment, reduce the habitat of any wildlife species, or have any
significant direct impact to wildlife individuals or populations due to the
installation of any cloud seeding equipment. Equipment sites were chosen
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Mr. Edmund Pert
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Page 3

specifically within regions of the property covered with asphalt or concrete
outside the streambed where no vegetation or habitat exists. The previously
disturbed nature of the locations avoids conflict with potential resources,
including biological resources and habitat. Based on the DMND, equipment
installation would take one day per site. Equipment installation will take place
from September through November, outside bird breeding season. The project
will not result in the take of nesting native bird species.

3. "The DMND does not state whether there are any features on the site which may
be subject to regulation under Fish and Game Code Section 1600 et seq."

As described in the previous response, equipment sites were chosen specifically
within regions of the property covered with asphalt or concrete outside the
streambed where no vegetation or habitat exists. None of the equipment
installed will substantially divert or obstruct the natural flow of, or substantially
change or use any material from the bed, channel, or bank of, any river, stream,
or lake, or deposit or dispose of debris, waste, or other material containing
crumbled, flaked, or ground pavement where it may pass into any river, stream,
or lake. As such, there are no features of the cloud seeding project which would
be subject to regulation under Fish and Game Code Section 1600 et seq.

If you have any further questions regarding this matter, you or your staff may contact
Mr. William Saunders at (626) 458-6187 or at wsaunderCa~dpw.lacounty.Qov.

Very truly yours,

GAIL FARBER
Director of Public Works

CHRISTOPH STONE
Assistant Deputy Director
Water Resources Division

~1NS:vt
P-.~wr41GENERAL~81LLV8G Replytice

Enc.
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APPENDIX E

PROGRAM FOR REPORTING AND MONITORING THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

MITIGATION MEASURES
WEATHER MODIFICATION (CLOUD SEEDING) SERVICES

The following program will be used to monitor and implement the mitigation measures discussed
in Section XViII of the Negative Declaration.

1.0 Program Management

1.1 After adoption of environmental mitigation measures by the Board of
Supervisors, Public Works shall designate responsibility for monitoring
and reporting compliance with each mitigation measure.

12 To facilitate implementation and enforcement of this Program, Public
Works shall ensure that the obligation to monitor and report compliance
with environmental mitigation measures is required by all project-related
contracts between the County and consultant, prime construction
contractor(s), and any other person or entity who is designated to monitor
and/or report compliance under this Program during the preconstruction
and construction phases.

1.3 Public Works, as appropriate, shall take all necessary and appropriate
measures to ensure that each project-related environmental mitigation
measure, which was adopted, is implemented and maintained.

2.0 Preconstruction

21 Public Works or consultant for project design is responsible for
incorporating mitigation measures into project design and confirming in
writing that final construction drawings include all design-related
mitigation measures.

2.2 Public Works or consultant for design of project-related off-site
improvements is responsible for incorporating mitigation measures and
confirming in writing that final construction drawings include all design
related mitigation measures.

3.0 Construction

3.1 Public Works or prime construction contractors) for project and/or for
project-related off-site improvements is responsible for constructing
and/or monitoring the construction of mitigation measures incorporated in
final construction documents and reporting instances of noncompliance in
writing.
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3.2 Public Works or prime construction contractors) for project and/or for
project-related off=site improvements is responsible for implementation
and/or monitoring the implementation of mitigation measures affecting
methods and practices of construction (e.g., hours of operation, noise
control of machinery) and reporting instances of noncompliance in
writing.

3.3 Public Works is responsible for monitoring compliance of prime
construction contractors) with responsibility set forth in 3.1 above and
reporting noncompliance in writing.

4.0 Project Operation

4.1 After completion and final acceptance of the project, Public Works is
responsible for monitoring and maintaining compliance with adopted
mitigation measures, which affect project operation.
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APPENDIX F

ERRATA SHEET TO COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES
WEATHER MODIFICATION PROJECT

FINAL MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION
DATED OCTOBER 6, 2009

The following text changes are made to the original Final MND dated October 6, 2009 and are
incorporated as part of the revised Final MND dated June 1, 2015. These changes further
substantiate conclusions and/or clarify aspects of the previously circulated document. None of
these changes reflect a determination of a new or more significant environmental impact than
disclosed in the original Final MND dated October 6, 2015. Changes to the text are noted with
bold (for added text) or ee~r~ type (for deleted text).

Page 9: (Section 1.8.2 Project Description of the LACFCD Cloud Seeding Proctram)

The Los Angeles County Department of Public Works (LACDPW), ~^+;.,,. ;,, hoh~,lf „f +ho

°~~will conduct a cloud seeding program targeting watersheds tributary to reservoirs
located in the San Gabriel Mountains. Cloud seeding operations will be conducted by North
American Weather Consultants, Inc. (NAWC). This professional weather modification company
has conducted numerous cloud seeding programs in the western United States and has
conducted almost every LACDPW cloud seeding program in the San Gabriel Mountains dating
back to 1961.

The following sections discuss a general overview of the program, installation of the manual and
remotely operated cloud nuclei generators (CNGs), and operation of the CNGs.

Page 14: (Section 1.8.2.5 Initiation of Cloud Beetling Activities)

The LACDPW will make the final decision to initiate cloud seeding. Upon receiving a
recommendation from the NAWC Project Meteorologist to initiate seeding, LACDPW staff will
consider a variety of factors before agreeing to the recommendation. These factors include, but
are not necessarily limited to:

• Water surface elevations behind LACDPW dams;
• Current inflow into the reservoirs;
• Estimated antecedent soil moisture in the target watersheds;
• Capacity in the channels downstream of the dams;
• Capacity at downstream spreading grounds;
• Forecasts of rainfall amounts from the approaching storm;
• Timing of the approaching storm within the storm season;
• Proximity of seeding sites to burned watersheds;
• Recent earthquakes within the targeted watersheds;
• NWS warnings within the targeted watersheds;
• Current search and rescue operations within the targeted watersheds; and
• Significant construction activities within the watersheds.
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°~~ LACDPW will consider all circumstances surrounding an approaching storm and will
use professional judgment to make the decision whether to initiate seeding.

Page 17: (SECTION 1.9 SURROUNDING LAND USES AND SETTING)

The CNGs will be located in the foothill areas upwind of the target watersheds.. Due to the large
population within the County of Los Angeles, there are many foothill communities. These
communities border the flood and debris control facilities that will be used for the seeding
generators.

The targeted watersheds are located within the Angeles National Forest (ANF) and comprise a
large portion of the southern slopes of the San Gabriel Mountains. These areas are used for
many recreational purposes, including: hiking, camping, fishing, biking, wilderness area, and
skiing. The mountains and foothills are the home of many plant and wildlife species that are
threatened and endangered. Special care must always be taken to prevent damage to the
ecosystems during construction activities.

In order to prevent damage to the ecosystems, all of the CNGs will be located on previously
graded sites on property owned by the Los Angeles County Flood Control District and used by
Los Angeles County Department of Public Works for flood control and water conservation
activities. All the locations are currently used in conjunction with maintenance activities and
have been developed with concrete and/or asphalt, and are surrounded by protective chain link
fence to restrict public access.
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ENCLOSURE B

SAMPLE AGREEMENT FOR

AS-NEEDED WEATHER MODIFICATION
(CLOUD SEEDING) SERVICES (2015-AN013)

THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into this day of , 2015,
by and between the COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, a subdivision of the State of California,
a body corporate and politic (hereinafter referred to as COUNTY) and [Name of
CONTRACTOR], a [State of Incorporation] [Form of Entity] (hereinafter referred to as
CONTRACTOR).

WITNESSETH

FIRST: The CONTRACTOR, for the consideration hereinafter set forth and the
acceptance by the Board of Supervisors of said COUNTY of the CONTRACTOR'S
Proposal filed with the COUNTY on June 17, 2015, hereby agrees to provide services as
described in this Contract for AS-NEEDED WEATHER MODIFICATION (CLOUD
SEEDING) SERVICES (2015-AN013).

SECOND: This AGREEMENT, together with Exhibit A, Scope of Work;
Exhibit B, Service Contract General Requirements; Exhibit C, Internal Revenue Service
Notice 1015; Exhibit D, Safely Surrendered Baby Law Posters; Exhibit E, Defaulted
Property Tax Reduction Program; Exhibit F, Performance Requirements Summary;
Exhibit G, Area Map; Exhibit H, Cloud Seeding Program Report; Exhibit I, Mitigated
Negative Declaration; Exhibit J, Weather Modification Association Qualifications and
Procedures; the CONTRACTOR'S Proposal, all attached hereto; the Request for
Proposals; and Addenda to the Request for Proposals, all of which are incorporated herein
by reference, are agreed by the COUNTY and the CONTRACTOR to constitute the
Contract.

THIRD: The COUNTY agrees, in consideration of satisfactory performance of the
foregoing services in strict accordance with the Contract specifications to the satisfaction of
the Director of Public Works, to pay the CONTRACTOR pursuant to the Schedule of Prices
set forth in the Proposal and attached hereto as Form PW-2, an amount not to exceed
$550,000 per year or such greater amount as the Board may approve (Maximum Contract
Sum).

FOURTH: Notwithstanding the foregoing, the COUNTY and CONTRACTOR
understand and agree that this Contract is nonexclusive, the COUNTY may enter into other
contracts for the performance of the same or similar services, and the CONTRACTOR is
not entitled to or guaranteed the assignment of any work hereunder.

FIFTH: This Contract's initial term shall be for a period of one year commencing
upon Board approval or execution of both parties, whichever occurs last. The COUNTY
shall have the sole option to renew this Contract term for up to four additional one-year
periods and a six month-to-month extensions, for a maximum total Contract term of
five years and six months. Each such option shall be exercised at the sole discretion of
the COUNTY. The COUNTY, acting through the Director, may give a written notice of
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intent to renew this Contract at least ten days prior to the end of each term. At the sole
discretion of the COUNTY, in lieu of renewing the Contract for the full one year, this
Contract may be renewed on a month-to-month basis, upon written notice to the
CONTRACTOR at least ten days prior to the end of a term. The Director will provide a
written notice of nonrenewal at least ten days before the last day of any term, in which case
this Contract shall expire as of midnight on the last day of that term. Where all option
years have been exercised, the Director will not provide a written notice of nonrenewal.

SIXTH: The CONTRACTOR shall bill monthly, in arrears, for the work performed
during the preceding month. Work performed shall be billed at the unit prices quoted in
Form PW-2, Schedule of Prices.

SEVENTH: Public Works will make payment to the CONTRACTOR within 30 days of
receipt and approval of a properly completed and undisputed invoice. However, should the
CONTRACTOR be certified by the COUNTY as a Local Small Business Enterprise, payment
will be made in accordance with Board of Supervisors Policy No. 3.035, Small Business
Liaison and Prompt Payment Program. Each invoice shall be in triplicate (original and
finro copies) and shall itemize the work completed. The invoices shall be submitted to:

County of Los Angeles Department of Public Works
Attention Fiscal Division, Accounts Payable
P.O. Box 7508
Alhambra, CA 91802-7508

EIGHTH: In no event shall the aggregate total amount of compensation paid to the
CONTRACTOR exceed the amount of compensation authorized by the Board. Such
aggregate total amount is the Maximum Contract Sum.

NINTH: The CONTRACTOR understands and agrees that only the designated
Public Works Contract Manager is authorized to request or orderwork underthis Contract.
The CONTRACTOR acknowledges that the designated Contract Manager is not authorized
to request or order any work that would result in the CONTRACTOR earning an aggregate
compensation in excess of this Contract's Maximum Contract Sum.

TENTH: The CONTRACTOR shall not perform or accept work requests from the
Contract Manager or any other person that will cause the Maximum Contract Sum of this
Contract to be exceeded. The CONTRACTOR shall monitor the balance of this Contract's
Maximum Contract Sum. When the total of the CONTRACTOR'S paid invoices, invoices
pending payment, invoices yet to be submitted, and ordered services reaches 75 percent
of the Maximum Contract Sum, the CONTRACTOR shall immediately notify the
Contract Manager in writing. The CONTRACTOR shall send written notification to the
Contract Manager when this Contract is within six months from expiration of the term as
provided for hereinabove.

ELEVENTH: The Director may adjust the rate of compensation set forth in
Form PW-2 (Schedule of Prices) annually based on the increase or decrease in the U.S.
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, All Urban Consumers Price Index (CPI)
for the Los Angeles-Riverside-Orange County Areas. The Contract's anniversary date
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shall be the effective date for any such cost-of-living adjustment. The percentage change
in the rate of compensation shall equal 12 times the average monthly change in the CPI
over the first nine months of the Contract term preceding the effective date. However, any
percentage increase shall not exceed the general salary movement granted to County of
Los Angeles employees as determined by the County of Los Angeles' Chief Executive
Office as of July 1 for the prior 12-month period. Furthermore, should fiscal circumstances
ultimately prevent the Board from approving any increase in County of Los Angeles
employee salaries; no cost-of-living adjustment will be granted. Where the County decides
to grant a cost of living adjustment (COLA) pursuant to this paragraph for Contract option
years, it may, in its sole discretion exclude the cost of labor (including the cost of wages
and benefits paid to employees providing services under this Contract) from the base upon
which a COLA is calculated, unless the Contractor can show that his/her labor cost will
actually increase.

TWELFTH: In the event that terms and conditions, which may be listed in the
CONTRACTOR'S Proposal, conflict with the COUNTY'S specifications, requirements,
terms, and conditions as reflected in this AGREEMENT including, but not limited to,
Exhibits A through F, inclusive, the COUNTY'S provisions shall control and be binding.

THIRTEENTH: The CONTRACTOR agrees in strict accordance with the Contract
specifications and conditions to meet the COUNTY'S requirements.

FOURTEENTH: This Contract constitutes the entire agreement between the
COUNTY and the CONTRACTOR with respect to the subject matter of this Contract and
supersedes all prior and contemporaneous agreements and understandings.
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the COUNTY has, by order of its Board of Supervisors,
caused these presents to be subscribed by the Director of Public Works, and the
CONTRACTOR has subscribed its name by and through its duly authorized officers, as of
the day, month, and year first written above.

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

Director of Public Works

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

MARY WICKHAM
Interim County Counsel

Deputy
[NAME OF CONTRACTOR]

Its President

Type or Print Name

Its Secretary

Type or Print Name

P:~aepub\Service Contracts\CONTRACTWndres\CLOUD SEEDING\Board Ltr\Cloude Seeding -Enclosure BdocDOC 09/02/2015
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ENCLOSURE C
Award information has not been added at this time.

Bid Information

Bid Number : PW-ASD946

Bid Title : AS-NEEDED WEATHER MODIFICATION (CLOUD SEEDING) SERVICES

Bid Type : Service

Department : Public Works

Commodity : CONSULTING SERVICES -ENVIRONMENTAL

Open Date : 5/19/2015

Closing Date : 6/17/2015 530 PM

Notice of Intent to Award : View [~etai!

Bid Amount : $ 550,000

Bid Download : Not Available

Bid Description : PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Public Works requests proposals for the contract
As-Needed Weather Modification (Cloud Seeding) Services (2015-AN013). This contract has been
designed to have a potential maximum contract term of five years, consisting of an initial one-year term
and four potential additional one year option renewals. The total annual contract amount of these services
is estimated to be $550,000. The Request for Proposals (RFP) with contract specifications, forms, and
instructions for preparing and submitting proposals may be accessed at
http://dpw.lacounty.gov/asd/contracts or may be requested from Mr. Andres Campaz at (626) 458 4072,
acampaz@dpw.lacounty.gov, Monday through Thursday, 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.

PLEASE CHECK THE WEBSITE FREQUENTLY FOR ANY CHANGES TO THIS SOLICITATION. ALL
ADDENDA AND INFORMATIONAL UPDATES WILL BE POSTED AT
http://d pw.lacounty.gov/asd/contracts.

Minimum Requirement(s): Proposers must meet all minimum requirements set forth in the RFP document
including, but not limited to:

1. Proposer must have a minimum of five years of experience within the last
ten years providing weather modification (cloud seeding) services to government, utility, or similar
agencies.

2. Proposer's managing employee must be a Weather Modification Association certified manager.
Subcontracting is not allowed to fulfill this requirement.

A Proposers' Conference will be held on Tuesday, June 2, 2015, at 2 p.m. at Public Works Headquarters,
900 South Fremont Avenue, Alhambra, California 91803, in Conference Room D. ATTENDANCE BY
THE PROPOSER OR AN AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE AT THE CONFERENCE IS MANDATORY.
Public Works will reject proposals from those whose attendance at the conference cannot be verified.
Attendees should be prepared to ask questions at that time about the specifications, proposal
requirements, and contract terms. After the conference, Proposers must submit questions in writing and
request information for this solicitation within three business days from the date of the conference.

The deadline to submit proposals is Wednesday, June 17, 2015, at 5:30 p.m. Please direct your
questions to Mr. Campaz at the number listed on the previous page.

Contact Name : Andres Campaz

Contact Phone# : (626) 458-4072

Contact Email : a~~in az a d vr.iacoianty~ov

Last Changed On : 5/19/2015 7:49:44 AM

~3aek fo f~~~~
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ENCLOSURE D

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

County of Los Angeles Weather Modification Project

Prepared by

The County of Los Angeles Department of Pubiic Works

August 24, 2015
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MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM (MMRP)

Pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), the potential environmental
effects of the proposed County of Los Angeles (County) Weather Modification Project (Project)
have been analyzed in a Draft Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND) dated October 6, 2009 and
revised June 1, 2015.

Section 15074(d) of the CEQA Guidelines states that, when adopting a mitigated negative
declaration, the lead agency shall adopt a program for reporting on or monitoring the changes
that it has either required in the project or made a condition of approval to reduce or avoid
significant environmental effects. Section 21081.6 of CEQA and Section 15097 of the CEQA
Guidelines require a public agency to adopt a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
(MMRP) for assessing and ensuring the implementation of required mitigation measures applied
to proposed projects. Specific reporting and/or monitoring requirements that will be enforced
during project implementation shall be adopted simultaneously with final Project approval by the
responsible decision making body. The MMRP provided in this document describes the
mitigation program to be implemented by the County of Los Angeles (County).

The MMRP for the Weather Modification Project consists of Mitigation Measures (MMs) that
will reduce or avoid significant environmental effects associated with Project implementation,
and reflect any errata to mitigation measures in the Final MND. The MMs for the Project are
listed in the first column in the Table below, along with the timeframe for implementing the MM
in the second column; the agency or party with primary responsibility for implementing the MM
in the third column; and the agency or party with responsibility for monitoring compliance in the
fourth column. Implementation of the MMs for the Project would primarily be the responsibility
of the County of Los Angeles, as the Lead Agency under CEQA, and its consultants/contractors.
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Summary, Timing and Responsibilities of Mitigation Measures

MMRP Mitigation Measures 
Mitigation Responsible Monitoring
Timing Agency/Party Agency/Party

Biological Resources (Section 4.4 of the MND)

MM 4.4-1: Mitigation for the potential impact to
loss of vegetation and of the overall capacity of the

habitat to support native wildlife populations shall Cloud seeding County of Los
occur through the suspension of seeding if Contractor in Angeles
precipitation rates exceed 1.0 inch per hour within 

During 
accordance with Department of

the target watersheds. Seeding will be suspended if 
Operation 

Contract Public Works
any storm is forecast to produce over 5.0 inches of Specifications (Lead Agency)
rainfall within a 24-hour period in the target areas.

Geology and Soils (Section 4.6 of the MND)
MM 4.6-1: Exposure of people or structures to

potential adverse effects by landslides shall be

mitigated by monitoring precipitation and

suspending seeding if precipitation rates exceed 1.0

inch per hour or forecasted to produce over 5.0

inches of rainfall within a 24-hour period.

Also, seeding will be suspending in the event of a 5.0

earthquake occurs within 50 miles, or a 4.0

earthquake occurs within 25 miles of any installation

site or target watershed.

MM 4.6-2: Exposure of people or structures to

potential adverse effects by erosion shall be Cloud seeding 
County of Los

mitigated by monitoring precipitation and Contractor in
During Angeles

suspending seeding if precipitation rates exceed 1.0 
Operation 

accordance with 
Department of

inch per hour or forecasted to produce over 5.0 Contract

inches of rainfall within a 24-hour period. Specifications. 
Public Works

Also, fires within the target watersheds will lead to

immediate suspension of seeding activities to

prevent undue erosion.

MM 4.6-3: Exposure of people or structures to

potential adverse effects by flooding shall be

mitigated by monitoring precipitation and

suspending seeding if precipitation rates exceed 1.0

inch per hour or forecasted to produce over 5.0

inches of rainfall within a 24-hour period.

Also, seeding will be suspended whenever the NWS

issues a flash flood warning in the target areas.

Hydrology. and Water Quality (Section 4.8 of the MND)

MM 4.8-1: The project suspension criteria shall be

implemented as mitigation measures against

potential impacts associated with the physical Cloud seeding

alteration of existing watercourses. Suspending Contractor in 
County of Los

During Angeles
project operations for events that are forecast to accordance with

produce 5-inches (or greater) of rainfall within a 24- 
Operation 

Contract 
Department of

hour period will prevent excessive runoff from Specifications.
Public Works

substantially altering the existing drainage pattern

of the site or area.
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MM 4.8-2: The project suspension criteria shall be

implemented herein as mitigation for potential

impacts associated with increased flow velocities

and volumes. Suspending project operations for

events that are forecast to produce 5 inches (or

greater) of rainfall within a 24-hour period, or over 1
inch of rainfall within a 1-hour period will prevent

excessive runoff from flooding on-or off-site. With

this mitigation incorporated, a less than significant

direct, indirect, or cumulative impact will occur on

this item.

MM 4.8-3: The project suspension criteria shall be

implemented as mitigation to minimize the

potential for impacts associated with the capacity of

existing or planned stormwater drainage systems or

provide substantial additional sources of polluted

runoff. Suspending project operations for events

that are forecast to produce 5-inches (or greater) of

rainfall within a 24-hour period, or over 1 inch of

rainfall within a 1-hour period, will prevent

excessive storm runoff from exceeding downstream

flood control facility capacities on- or off-site.

Additionally, suspending cloud seeding operations in

the event that reservoir storage is at a level where

additional inflow to the reservoir from upcoming

storms will result in water releases greater than the

capacity of the downstream water conservation

facilities will prevent excessive storm runoff from

exceeding downstream facility capacities. The

project will not add pollutants to the runoff water.

Thus, with mitigation incorporated, a less than

significant direct, indirect, or cumulative impact will

occur on this item.

Mandatory Findings of Significance (Section 4.17 of the MND)

MM 4.17-1: Cumulatively considerable impacts will

be mitigated through the suspension criteria 
Cloud seeding

outlined within the Description of Project section. County of Los

Cumulative affects which will be mitigated to less During 
Contractor in 

Angeles
accordance with

than significant through suspension criteria are: Operation 
Contract 

Department of

erosion, flooding, landslides, and inadequate Public Works

emergency service response caused by excessive 
Specifications

storm runoff.

MM 4.17-2: Environmental effects which may cause 
Cloud seeding 

County of Los

substantial adverse effects on human beings will be During 
Contractor in 

Angeles

mitigated through the use of the suspension criteria. Operation 
accordance with 

Department of
Contract

Specifications 
Public Works
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